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"Z-'w des pkcnomcnes les -phis remarquables du systcme du mondc cst celui de tons

les mouvements de rotation et de revolution des planetes et des satellites dans le sens de

la rotation du soleil et a pen pres dans le plan de son equateur. Un phcnomcne aussi

remarquable n'cst point reject du hazard; il indique une cause generale qui a determine

tous ces mouvements. ... * *

" Un autre phcnomene cgalement remarquable du systeme solaire est le peu dex-

ccntricite des orbes des planetes et des satellites, tandis que ceux des cometes sont ires

allonges. ... *

">uellc cst cette cause primitive? J'exposerai sur ccla, dans la note qui termine

cet ouvrage (Systeme du Monde) une hypothese, qui me parait resuller avec une grandc

vraisemblance des phenomenes precedents, mats que je presente avec la defiance que doit

inspircr tout ce qui n'est point un rcsultat de I 'observation ou de calcul."

LAPLACE.



INTRODUCTION.

< >M hundred \ear- ago L.vi'l.ACK published an outline of the nebular

|I\|MI||M -!-. \\hirh has >inee been continued mid develojietl by tlie labors of

a-.tioiioiw.T8. His physical explanation of the evolution of the planets and

satellite.*, under the gradual operation of the lawH of nature, was the logical

outcome of his profound study of the mechanism of our system, and rested

mainly on the common direction of motion and the small eccentricities and

mutual inclinations of the orbits. From the concurrence of such remarkable

phenomena in a great numl>er of Ixxlies the author of the Mfcanique Cflextt was

led to conccixc that at a remote epoch in the past, the matter now constituting

the plaiu-ts and satellites was expanded into a vast rotating fiery nebula, which

slowh contracted with the radiation of its heat into surrounding space. Accord-

ing to the mechanical principle of the conservation of areas, the contraction accel-

erated the rotation and thereby increased the oblateness; when the centrifugal

force at the equator Iwcatne equal to the force of gravity the particles ceased

to tall towards the centre, and the nebula shed successive rings or zones of

vapor from its equatorial |H-riphery. The condensation of the several rings
thus abandoned by the contracting mass eventually gave rise to the Ixxlies of

the planetary system.

I. MM. .MI <.l,Mi\.,l that the comets, unlike the planets and satellites. ha\e

every degree of inclination and very high eccentricities, and hence he concluded

that they were originally foreign to the solar -y-t.'m: accordingly, in the nebular

hyixithesis, the comets are regarded as small nebulae which have been drawn
to tin- -mi in its secular motion among the fixed stars.

The alnive hypothesis, based on sound dynamical principles and worked

out in detail by the philo-ophic judgement and imaginative geniii- "I" I. MM. MI.

merited and iccci\cd the attention of -iih-eqin-nt natural philosopher-.

Owing to the brief duration of human hi-lory compared to the inmien-e |

required for appreciable cosmogonic changes, probably the e\olniion of the

heavenly bodie- can n. \. t I.e observed, but mu-t be inferred from n cmiipara-
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tive study of existing phenomena; and hence the sublime discovery of the

essential process involved in the formation of the planetary system would

necessarily mark an epoch in the history of science. The boldness and pro-

found physical insight with which LAPLACE attacked this problem have justly

ranked his effort among the greatest achievements of the human intellect. The

germ of the general theory of evolution, which has so powerfully influenced

the thought of the nineteenth century, may be traced to the recondite specula-

tions of this great geometer.

The strikingly analagous cosmogonic views advanced by KANT in the

Naturgeschichte und Theorie des Ilimmels preceded those of LAPLACE by forty-

one years, and hence some priority is claimed for the great metaphysician of

Konigsberg; but since the real vitality of the nebular hypothesis springs from

LAPLACE, whose scientific eminence gave it authority commensurate with the

development of Physical Astronomy in the eighteenth century, this great cos-

mogonic speculation is justly dated from the publication of the Systime du

Monde in 1796.

SIR WILLIAM HERSCHEL'S observations on the different types of stars and

nebulae led him to consider them of different ages, and to compare the heavenly

bodies in such various stages of development to the mixture of growth and

decay presented by the trees of an aged forest. The combination of HERSCIIEL'S

studies on actual phenomena of the heavens with LAPLACE'S dynamical specula-

tions relative to the solar system gave the nebular hypothesis both an observational

and a theoretical basis, and hence it soon became an integral part of scientific

philosophy. SIR JOHN HERSCHEL'S survey of the entire heavens supplied new

and important observations relative to the appearances of the stars and nebulae,

and confirmed the general validity of the nebular hypothesis. When, however,

LORD ROSSE'S great Reflector resolved certain clusters previously classed as

nebulae, the question naturally arose whether with sufficient power all nebulae

might not be resolved into discrete stars. Fortunately, the invention of the

Spectroscope about I860, and HUGGINS'S application of it to the heavenly

bodies, showed that many of the nebulae are masses of glowing gas gradually

condensing into stars, and, so far as possible, realized the postulates laid

down by LAPLACE. JOULE'S discovery of the mechanical equivalent of heat

and HKI.MIKM.TZ'S application of the resulting laws of thermodynamics to

the heat of the sun, established the contraction of the solar nebula, while

the subsequent researches of LANE, NEWCOMB, KELVIN and DARWIN have

shown the theoretical possibility of most of the development outlined in the

Systhne du Monde.
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Notwithstanding the general continuation nf tin- e eiitial part- "I I . M-I.ACK'S

-peculation, some doubt still remains whether the planets ami satellites separated

:i- rinir- or a- lumpv in:i----. ami \\hcthcr ring- of anything like regularity could

e\er condense inin single bodies. The mo-t recent investigations of this

<|iu--tion indieate that in-lead {' separating as rings or xones which afterward*

(>ndeii-eil, the planet- and satellites, like the double stars, assumed originally

the farm of lumpy or globular ma e-.

In the time "t I.\i-i \< i it was -uppo-cd that the figures of equilibrium of

rotating ma--e- of llnid. whose particles attract one another according to the

Newtonian law. are of necessity surfaces of revolution about the axis of

rotation, and then-fore that a separation could take place only in the form of

a ring or /one. lint the investigations of JACOHI showed that a homogeneous
ma-- of llnid in the form of an ellipsoid of three unequal axes rotating iihnut

its shortest axis could be maintained in equilibrium by the pressure and

attraction of it- part-: the figure of such a mass is no longer one of revo-

lution, although it i- -till symmetrical with respect to the axis of rotation.

l'->i\< \I:K'S recent investigation of the stability of the equilibrium of the

Jacobian ellip-oid -bowed that when the ohlateness has heeonu* about two-fifths

the equilibrium in this form becomes tin-table, and another figure in developed;
the body assumes the form of a pear or an hour-glass with two unequal bulbs,

and finally breaks up into two comparable, though unequal, massea. Starting

from an entirely different point of view, DAUWIV made an indc|>endent and

almost simultaneous investigation of the form assumed by the mass after the

laeohian ellipsoid becomes unstable. Taking two separate masses of fluid

revolving as a rigid -\-i.-m in -neb close proximity that the tidal dixtortionH of

figure cause them to coalesce, he determined the resulting figure of equilibrium.

and found a dumb-bell form corresponding very closely to the Apioid discovered

l>\ I'"i\< \i:i. Though both of these investigations relate to homogeneous
ma e-. and tln-relon- are m. I -tricilv ap|.li.-;ili|f to ill,- eases uhidi .-in-i- in

nature, yet they agree entirely in proving the existence <>!' iin-ymmctrical form-

"I equilibrium; and a comparison of these figures with the drawing- of double

nebulae made by Sin .Foiis I Ii ix m;i. |,-a\i-s no doubt that the process of

separation into unequal but comparable masses indicated by these recondite

mathematical researches is abundantly illustrated in the evolution of double

-tar- from double nebulae. If tin- proce ha- played such a prominent part in

the geiie-i- of the stellar systems, it is highly probable that the plain t- and

satellite- originated in a similar manner, not withstanding the abnormally rapid

increase in density toward- the centres of the -..lar nebula implied by the

separation of such inconsiderable ma c-.
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When NEWTON established the law of universal gravitation he also discovered

the true cause of the tides of the sea, and outlined some of the principal phenomena
which follow from the perturbing action of the sun and moon upon the waters

which cover the terrestrial spheroid. After the lapse of more than a century

LAPLACE attacked this problem from the dynamical point of view, and developed

his celebrated analytical theory of oceanic tides, which has been generally

adopted in the subsequent researches of astronomers. About two centuries

after NEWTON established the cause of the tides, DARWIN was led to consider

not only the tides in the mass of fluid spread over the earth's surface, but also

those which arise in the body of the globe, owing to its imperfect rigidity.

He inquired whether the earth's mass might not be a fluid of great viscosity,

and proceeded to develop the theory of bodily tides, and to discuss the bear-

ing of these researches on the cosmogonic history of the earth and moon.

When the investigation was subsequently extended to other pails of our system,

it was found that while LAPLACE'S hypothesis as a whole remained unshaken,

some appreciable modifications were rendered necessary, especially in the case of

the earth and moon, where the relatively large mass-ratio of the component
bodies sensibly increased the efficiency of tidal friction. It seemed clear that

in the development of the lunar-terrestrial system, the action of tidal friction

had been of paramount importance, but that elsewhere the effects had been

much less considerable, owing chiefly to the small masses of the attendant

bodies.

AVhen we reflect that the planetary system is made up of a great number

of very small bodies revolving in almost circular orbits about large central

masses, and is therefore different from all other known systems in the heavens,

although other systems like it may exist unobserved, it is remarkable that

previous investigators have almost invariably approached the problems of

Cosmogony from the point of view of the planets and satellites, and that no

considerable attempt has been made to inquire into the development of the

great number of systems observed among the fixed stars. The short period

of time which has elapsed since the explorations of the Telescope have made

known the general state of the heavens, with the impossibility of observing any

considerable changes, except in the case of double stars, may perhaps account

for the natural tendency to focus all effort upon the development of the planets

and satellites. But the peculiar character of our system, compared to other

known systems in space, renders this procedure incapable of giving us any

general law of nature. It is only from a study of the systems of the universe
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:ii 1:11-1- tliat we tuny IM.JM in throw light upon the general problem- of

1

"".v > aiming tln->< -\-i<-m- tin- binary -tans arc eminently suited for

-iidi an investigation.

In the present work we propose t inve-tigate the evolution of tlie stellar

-\-tcni8. The problem i- difficult and the observations arc incomplete, and

henee in this arduous undertaking we may l>eg the indulgence of astronomers

for Midi imperfection- a- I In- di-cus-ion of the subject will necessarily exhibit.

The present volume i- devoted mainly to the facts as made known by the

lalHir- of double-star ol>-er\ers since the time of Sill WlI.I.IAM III i:-< ur.i.: the

more ihcorctical ini|uiry into the Secular Effects of Tidal Friction and the IVo-

oi CosniogoiM i~ reserrw! for Mbtaqoenl trattmenl

It would seem that the inicroinetrical uu-a-nn-- discussed in this work

i -taMi-li for the first time, on a secure observational basis, the general sha|>e of

the real orbits of double stars. It follows from the results here brought to light

that the most probable eccentricity among double stars is over 0.45, and since this

nu-an value i- deduced from the consideration of forty orbits, which future

observations will not alter materially, we see that such high eccentricities are

rliarartei i-tie of the stellar systems. In the solar system the mean eccentricity

tor the great planets and their satellites does not surpass (UKkSO, and hence

we see that the average eccentricity among double stars is about twelve tiuu*

thai found in our own system. The great number of binary stars and the

practical certainty that the projHTtics deduced from forty of the best orbits

now available will be confirmed by the stellar systems in general, justifies us

in raiding this remarkable induction, relative to the eccentricities, to the dignity

of a fundamental law of nature. The binary stars arc therefore distinguished

from the planet- and satellites by two striking characteristics:

1. The orbit* <in'
In't/fily eccentric.

2. The stars of a ystem are comparable, and freqw ////// nlmn.fl ,</n>ilt in

MM.
The first of these remarkable properties is traced mainly to the condition

stated in the second; high eccentricities probably did not belong to these

systems originally, but have been devtloi>cd by the secular action of tidal friction,

which is a physical cause affecting all cosmical systems.

In developing the theory of gravitation mathematicians have very generally

.i"iiin.-.l that the attracting masses are rigid solids, and hence it has IH-CII

too\erlook the fact that nearly all the bodies of the visible universe are really

fluid. The stars and nebulae are self-luminous masses of a gaseous, liquid or
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semi-solid nature, and hence it is apparent that in such systems enormous bodily
tides will necessarily arise from the mutual gravitation of the particles. Tides

are cosmic phenomena as universal as gravitation itself; and since tidal friction

will operate in every system of fluid bodies which is endowed with a relative

motion of its parts, we see that the general agency of bodily tides gives rise

to most important secular changes in the figures and motions of the heavenly
bodies. The tidal alterations of figure, which modify the attraction on neighboring

bodies, will become especially marked in the case of double stars and double

nebulae, where two large fluid masses in comparative proximity are subjected to

their mutual gravitation; and hence if the bodies of such a system be rotating

as well as revolving the secular working of tidal friction becomes an agency of

great and indeed of paramount importance. The general theory of all the secular

changes which follow from the double tidal action arising in a binary system
remains to be developed, but meanwhile the work of DARWIN in connection

with the extension which I have given his researches, makes known some of

the more important effects.

From our previous investigations it seems exceedingly probable that the

great eccentricities now observed among double stars have arisen from the

action of tidal friction during immense ages; that the elongation of the real

orbits, so unmistakably indicated by the apparent ellipses described by the stars,

is the visible trace of a physical cause which has been working for millions of

years. It appears that the orbits were originally nearly circular, and that under

the working of the tides in the bodies of the stars they have been gradually

expanded and rendered more and more eccentric.

Some simple considerations will enable us to see how these general results

arise from the secular action of tidal friction. Suppose the two stars of a system
to be spheroidal fluid masses of small viscosity, and let us assume, conformably
to the motions observed in the solar system and to those which would result

from the division of a double nebula, that the two bodies are rotating about

axes nearly perpendicular to the plane of orbital motion, and in the same

direction as the revolution about the common centre of gravity; also let the

angular velocity of rotation considerably surpass that of orbital revolution.

Then, as the fluid is viscous, the tides raised in either mass by the attraction

of the other will lag, and hence the major axes of the tidal ellipsoids will point

in advance of the tide-raising bodies, and the tidal elevations will exercise on

them tangential disturbing forces which tend to accelerate the instantaneous

velocities and thereby increase the mean distance. The reaction of the revolving

bodies upon the tidal protuberances will retard the axial rotations; for the
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moment of momentum <>(' the whole -\-tem i- eon-taut, and the moment of

m.'im niimi of axial rotation |o-t !.\ tin- -tar- mn-t l>e just equal to the gain

in moment of momentum of orbital motion. Thn- llie rotations of the stars are

diminished, while tlu- mean distance i- conv-| dingly increased.

But the tangential di-turhing force i- foiind in vary inversely as the seventh

l'\\cr of tin- di-tanee. and hence \vln-n tin- orhit is eccentrie the accelerating

foree at |>ena-tn>ii i- \ery inm-h greater than at apnstron. The result is tliat

at jH-riastron tin di-tnrhing force increases the apastron distance hy an abnor-

mally large aiiK.unt, while at apastron it increases the |>eriastron distance hy a

\.-r\ -mall amount. Thn- while the ellipse is being gradually expanded, the

apa-trun i- driven away -o rapidly compared to the slight recession of the

peria-tmn that the orhit grows more and more eccentric. When the axial

rotation- are -ntlieieiitly red need hy the transfer of axial to orhital moment of

nioni'-ntnm thi- change of the system will finally cease; under conditions different

from those mentioned alnive the eccentricity and major axis may decrease, and

\arioiis other change- take place.

The can-e- here liriellv sketched ap|H-ar to l>e suflicient to account for the

de\e|opni-nt of donlile >tar-, and the tidal theory might therefore I>e regarded

a- -ati-l'aetor\ ; yet if the explanation l>c deemed incomplete it is cany to adduce

eon^ideration- which exclude other conceivable hypotheses. Let us imagine the

./-axi- to represent the region of eccentricity, and divide this line into convenient

parts, making the intervals, say, 0.1; then we may erect ordinates denoting the

number of orbits falling in a given region, and thus illustrate the distribution

of orbits as regards the eccentricity. The irregular line which results from

connecting the point- determined by a finite number of orbits would become a

smooth curve if the number were indefinitely increased. In case of the double

-tars we obtain what is essentially a probability curve with the maximum near

o.l.'i: the slojKj on either side appears to be somewhat gradual, but the curve

vanishe- at /ero and unity.

If we make a similar representation for the orbits of comets, we shall find

a very high maximum at the eccentricity unity; in this case both sloi>es are

extraordinarily steep, though jierhaps the curve descends with less rapidity on

the -id. toward- the origin, on account of the considerable numl>cr of periodic

comets which have been gradually accumulated by the |M-rturbing action of the

planet-. The corres|M>nding curve for the planet- and -atellite- ha- a high

maximum near U.ICJSK; arid while both slope- are -teep. that on the side from

the origin i> the more gradual by virtue of the somewhat unusual eccentricities

of Hyperion, the Moon and Mercury.
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If we inquire into the physical meaning of these illustrations, it is easy to

see that the distribution of the cometary orbits about the parabolic eccentricity

indicates, as LATLACE first pointed out, that the comets have been drawn to

our system from the regions of the fixed stars. The curve for the planets and

satellites proves merely that the eccentricities were originally small, and that,

under the minimized effects of tidal friction resulting from such inconsiderable

masses, they have never been much increased. The curve for the orbits of

double stars is of such a nature that we cannot, as in the case of comets, assign

to these systems a fortuitous origin; for in this event the eccentricities would

surpass, equal or approximate unity, and the periods of revolution, if finite, would

be of immense duration; nor could any cause be assigned for the reduction of

the eccentricity and period if it be admitted that anything which might properly

be called a system could arise from the approach of separate stars. On the

other hand the stellar orbits have no close analogy with those of the planets

and satellites, for they are densest in the region of mean elliptic eccentricity,

and thus almost equally removed from the two extremes presented in the solar

system. They were therefore of this mean form originally, or have been made

so by a cause which has left a distinct impress upon the nature of the systems.

The secular alteration in the figure of equilibrium of a greatly expanded mass

like a double nebula would of necessity be very gradual, and hence it follows

that the mass cut oft' under the increased centrifugal force incident to slowly

accelerated rotation would begin to revolve in an orbit of comparatively small

eccentricity. Indeed, were the initial eccentricity considerable the two nebulae

would come into grazing collision at periastron, and in consequence of the

resistance encountered the system would rapidly degenerate into a single mass.

When at length the bodies are separated, each mass will contract and gain

correspondingly in velocity of axial rotation, and tidal friction will begin expand-

ing and elongating the orbit; nothing but this secular process would be adequate

to develop the mean eccentricities observed in the immensity of space. If then

tidal friction be sufficient to account for the elongation of the real orbits of

double stars, we shall be justified in concluding that it is the true cause of the

phenomenon. Accordingly, it does not seem probable that the conclusions reached

in the Inaugural Dissertation which I presented to the Faculty of the University

of Berlin will be materially altered, but some of the many problems connected

with the general theory of tides still need additional elucidation. If we shall

be able to explain the origin and development of double stars, the abundance

of such systems will raise a presumption that the agencies and processes involved

are more or less general throughout the universe, and no inconsiderable light
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will IM- thrown II|MIII tlit- h\\^ i>! < '.i-in-i^'in . |'.\ extending our researches to

tin- various classes of nebulae and clu-ier*. additional knowledge will be gained,

and in the course of time it will IK- po-.-ihle to approach tin- general problem

of cosmicid evolution.

For more thun two eciitiiric- Celestial Mechanics lias l>een occupied with

the fonfirinntion of lli- Newtonian law, and with the development of theories

for the |nvei-e determination of tin- figures and motions of the heavenly l>-"li, -.

In tin- writing of Ni \\ i"\ an. I I. \ri.\cK the attracting masses are essentially

solid spheroid> eo\eivd by a Hnid in ei|iiilil)rium. The theories of iln- orbital

motion* and perturbations of the planets, ami of the li^urt- and rotations of

these bodie- ali. .in their eentres of gravity, are treated mainly from the point

of view of rigid dynamies, and little aeeount is taken of the fuel that so far as

known the heavenly l>odies are masses of viseous lluid. The work of PAKWIX

mi tin- prcec-.>ion of a viseous spheroid and on the secular effects of lxdily

tidal friction marks an e|>och in the history of Celestial Mechanics, which will

eventually become a science of the equilibrium and motion of fluids, and must

take account of not only the attractions due to undisturbed figures, hut also the

fon-o ari-inir from tidal deformation, with the resulting secular changes in the

motion* of the heavenly bodies.

Physical Astronomy has been devoted heretofore to first approximations

under the law of universal gravitation, in particular, to the development of

methods for tracing the exact paths of the heavenly bodies through past ami

future centuries; the theories thus developed are applicable to all |>criods of

; ded history and are justly considered the most imposing monuments yet

reared by the human intellect. But the ultimate aim of Astronomy is not only

\]'lain and to predict phenomena which the course of time will make known

to ob-er\i i -. but al>o to determine the secular effects of cumulative causes, and,

ipproachinjr the primitive condition of the universe, to discover the origin

and to trace the evolutionary hi.-tory of the stars. As the slow processes of

< ..-mi.-al development are fon-\er withheld from the direct vision of the astronomer,

and can be discovered only by the investigation of the continued effect* of laws

and causes now at work in the heavens, the solution of this sublime problem

will be an achievement not unworthy of the human mind.

HAWLKY HOUSE,
\\ \ . .

.

.i/.../ ;.





CHAPTER I.

ON THE DEVEI.O -MI s r "i Dot HI.K-SI\I. ASTRONOMY, ANM> ON THE MATIIK

M\IK \i Tni"i:ii- ..i mi MOTIONS OK BINAKY STAKS.

!J 1. //i.tforirttl N/v/r/i of Double-Star Astronomy from Herschel to Bumham.

THK su-rire-tivc relation of certain prominent stars, in contrast with the irreg-

ular manner in whieh the innltitiule are strewn over the surface of the celestial

>phciv. presented to the minds of the ancients the api>caranee of arrangement

or cla*>itieation; the more or less obvious constellations thus invented for

bright and widely-separated objects were of various sizes, and frequently of

an arbitrary character. The condensation of the stars into natural groups,

Mich as the /*/ ' '"//<" RerenicrM, and the clouds in the Milky Way, must

have attracted tally attention, but no one attempted a philosophical inquiry

into tin- cause of such arrangement until MITCHELL took up the question in

1707, and showed from the theory of probability that a real physical connection

was strongly indicated. Further considerations' of a similar character led

him to predict in advance of observation that compound stars would IM- found

revolving about their common centres of gravity. LAMHEUT had surmised

tin- existence of possible stellar systems in 1761, and GIORDANO BKUNO,

(\--IM. and M \t pKKTfis had advanced even earlier conjectures of the same

kind. The argument for physical connection of closely associated stars, based

on the theory of probability, has >ince been greatly extended \>\ WILLIAM

STRUVE, and a practical vcritieation of theory is furnished by the evidence of

orbital motion in about 500 out of the 5000 interesting double stars catalogued

by modern observers.

The designation double-star (SwrXovs) was first employed by I'TOI.I MV in

di-eribing the appearance of v Sni/iffni-ii. Tin- lir>t object of the kind e\i-r

di-eovered with the TcleseojH- \\a- probably 1'rnae Majoris, which ap|>< an d

double to KICCIOLI about the middle of the seventeenth century. The quad-

ruple system d Orionis was detected by Hi I..IIINS in 16.">(5. and the wide pair

yArieli* by HOOKE some eight year- later. While observing a comet at

Pondicherry, India, in December. !<;>'.'. Fvim.i: KHJIAUD separated tin- com-
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ponents of a Centauri, and thus secured the first record of a star, which has

proved to be binary. The duplicity of y Virginia was accidentally discovered

by BRADLEY and POUND in 1718, and subsequently re-discovered by CASSINI

and MESSIER, while observing occupations, with a view of finding evidence of

an atmosphere surrounding the moon.

aGeminorum was resolved in 1719, 61 Cygni in 1753, and ft Cygni in 1755;

but although these sporadic discoveries had been made, no systematic search

for double stars was attempted until 1777, when CHRISTIAN MAYER, of Mann-

heim, began to collect a list of these remarkable objects. Having reached the

conclusion that faint stars near larger ones are essentially revolving planets,

he searched the heavens attentively with an eight-feet mural circle, by BIRD,
and discovered in all some seventy-two pairs, including y Andromedae, Cancri,

a Hermits, e Lyrae and ft Cygni. Unfortunately, the wide objects within the

reach of such a telescope seldom have any appreciable relative motion, and

hence the stars discovered by MAYER give very little evidence of the physical

connection which he expected.

The real history of double-star discovery and measurement, dates from the

explorations begun by SIR WILLIAM HERSCHEL in 1779. This indefatigable

observer sought to grapple with the unsolved problem of stellar parallax, which

had engaged the attention of astronomers since the time of COPERNICUS.

Rejecting the methods recommended by GALILEO, FLAMSTEED and BRADLEY,
he proposed one of his own, depending on the measurement of position-angles

of two stars of unequal magnitudes from opposite sides of the earth's orbit.

HERSCHEL supposed the double stars to be mere groups of perspective, and

hence he hoped to detect the relative parallax due to the orbital motion of the

earth. He resolved to examine every star in the heavens with the utmost

attention under a very high power; the superiority of his telescope gave him

an advantage over previous observers; and moreover, his improved optical

appliances were supplemented by great energy and boundless enthusiasm.

During the interval from 1779 to 1784 he made an extensive catalogue of

double stars, some of which he hoped would ultimately prove to be suitable

for measurement of parallax. In 1782 he communicated to the Royal Society

a catalogue of 209 double stars, 227 of which were new, and followed it three

years later by a second catalogue containing 434 such objects. For the next fifteen

years the attention of the great observer was devoted to, among other things,

the measurement of these pairs, with a view of finding those best adapted to

parallax determination. Slight changes were observed from the first, but in

most cases the shifting of the relative positions of the objects was attributed
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cither to the pro|xr motion- ,,| the stars, or to the* secular motion of the sun

in -pace. The motion- \\ -low that it took the observations of mnny
\.;irs to prove eoncln-h. -Iv tliat cert:, in double stars are moving in regular

orbits. This unexpected and a-toni-hing result was finally announced by

HK.ICSI IIEI. in IN'-, and demonstrated during the following year by his clal>o-

rate memoir* on binar\ -tar-. Tin--.- in\. -libations supplied the first satisfac-

tory evidence that -omc of tin- double stars constitute genuine stellar systems

maintained l.\ the action of nniver.-al gravitation. HKUSCIIKI/S celebrated papers

dealt with the motion- of -uch object- a- $ Ursae Mtijoris, HlOpltiucki, y Virginia,

'

'/iifiortim, yCoronae Bortali*, ( HoMix, r) Caxxioptae, IlerciUi*, p.* UoMix;

and in some cases aligned rough estimates of the periods of revolution. The

interest in an announcement which opened up fields of inquiry of the widest

-i "l>c, was fully commensurate with the inherent importance of the discovery;

and yet, notwithstanding the splendor of the achievement, double stars were

little observed during the first twenty years of this century.

>n: JOHN HKKS< IIKI. began some preliminary work on double stars in 18U5,

and was SIM.II joined by Sin JAMKS SOUTH. During the next ten years these

t\\.. ..l.-ci-vcrs piiblisheil several series of observations made either conjointly or

-eparately; and when Sn: JOHX IlKKsriiKi. made his survey of the Southern

Hemisphere, over 2000 pairs were discovered and roughly measured. The con-

scientious records which he has left us in the Results of his observations at

the Cape of Good Hope, as well as the catalogues since published, and his

elegant researches on the orbits of double stars, ensure to him a distinguished

place among those astronomers who have tailored to advance our knowledge

of binary systems.

I'll, -y-tematic survey of the part of the heavens between the north |M>|C

and fifteen degrees -oiith declination, executed by WILLIAM STKUVE lictwccii

the years 1824 and 18M, will long remain the most important contribution to

double-star A-trouomy ever made by one man. The instrument used was the

Dorpat IMMnch refract. .r by Flt.u MIOKKI:; the r.-nli- fnrni.-hed the material

of the Menswrae Micrometricae which includes careful observation- of .'U12 double

and multiple star-, be-ide- records of his previous work with smaller instruments.

The labors of WILLIAM STKUVE abolished HKISSCIIKI.'S cumin rsomo method of

referring position-angle- t<> the .|iiadi-ant-. and reduced double-star A-ti-n..my

to a -cientilic l.a-i- liy reckoning the angle continnoii-ly from (P to IMJO . Out

of thi- e\tcn-ivc work grew other reform-, -iieli a- the -upcrior da ili< ation

and arrangement of the re-nlt-, and in thi- way STIM \i laid tin- foundation- of

the subsequent development of the s,-j,.|icc.
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Among the other observers who contributed to this branch of Astronomy
prior to 1850, we may mention especially MADLER, BESSEL, and DAWES. The
measures of DAWES take high rank for quality and serve as an example of

what may be done by private observers with limited appliances. Other deceased

observers especially deserving of mention for important contributions to the

records of double-star Astronomy are SECCHI, KAISER, KNOTT, ENGLEMANN,
JEDRZEJEWICZ, and, above all, BARON DEMBOWSKI.

Though the last-mentioned observer worked privately and with a small

instrument, his measures are more extensive and perhaps more accurate than

those of any other observer either living or dead. Covering the period from

1854 to 1878, the work included measures of all the pairs in the Mensurae
Micrometricae accessible to his 7-inch glass, besides numerous observations of

pairs more recently discovered by himself, OTTO STRUVE, BURNHAM and ALVAN
CLARK. The twenty thousand precise measures executed by this great astronomer

were collected after his death, edited by OTTO STRUVE and SCHIAPARELLI, and

published in two large quarto volumes by the Academia dei Lyncei of Rome.

Beginning prior to 1840 and extending over the next fifty years, the double-

star work of the illustrious OTTO STRUVE furnishes by far the longest and most

homogeneous set of observations yet made by any astronomer. Besides records

of the numerous stars discovered by himself and by his father, OTTO STRUVE'S

work includes reliable data for the most important stars discovered by other

previous and contemporary observers. Many of his own stars are close and have

proved to be comparatively rapid, and hence will soon yield satisfactory orbits.

Among living observers the names of OTTO STRUVE, HALL, DUNER,
SCIIIAPARELLI, TARRANT, BIGOURDAN, MAW, GLASENAPP, TEHBUTT, STONE,

COMSTOCK, KNORRE, SEABROKE, DOBERCK, PERROTIN, HOUGH, and BURNHAM
will be familiar to the reader. Each has contributed important material for the

study of the stellar systems, but the work of STRUVE, HALL, SCIIIAPARELLI,
and BURNHAM is especially important to the computer, as covering a long series

of years and thus supplying homogeneous material for the determination of the

orbits of revolving binaries.

Prior to 1870 it had been gent-rally held by such authorities as DAWES
that the subject of double stars was practically exhausted by the discoveries of

the HERSCHELS and the systematic surveys of the STRUVES. As the latter had

swept over all the brighter stars in the northern heavens, including about 140,000

objects, we may refer with a certain pleasure to the epoch-making discoveries

since made by BURNHAM, who has detected nearly 1300 important pairs which

had escaped all previous observers. BURNHAM'S stars are either very close or
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the companion is very faint, and their high importance lies in their rapid orliitnl

in-.tion. This characteristic of li I:MI \M'> -tars has already enabled us to

deduce a number of ino-i intcre-ting orbit-. It is probable that during tin-

next half century hi- -tars will yield moiv good orbits than all the other stars

previously discovered put together. When we rcincinl>er that the aim of tin-

observer is to determine tin- paths of the -tar- with a view of throwing light

upon the character "I" tin- -tellar sy-tcin-. it is clear that the measurement ol

these close objects, which will yield a large mtml>er f orbits within a reasonable

time, is the iim-t piv ing duty of the observer of the future. Many distinguished

observers have dexotcd their attention to the sidereal studies begun by the

HKI:-< HI i
- and developed by the STRUVKS, but none have labored more devotedly

or achieved more splendid discoveries than the illustrious HIUNIIAM.

^ _'. Ltijf(ire''n Demonstration of the Law of Gravitation

in the Planetary System.

SUPPOSE we denote by X and Y the forces which act on a planet, resolved

along the coordinate axes, and directed towards the origin at the centre of the

-nn ; let the plane of the orbit IK- taken as the plane of TIJ. Then we have,

as the equations of motion,

& + X -
> & +r - n ' (I)

If we multiply the first equation by y, and the second by a?, and add

the re-lilts, we find

Hut i- the double areal velocity, and by KKIM.KH'S law tin-

area- de-eribed by the radins-veetr of the planet are proportional to the time.

Therefore we have
*Y-yX-0, (3)

or the forces A' and }' an- related as the coordinates .r and y ;
which indicates

that the attractive force is directed to the origin of coordinates. Therefore we

conclude that the force which retains the planets in their orbit* is directed to

the centre of the -nil.

We may inw inve-tigate the law of this force- at dillerent di-tam-e-. On

multiplying the lirst of (1) by dx, and the second b\ <l>/. adding and inte-

gratinir. we ha\.-
t

a. (4)
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If we denote the double areal velocity by c, we shall have

and hence the last equation gives

g$+*/<- ">-. -

TO

In polar coordinates,

x = rcosf?
; y = r sin y

;
r = *J x- + y'

2
,

and we find

dx* + dy* = r*dv*+di*
; xdy - ydx = i

adi>.

If we now denote by F the central force which acts on the planet, we
shall have

A' == Fcosv
;

Y = F sin u
;
F

-^J x*-\- Y'2 -

Hence we get

XJx + Ydy = F cos v (cosvdr r sinw/r) + F sin v (sin vdr-\-r cos udii)
= Fdr.

Therefore

and we find

cdr
dv = - = . (7)

2 a

If the force F were a known function of r, we might find v by the pro-

cess of quadrature. But since the force is unknown, although the species of

curve it causes the planets to describe is known, we may differentiate equation

(0), and obtain

dr*

F = C* -
*

* rtdv*
> (8)

r8 2 dr

K KIT, Kit found from observation that the planets and comets respectively

move in ellipses and parabolas, which are conic sections. The polar equation

of a conic may be written

1 1 + e cos
(i> o>)

whence we find

dr e sin (v to)

a(le*)



If we reduce the second member b\ (J)),

we shall easily find
'//J
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,/r - CO*1(-)

!-
and hence we get

.

2 .2
rfr ai*(l-e*) t*'

Thus equation (S) U'comcs

>'-
; , ,

'

L- 02)

Therefore we conclude that the force which causes the planets and comet M

to move in eonic sections nlnmt the BUD varies inversely as the square of the

distance from the sun's centre. Such is the demonstration by which LAPLACK

was led to the law of universal gravitation ;
it rests solely on phenomena, and

i-. in.l.
I'.'inl.

ni of any hypothesis. The original demonstration by NKWTON was

I mi ^-< (metrical methods, and is given in the Principia, Lib. I., Sec. III.,

IV.. p. XI.

The laws of KKPLER made use of in these demonstrations are taken an

fundamental facts discovered from observation
;

but planetary observations in

the time of KKPLKU were not sufficiently exact to ensure entire rigor in these

laws, and ln-sides no account was taken of the mutual gravitation of the

planets. Hence it will l>e seen that the accuracy of the laws of K I.IM i i:. even

in the time of NEWTON, could be maintained only within given limits.

It i- never ii.>ilde to realize the conditions of undisturlM'd motion assumed

by Ki ri.i.i:. and hence the problem presented to astronomers can IK- solved

only by succr--i\i- approximations. A--inning that the fact- embodied in KKP-

I.ER'K laws are strictly true, NEWTON'S reasoning shows that the law of gravi-

tation is mathematically exact
;

if on the other hand we a--nme the accuracy

of the law of NEWTON, we are led directly to the laws of K i I-I.KR as phe-

nomena which would ari-e under the operation of gravitation. The laws of

Kr.n.Ki: are seii-ihly correct, ami on the adinis.-ihle supposition that they are

entirely rigoroii>,* astronomers have applied the law of gravitation to the <li--

turln-d motion- of the planets, with a view of explaining observed inequalities.

and of discovering from theory other perturbations which have Ix-on

The thinl Imw b here ipppoxd to bp roirectnl for th plamHary mmmru aeiHeettd by KKPL
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quently verified by observation. This development of the planetary theories

has occupied the attention of astronomers for over two centuries, and in every

case where doubt has arisen the accuracy of the Newtonian law has been

verified.

The range of possible inaccuracy has been gradually narrowed, until at

present the data of Astronomy show that if the law of nature departs at all from

that given by NEWTON, the deviation must be extremely slight. Indeed, the law

of gravitation, taken in connection with its simplicity, is so thoroughly estab-

lished as to authorize the belief that it is rigorously the law of nature. Its

brilliant confirmation and extension since the time of NEWTON, especially by

LAPLACE, leaves but few, and generally insignificant, motions yet unexplained;

and since we know that the slightest deviation from the law of inverse squares

would become very perceptible in the motions of the perihelia of the orbits of

the planets and the periplaneta of the orbits of the satellites, and no such

outstanding phenomena have been disclosed by observation, except in the case of

the perihelion of the orbit of Mercury, which may be explained in a different

manner, it is hardly possible to doubt that the few anomalous phenomena yet

remaining will finally be explained in perfect accord with the law of NEWTON.

The . strongest proof of the rigor of this law is to be found in the fact

that it accounts for both the regular and the irregular motions of the heavenly

bodies, and in the hands of LAPLACE and his successors has become a means

of discovery as real as observation itself.

A law which explains satisfactorily the figures, the secular variations, and

the delicate long-period inequalities of the planets, and above all the numerous

perturbations to which the moon is subjected, certainly has a strong claim to

be regarded as a fundamental law of nature, and is incontestibly the sublimest

discovery yet achieved in any science.

3. Investigation of the Law of Attraction in the Stellar Systems.

The labors of NEWTON and LAPLACE on the mechanism of the solar system

established the law of gravitation with all the rigor which modern observations

could demand; but neither of these two great geometers attempted to apply

this law to other systems existing in space. The close of the career of LAPLACE,

just a century after that of NEWTOX, marks an epoch in the verification of the

Newtonian law, since in this year SAVAKY devised the first method for deter-

mining the orbits of double stars; he justly based his theory on the principle
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<>| Lrra\ nation which the author <>(' tin \f nt'qve CSfew/' liacl recently tested

\sith such thoroughness for I lu ivirion- about tin- sun traversed by the planets

Mini comet-. Tlie method de\ eloped b\ > \\.MM ha- In-eii improved niul rendered

more practical by the lal>or- of -iib-eniient geometers, niul consequently at the

pi-< -flit time there i- no considerable body uf phenomena which ap|x>ar to IK*

irreconcilable with the law of NI\SI<>\. Indeed, when proj>cr allowance is made

for the large Imt inevitalile error- of our micrometrical measures, all modern

oltscrvations of hinai \ -tar- ma\ be explained either by the theory of two Ixidie-

revolving under tin- law of gravitation, or by the action of unseen liodics |H'rtiirl>in^

the rrirular elliptical motion. This accordance of observation with theory, while

it iiu-rca-e- enormously the probability of the Newtonian law, docs not furni-h

an independent criterion; and therefore it is desirable to ascertain the most

general form of the expressions which will cause a particle to deseril>c a conic,

-<> ili.ii \\e may determine whether any other law can explain the phenomena.
In the case of double stars, microinctrical measures enable us to study only the

apparent orbits, which are projections of the real orbits ujxm the plane tangent

to the celestial sphere. The apparent orbits are ellipses, ami therefore we may
(include that the real orbits arc also conic** of the same s|>ecics. When the

orbit i- projected the centre of the real ellipse will fall UJMHI the centre of the

apparent ellipse, but the |H)sitions of the projected foci are not determinate

unless the j)osition of the real ellipse is known. Astronomers are accustomed

to assume that Newtonian gravitation is the attractive force, and as this requires

that the principal star shall l>c in the focus of the real ellipse, it then In-comes

ea-\ t deduce the corrcsjioiuling node, inclination and other elements. It is

ob-ervcd that the principal star is not in the centre of the ellipse, and therefore

\\e infer that the force does not vary directly as the distance. But since the

area- -\\ept over by the radius vector are projK>rtional to the times, we may
conclude that the force i- central; and since tin- apparent motion of 42 Coimr

Jiemiice* is rectilinear, it is clear that the orbit is a plane curve, or conic

-cct ion. As other force- be-ide- gravitation could cause a particle to clescril>e

a c.inic. HKI:TI:AM> pn>|>o-ed the following problem to the Paris Academy of

S-ieiice-: "
Kiiim'iiiii flint n mull rinl {Hirticle under the. fiction of a central font

'//'/'/ i-iftfg a COlli'-. it i.-- i-i I/HIrl fit fiinl tin /</////'/// <//' ////X fnrif."*

Hefon- prcM-nting the solutions developed by I >.\i:it<>r\ ami II.\UIIKX, we

shall iri\f an e\pn-ition of the geometrical method by which Niui"\ tn-ated

tin- -ame problem.

In the S-holinm to I'mpo-ition \\'I1. Liln-r I, of the /'rim //</</. \I\VTOX

Comfit* Krd**, April 0, 1887.
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derived the general expression for the force which will cause a particle to

describe a conic section, the centre of force occupying any internal point. The

demonstration given by NEWTON depends upon several preceding propositions;

a more direct but similar solution of the same problem has been published by

PKOFESSOR GLAISIIER in the Monthly Notices, Vol. XXXIX.
This investigation is as follows: Let C be the centre of the ellipse,

P any point occupied by the particle, Q the point occupied by the particle at the

next instant, PZ the tangent at P, PG the diameter through P, CD the semi-

conjugate diameter to PG, O the centre of attraction, QS a right line parallel

Fig. 1.

to OP, OZ and G Y perpendiculars on the tangent from O and C, PF the

perpendicular on CD from P, QT the perpendicular from Q on ()!*, Qi< and

OM perpciidicnlm-s on /'/'' from Q and O, x the intersection of Qr with Ol\

I the intersection of OM with CP; and R the required force tending to O.

Then we shall have

where // denotes the areal velocity.

OP"
Q8_

'.'
T

(1)
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By the similar triangles
o /' ami /M/o.

/i/

"I-

By conic Kection*,

Cf*

r, .o" CP*'

And from the figuo .

/ PP Pi CP I'M

*/ //' /

Therefore by (3) and (4) we find

. 6t. c/'./'/' tip'

In the limit C/r f^r ,
and hence (2), (.'{) und (5) give

VT 2C7/ //M/VTF '

U/V
'

Substituting in (1), we obtain

/' PP/OP\* Wfl'PV . h' /CK\V.R -=- .
-

I
-

1
-

(
-

1 OP
) op, (-T)

OP' (7/A/M// aV\PluJ aW\07J

which ih the required law of force.

4. Aiifilf/fit-fil KoltUioti of HrrtruiuFx I'ruMt'in /tam-it OH Unit

It, rrfojied In/ DaftotUS ; No/M/iVw* of llal/iln-n.

The cHjuations of acceleration are,

-R* = -Boott ;
- -B - -*intf, (1)

where K is the attractive force, at unit distance. Multiplying the first by y

and the second by x, and adding, we get

On integrating we obtain

<l dr



ANALYTICAL SOLUTION OF BERTRAND'g PROBLEM

In polar coordinates this equation becomes

*

-j-
= h = double areal velocity.

Let us now put u = ? and then
'

u sin + cos -777- ,

cosfl dx dO dO

~^T '

dt
=

tf- -~df-

By equation (4) this becomes

Tt

(7)

From (7) and (1) we get

where the centre of force is at the origin.

This equation is perfectly general for the determination of R when the

equation of the path is known. To get the central force, 72, which will cause

a particle to describe any given path, we find the value of (*+?} for that
/2 \ ** J

path, and multiply it by ~. Therefore, to find the law of R, when the path
is a conic section, we have the general equation,

ox' + 2bxy + cif + 2dx + 2fy =
y. (0)

Putting r == -, aiui transforming to polar coordinates, we have

co82
tf 2/> sin e cos 6 c sin3 2d cos 6 2f sin 6

n* u* ~tf~ ~^T ~H~ = 'J '

from which we obtain

/ sinfi + d cos 6 . 1 , 3-:
- __

j- f->((/
2

+c.7)sin
3
tf + 2(fd+/i;/)sm()cos6+(d*+ag)cos

2 0' (10)

This equation reduces to the form

a = Asin6 + HcosO+ ^ C siu26 + D cos20 + //, (11)
where

/ C = n aff--ey
9 ff* V
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From (11) we derive

-A Bin*- BOOB*- C- />'- (T,..<*
*
/Jom'.'tf)'- '-'//(C sin |+/>co2tf)

(0 sin 2*4-0 oo. *

Therefore by (8) we get

*' -- u'

r1
v '

Thin IK the general expression for K whatever IK- the constants u, h, c, il,

f and v-

Since by (11) we have

- A sin * - H <x*0 - V Cain 2* + b c^'0 + // ,

we may write (l.'J)

A : "

i
3 7T~

V?" /

\\hirh is another general expression for /?.

When the conic is an ellipse with the origin at the centre, equation (!)

takes the form rt-r" + of = ar, and from (l.'l) or (14) we find after rediietion

AV
R . (!")M

The force varies directly as r, which is the well-known law.

When the centre of force is on the .r-axis between the centre and one of

foci at a dManee HI from the centre, equation (0) l>ceomes

cf a (e

and we find from

Jt -S' [(+.ffn- g-iT>-
6)

Since a c + m* is always negative, the force at unit distance is a maxi-

mum in the direction of the apsidr- ami is a minimum when * = We

h:ivr from (14), in this case,

R =
a(g_^_w (17)

This A invasion can ivadily IK- Iran-formed into < |M.
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When the origin is at one of the foci (13) or (14) gives

(18)

which is the Newtonian law.

This is also deducible from (1(>) by putting in- = c a.

When the centre of force is on the *-axis between one of the foci and
the nearest apse, at a distance n from the centre, we obtain from (13)

Since <t c -f w3
is always positive, the force at unit distance is a maxi-

mum when = anti ., niinimnm at the apsides. From (14) it is easy
to obtain

which may be transformed into (19).

When the centre of force is on the minor axis at a distance /! from the

centre, equation (13) gives

,,
?j?_(ac)

v*

^' (21 )

Since a c A
>a

is always negative the force at unit distance is a maximum
when 6 == 0, and a minimum when & = In this case we obtain from (14)

When the centre of force is within the ellipse, at a distance p from the

//-axis, and q from the -axis, we get from (13)

R _._
r3 \2pq sin6cos6+(acri 2

+2J*) co

which becomes (19) when q = 0, and (21) when p = 0. We also obtain from

(14)

R ___AVcV_
(ac ap'cq'ctjyapx)'

'

which becomes (20) when q = 0, and (22) when p = 0.
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The t'.ii U.HII- values <>f A* an- n-al ami |..-in\, . ntui n
|.r.

-mi all the lawn

with tin- <lt-tr\t.l mntiiin- i>f binary stars.

It may IK- inttn-tinjr |i> i>t<- that when the centre of force is at out- of

tlu* apsides or at one cm! l' tin- minor axis, our general formulae (l.'i) and (14)

rixe iiuleteriuiuate result-. In ilii- case we take the e<|uatioii of the ellipse

with the origin at the end of one of the axes, and calculate It by (H). When

the centre of foree i- ai tin- apse, we obtain after reduction

When the eentre of foree is at the end of the minor nxin, we fiml

If.
*f

- (26)

In lx)th of these ciMex the origin is taken in the jjositive direetion from

the eentre of the ellipse; if the other ends of the axes IK- ehosen the si^nn of

I _'"> ( and (2G) will IK- reversal.

When c = a in (25) or (20) the conic become* a circle, and the expression

reduces to the well-known law

*- 8

-^. (27)

The expression for the force at external jxiints may IK- derived in a manner

entirely similar to that for points within.

Solution of

L.I /// IK- the maw of the central l>ody, and R an unknown function of x

and y. Then \\r have the equation.-

R is to be determined by the condition that the >r!>it of the particle i- a

conic section. l. i

g. f g.y;A. -mur,

where u \ an unknown function of x and y.

TlMEBAXD't Mtcamlgut Ctffwte, Tona 1, Cap. I. whin UM original MlaUon baa been MMilnl
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From (28) and (29) we obtain

dx' di/'

-j-
= ux

;
-- = uy (30)

By this equation we have

(31)

We now proceed to find the differential equation which is common to all

conies. The general equation of a conic has the form,

+ 2Bx>j + Cy
3 + 2Fx + 2Gy + H =

, (32)

ill which there are five arbitrary constants. Taking x as the independent vari-

able and differentiating five times in succession we have, in LAGRANGE'S notation,

Cyy'
C (?/.'/"+.'/-)

CW+-W)

+ B(xy'+y) + Ax + Gi/'+F =
+ B(xif

Jr'2
!J')
+ A + Gy" =

+B(x!/"i+3!/
f

) +G,/"> =0
+B(x,j*+ u>")

+ Gy
tv =

(U!/
v +Witv+ 10

ff"</'")
+ B(xU

"+5^) + Gyv =0
(33)

We now have to eliminate the five constants in (32) and (33). We notice

that the last three equations of (33) are homogeneous, containing only the three

constants C, B and G, and we can eliminate them by equating to zero the

determinant

//"A= +4//" (34)

By elementary principles of Determinants equation (34) reduces to

A =
ylll yiV

10/" %lv
}/

V iff'
11

!f (35)

Expanding (35) and returning to the differential notation, we have

40 -
'

(36)

This is the general differential equation of a conic section. We now
rf

2
// db

ii

calculate ^ ^js
from the relations expressed in (29), (30) and (31).

We have
dy _ y'

dx x"
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if x'uy y'tuf~
'

or

Since the !'"iv.

Then-fort 1 we il-i i\ e

(37)

mitral. \ty the law of area*. (y/y y'x) i constant.

(f'y-y'f) ('"J - - 3V*+ 15..V-A

(38)

+ d
j" (105KW-16.M-") + 45W* -

I05.ir~] .

(it j

these values in
(>'tt>)

and reducing, we ohtain

/*(/ dii d*u . /</"\
f

, '/"
9 , k - ! r 4- 401 1 On* j- .

//* rf/ <//* \<//y rf/

M = IP"**, in which o is a function of x and y, (.'ii>)
rednccN to

-*
(40)

When we n-nieinlH-r that

and

ami that </ i> a "function of x and y, we gt-t

IT .

'

,

'

,t,

. > r^W\

' f^tf 7 V r'y
'

'''/ /
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Substituting these values in (40), we obtain

= + AJ-'- + Sx'i/'*
#*,

<l'_L
^. +

. r--- (x- +11
" Ox <

i -u, r<> ( f)
'2";

_L
<?a" t

~\
dv

>Jw
*"
\2w y - +x
L \ &r dxdy &v

_L+y

> (-12)

This equation holds true whatever be the value of t, and hence when t = 0,

in which case x, y, at, tj' may be any four quantities mutually independent of

one another. Then (42) gives the following equations

(43)

(44)

o
l(' - o

w
o

rw
o*

~
'

Ifif

''

'dw

()xdy)

We obtain from (43), when we denote the arbitrary constants by , ft, c,

f, g, //,

w = <ix* + 'Ibj-y + <-,f + 2/r + 2>/t/ + h .

Forming the differentials and substituting in (44), we obtain

('if- ".'/) *y + ('/- bg) <f + (/*- A) f + (f<j
-

IK) >,
= .

(by-rf)xy + (<uj-l,f)x* + (f,j-bh)x + (y*-ch) y = .

Since these equations hold true for all values of x and
//, we find

.'/

-
''f
=

, l<j
-

,-f
= o .

/2 - ah =
, ,f - eh =

, f,j
- bh =

.

From (48) we have

fh(ay-bf) =
, yk(by-cf) = 0.

(45)

(46)

(47)

(48)

(49)

Then, if none of the quantities /, c/, h vanishes, (47) follows from (48),

and it is sufficient to verify the latter.

We may write (45) in the form

w =
Ji
\_(fx+yy+hY-(f'-ah')x

t
-(y

t
-ch-)y

1

-2(fy-bh-)x!/], (50)
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which, in consequence of ( I*). '

,,(/*++)". (51)

Therefore, sim. " " . huve by (2!)

which !H nn \|n. i..n for the force twilight. When /* 0. (4H) leads to

f= and g = 0. In tliiH cam- we have

* - as* + 2Ar./ + ry , (S3)

from which we get

R

This in another cxprctwion fir the force, whatever IK- the constant <i. li and c.

When /= 0, (47) and (48) give ay == by == ak == A/I == , //'
= **, from

which a = 6.

In this cane we get from (.W)

.-JBJS. ,,

which gives the twine result an (S2), when/=0.
Thus there are two lawn of force, ami only two, which answer the question;

luil the f.u<- A', ami It* contain Ixrth the nulius vector r, ami the jMilar angU-

= ton-1 ''

X

If the forces depeml u|*in r alone, as is natural to snpix.se, we should have

in # f=g 0; and in # a == c and // == <>. Then we find

The finrt of th.-.- law- i- -xelmhil lv oliM-r\aliMii: the Mi-.iml i- the law

of Newtonian gi-:i\it:itimi.
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5. Theory of the Determination, by Means of a Single Spectroscopic

Observation, of the Absolute Dimensions, Parallaxes and

Masses of Stellar Systems whose Orbits are Known

from Micrometrical Measurement*i *

Recent researches on the orbits of double stars have led me to develop
the suggestion, first thrown out by Fox TALBOT in 1871f and since somewhat

varied by others,J for determining the absolute dimensions, parallaxes and masses

of stellar systems by spectroscopic observation of the relative motion of the

companion in the line of sight. A simple and general theory of this motion may
be derived from the application of the hodograph of the ellipse, and hence we
shall now investigate the nature of this curve.

Let x, y be the coordinates of a point in the ellipse; xf'y
1 those of the

corresponding point in the hodograph; then we shall have

x' - dx
' - Ay m"

d7
-

At'

Suppose M to be attracting the mass in the focus of the ellipse; and let r

and 6 be the polar coordinates of the particle moving in the orbit, and we

have
A*x MX M A*y My M

By the principle of the conservation of areas resulting from central forces,

we have the equation

r*
-j-

= double areal velocity = C
,

or

and hence
d*x M A6 d*y M

If we integrate we obtain

*Axtronomische Nachrichten, No. 3314.

t Report of Hritigh Association, 1871, Part II. p. 34; CI.KRKE'S "System of the Stars," p. 201, and "History
of Astronomy during the 19th Century," third edition, p. 4(!7.

: I; \MI: M i. M. ff.. March, 1800; WII.SINO, A. N., 319H; also a papor on the determination of orhits from

spectroscopie observation of the velocity-components in the line of sight, by LRII.M AN-Fii.nfc, A. Jf.,
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w lu-re ami b are thi- arbitral \ eon-iani- of integration. Hut since

we find

<Lr

8111 mi

i/---

0080

I'. mean- of equation (1) We have

, y' + l> =-

and on s<|iiarin<r and adding we obtain

I/-

IV

which shows that tin- hodograph of the i-llipsc is a circ-li* of nidius

Tin- f<dlowing gi-onictrical |>r">l' will rcndiT tin- application somewhat more

intelligible.

Flg.2.

In the figure let /'/>A !> tin- ellipse d.-M-riln-d I v the particle p\ PA
l>inir tlie major :i\i-. and /' and /' the two foci. L, I r T IM- the tangent to

the ellip-e at
j>.

and let the perpendicular from the focn* njMin the tangeiil IK-

di-iioti-<l by FQ. Then 1>\ definition the radin- vector of the point in the

hcxlogmph i- paralh-1 t<i the tangent /<
T and proportional to the velocity at
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the point jp. It is well known from the law of the conservation of areas that

this velocity is always inversely as the perpendicular FQ, or directly propor-
tional to the length of F'Q

1

. But the locus of Q or ty is known to be the

auxiliary circle described upon the major axis as a diameter. Therefore we see

that the hodograph is of the same form as the locus of Q', but since the point

p' in the hodograph is on a radius vector parallel to pT, its situation relative

to the focus F will always be 90 in advance of Q.

The shape and situation of the hodograph relative to the ellipse is shown

in the figure. Thus, when p is in periastron the point of the hodograph is in

the direction perpendicular to the major axis, and at a distance proportional to

F'Q', which is then equal to F'P; and similarly for other points of the orbit.

For the sake of clearness we have made the hodograph in the figure of the

same size as the auxiliary circle of the ellipse, but if the radius vector in the

hodograph is to represent the velocity in the ellipse the scale of the hodograph

ought in reality to be greatly reduced.

If the orbit of a double star is given we may at once construct the form

of the hodograph, the position relative to the ellipse being the same as in the

preceding figure. Moreover if the velocity of the companion about the central

star is known in absolute units for any point of the orbit, we may determine

the velocity for any other point by means of the hodograph. For the magnitude
of the velocity will be the length of the radius vector of the hodograph which

is parallel to the tangent of the orbit at the point in question, and can easily

be computed or measured graphically directly from the diagram.

When the elements of a binary are known, we may determine the com-

ponent of the velocity in the line of sight as follows: Suppose p to be the radius

vector of the point in the hodograph, and w to be the angle made by the radius

vector p with the ascending node, and therefore identical with the angle made

by the tangent to the orbit with the line of nodes; and let i be the inclination

of the plane of the orbit to the plane tangent to the' celestial sphere. Then

we evidently have, as the component towards the earth,

K = p sin ta sin / .

(7)

The angle i is an element of the star's orbit and is known; the angle <a

can be computed from the theory of the ellipse, or can be determined directly

from the diagram; and when p is known in absolute units the component in

the line of sight is perfectly determined.

We shall now show how to compute <a and p for any given orbit. The
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radius vector of the Mar / ;ml the true :iinm:il\ r must Ix- computed bv the

usual prut -.-. in, I th. -n we lin.l the radius vector with respect to the other focus

t> - 2a - r;

and we have the angle y by means of the equation

r aiu r
Silly

f>

The angle Ji IM t\\ u the radii veetore* drawn to the two foci in evidently

equal to r y, and In-nee

It is also eawy to see that
<j, the angle made by the tangent with the latus

rectum of the ellipHc, is given by

i - - i*-

When the value of
., is determined, it is clear that

(10)

so that we easily find the angle of the radius vector p from the ascending node.

We may compute the length of thi- i.nlin- \.cidi- in ilu- h<N|igniph in the

following manner. L-l tin- nuliu- <.f tin- cin-l. I., <|, n<,i.-l li\ . it- v.-ilue In-ing
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supposed known in absolute units; the linear eccentricity will be cuj

,
and we

shall have
2 = p

2 + a
e
2

2p ae cos
qr ;

on solving for p we find

p =
[e cosqr+ Vl e

2 sin2

g;] . (12)

Thus when a, the radius of the hodograph, is known in absolute units, we

are enabled by means of (11) and (12) to predict the motion in the line of

sight for any instant whatever.

Now suppose we determine the relative motion of the companion in the

line of sight by means of a modern Spectrograph such as that at Potsdam;

this will give us results freed from the effect of the proper motion of the system

in space, as well as the secular motion of the sun and the orbital motion of

the earth. Then by equation (7) we have

(13).

sm<D sin i

in which K is furnished by spectroscopic measurement, and o> and i are found

from the orbit deduced from micrometrical measures.

A single observation therefore gives us the absolute velocity in the orbit,

and this fixes the scale of the hodograph. For since we have

p =
[e cosqp+ Vl e

2 sin2

gt] ,

and e and
g>

are known, we may determine the radius of the hodograph by

[e cosqr>+ Vl e'
(14)

Having determined K by observation, we get the absolute value of p by

(13) and of a by (14), and we may then predict the value of K in absolute

units for any time whatever. In practice it will be desirable to measure the

motion in the line of sight when the function K is a maximum, in order that

an error in K may have a minimum effect upon the radius of the hodograph.

"When a is thus determined in absolute units, the problem arises to find the

absolute dimensions of the system, the masses of the stars, and their distance

from the earth. Suppose we choose two epochs separated by a convenient

interval of time, say a year or a fractional part of a year, when the companion

is near apastron, and the velocity changes slowly. We shall denote the radii

vectores by i\ and r2, and the interval of time by t2 /,. The length of the

included elliptic arc can be expressed rigorously only by means of an elliptic
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integral, but as the evaluation of tin- integral would !H inconvenient in practice

and for :i short an- unnece arilv exact. we shall determine the length of tin-

arc by mechanical quadrature. Thn- we have

arc -
J f Ai - f(tt-tt)

where p is the average velocity of the interval, cattily deduced from the hodo-

graph. If the iuicnal i- short compared to the time of revolution, so that tin-

arc may IK- put equal to it sine, we shall have approximately

or

r +r -
in (,-,)'

Now r, and r, are known true anomalies, and r, and r, are given in units

of the major axit* by the |iolar equation

a 1 4-

Hence, with r, and r, thua cxpreHHcd numerically, we find

_
.

(r.+r,) (.,-*,)

Here the interval /, /, must be cxpretwed in the name units a p, pref-

erably in kilonu-tn-> prr second. The length of the major semi-axis of the orbit

i- tliu- found in kilometre*, and the absolute diniennionH of the system are

determined.

The parallax of the system is eijual to the major semi-axis of the orbit in

seconds of arc divided by the major semi-axis in astronomical units; or the

di-tanee of the system from the earth is equal to the major semi-axis in astro-

nomical units divided by the sine of the anirle subtended by the major scmi-

axis in second- of arc-; thus

(16)
Sinei

If '/,
- /. denote the combined ma of the -\-ti-m. M-\-m the combined

mass of the -mi ami earth. '/ the major -emi-a\i- of the orbit of the companion.

and /' the periotl of revolution. R the distance of the earth from the sun, and
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T the length of the sidereal year, we have, by the well known extension of

KEPLER'S law:

M, + Mt
= J . ^ (M+m) . (17)

If as usual we put M-\-m =1, 72 = 1, and T= 1, and express <i and

P in these units, we find

Jf.+ Jf, = j, (18)

where the mass of the system will be expressed in units of the combined mass

of the sun and earth. The mass of the system is thus determined absolutely.

In conclusion it seems proper to add that this investigation was stimulated

by an elegant proof of MR. F. R. MOULTON, that the aberrational orbit of a

fixed star is the hodograph of the ellipse in which the earth moves, and there-

fore a circle. The idea brought out in MR. MOULTON'S proof caused me to

revert to the motion of binaries in the line of sight, and hence no small part

of the credit is due to him for the interesting application of SIR W. R. HAM-

ILTON'S hodograph given above.

6. Rigorous Method for Testing the Universality of the

Law of Gravitation*

It remains to consider how we may use the foregoing results to test the

law of NEWTON. It is evident that the law of gravitation can be tested by

comparing the observed with the theoretical motion of the companion in the

line of sight. We may choose a system whose orbit is accurately known and

whose stars are suitable for exact spectroscopic measurement of the component

K; we then determine from one or more observations at a suitable epoch the

absolute dimensions of the orbit, as explained in the preceding theory, and

predict the motion in the line of sight for other parts of the orbit, perhaps for

a whole revolution. If we then determine by spectroscopic measurement the

vnltie of the component K independent of any theory, and find that the theo-

retical results are confirmed by actual observations, we may consider the result,

a direct observational proof that the force which retains the companion in its

orbit is Newtonian gravitation.

For we know from micrometrical measures that the areas described by the

radius vector of the companion are proportional to the time, and therefore that

* Axtronomische Nachrlchten No. :!:!I4.
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the force is central; and the ob-.i-r\ation- ..I I'J formic Iterenut*, whose motion

|I:I|'|M-N- to l in the I'Lin. <>! \i-ion. indicate thut tin- orbit is a plane curve.

'I'ln- motion being in a pl;.m- ami tin lone U m- central, we mn-t I..- nble to

show that the principal -tar i- in tin- focus of the real ellipse. Thin can IM-

lone if we can show b\ -\ trox-opic observations that the inclination and node

reuniting from the theory of gravitation account jn-rfectly for the motion in t In-

line of Might.

We therefore assume the law of gravitation in deriving the elements of the

orbit and in predicting the motion in the line of sight, as heretofore explained;

*j>ectroscopie observation will enable us to test the results of theory experi-

mentally. If the theoretical results are confirmed by observation throughout a

revolution thus showing that the node and inclination are identical with those

resulting from the theory of gravitation we may regard the observations as

giving a direct and incontestible proof of the validity of the law of NEWTON
in the stellar systems.

If we desire to ascertain whether any other inclination and node in other

words, any other law of force could give rise at every |>oint of the orbit to

a relative motion in the line of sight identical with that resulting from the law

of gravitation, we may proceed as follows: Snp|H)se that some other inclina-

tion and node and orbital velocity be possible; they will differ by unknown

ipiantities from those values resulting from the theory of gravitation, and we

shall have the relation

p .sini' sin. = p'sin(i-fy) sin(+8) .

By expanding and reducing we find

p = p {coey oosi+cosy cotm sinS+ siny cot i coufi+siny sin 8 coti cot*} .

Hut we ob--r\r that w is a variable angle de|>ending on the position of

the body in the orbit; and since a> = 0, or at = w would render the cotangent

infinite, and p is known to be finite for every point, (the two bodies never

come into contact but are always separated by a certain distance), it follows

that those terms depending on cot <a must vanish, or 8 = 0, and the line of

nodes becomes the same as that resulting from the t henry of gravitation. Our

expression thus takes the form

p = p'(cO8y+siny COtl) p' A .

where A' is a constant.

Therefore, if the inclination differs by y from the value given by the theory

of gravitation, it will follow that the velocity at every point of the real orbit
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must be multiplied by a constant factor. But since no alteration of the incli-

nation can change the radius vector at the line of nodes, it follows that at

these points the orbital velocities would necessarily be the same however the

inclination might vary. And since we have seen that the line of nodes is

identical with that given by the theory of gravitation, we conclude that the

velocities in the orbits could not differ throughout by a constant ratio. Hence
it is evident that cosy-j- siny coU' = 1, or y = 0, and the inclination is

identical with that resulting from the theory of gravitation. It follows there-

fore that no other conceivable law of attraction could produce the same relative

motion in the line of sight as the law of inverse squares. Consequently if

observation shall give for every point a relative motion in the line of sight

which accords with theory, we may confidently conclude that Newtonian gravi-

tation is the force which retains the stars in their orbits.

7. On the Theoretical Possibility of Determining the Distances of Star-

Clusters and of the Milky Way, and of Investigating the Structure

of the Heavens by Actual Measurement.*

The practical problem of measuring the parallaxes of the fixed stars is

one of the greatest of modern Astronomy, and has been solved heretofore very

imperfectly. The quantity to be deduced is so very small that accidental and

systematic errors often wholly obscure the element desired, and render the

probable errors of most of our parallaxes painfully large compared to the minute

quantities sought. Moreover, the method of relative parallax, which is the only
one in general use, aside from its theoretical inaccuracy, is encumbered with

many practical difficulties, the chief of which is in finding suitable comparison

stars; and hence not a few astronomers have practically abandoned hope of

determining the distances of the fixed stars with any considerable degree of

precision. None have felt these difficulties more keenly than those astronomers

who have attempted investigations requiring exact knowledge of the masses

and dimensions of the stellar systems. At the present time the only parallaxes

of binaries which lay claim to any considerable precision are those of a Centauri

(0".75), a Canis Majoris (0".38), 70 Ophiuchi (0".162), and
r, Cassiopeae

(0".154). To this list we might perhaps add a few spectroscopic binaries

whose parallaxes have been investigated, but even then the number of systems

'Astronomische Nachrichten, No. 3323.
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would ivmain very small, and altogether in-nlHeicnt to sup|K>rt any sound gen-

rali/atii'ii respecting tin- ma e- and dimensions of binary stars as a class.

If we consider single, in-tcad of double stars, it will IK' evident that while

a much larger number have IM-CH measured for parallax, and in a good many
rases reliable values have been derived, yet in the majority of instances the

divergence of results obtained by different observers, may fairly IK- taken to

indicate that our .knowledge of stellar parallax is still very limited; and owing

to the small dimensions of the earth's orbit, very little hoj>e has IH-CII enter-

tained of material improvement in time to come.

The met IKK! which we have devclo|>ed in section 5 is full of promise for the

ease of binary stars. Tins method is theoretically applicable to any pair where

the component have an angular separation of 0".l, and a single application of

the s|>eetrograph at a suitable c|>och gives us the absolute dimensions, mass

and parallax of the system.

As 0".l is about the present limit of exact micrometrical or heliometrical

measurement, and as this angle would correspond to the parallax of a fixed star

at the distance of 36 light-years (eight times the distance of a (Jrntaur!) we

see that all smaller parallaxes determined by method- heretofore in use must

-sarily remain very uncertain. On the other hand the spcctroscopic method

will apply satisfactorily to much more distant systems to pairs which have

an angular separation of O.I, and where an observer by the ordinary

method would find that our sun had a parallax of this amount. This is equiv-

alent to using the major semi-axis of the stellar orbit for a base line instead

of the mean distance of the earth from the sun; and thus the parallaxes deduced

by the s|>ectroscopic method might be as much smaller than 0".l as the major

axis of the stellar orbit is larger than that of the earth, provided of course

that the combined mass of the stars is great enough to give a relative motion

of the companion in the line of sight which can be measured with the desired

precision.

Thus, by the usual method tin- parallax of a Cmtanri would be just mea-

urable at the distance of .% light-years, and would amount to 0".l
;
and as the

major semi-axis of the orbit would there subtend an angle of 2".2, the spcctro-

scopic method could be applied at 22 times that distance, or when the system

is removed from us by about 800 light-years. Of course we can never hope

to measure the distance of a system so remote by tin- ordinary method, since

at the distance of 800 light-years the parallax would amount to only 0".0045.

If tin- ma-s and dimensions of the -\-ti-iu be larger than those of aCentauri,

the spectroscopic method would enable us to measure a parallax correspondingly
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smaller. While at present little is known of the magnitude of binary systems,
it seems probable that in some cases at least the masses and dimensions will

much surpass those of a Centouri. It is therefore probable that it will occa-

sionally be possible to determine the distances of systems removed from us by
several thousand light-years.

The present state of Astronomy does not permit us to make a confident

assertion with regard to the distances of the clusters or of the Milky Way,
but it seems exceedingly probable that both are very remote. In each of these

species of stellar aggregation there exists a considerable but unknown number

of binary stars which can be detected with our present optical means. Thus,
BURNHAM has searched for double stars in several of the great northern clus-

ters, such as Praesepe, the Pleiades and the great clusters in Perseus, Hercules, &c.

(Publications of Lick Obs., vol. II. pp. 211-216), and discovered a number of

pairs which promise to be physically connected. He observes that interesting

stars are apparently more frequent in wide clusters like the Pleiades, Praesejte,

and the great cluster in Perseus, than in the more compact clusters like that

in Hercules. Yet he has discovered an important pair in this dense globular'

cluster, and SIR JOHN HERSCIIEL has likewise detected double stars of special

interest in several of the great clusters of the southern hemisphere. It is not to

be doubted that many more such objects will be detected when the clusters gen-

erally are critically examined under the powers of our great modern refractors.

When the orbits of these binaries have been found by exact micrometrical

measurement, the spectroscopic method will eventually afford the means for

determining their immense distances, not by probable assumptions but by exact

computation. It is evident therefore that if we are ever to determine the dis-

tances of clusters from the earth and no sound ideas of the nature of these

masses of stars can be formed until such determination is made we must first

search the clusters critically for binary stars, and determine their orbits by
micrometrical measurement. If, when the orbit is known, it shall appear that

the binary has the same proper motion as the adjacent stars of the group, there

will be a strong presumption that the system forms a part of the cluster. If

the pair be also of about the same magnitude as its neighbors, and of the same

color and spectral type, we may conclude with practical certainty that the

binary is intimately connected with the mass of stars in which it is projected.

Determination of the parallax of the binary will therefore give the distance

of the cluster from the earth, and supply all desired information as to the

dimensions of the cluster, the brilliancy of its stars, their mutual distances, &c.

If in like manner any group of stars in the Milky "Way could be carefully
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searched I'm- binary ~\ -i.-m-. iind -t\n- intimate connection of n pair with nci^li-

iMtiini; -tar- shown t> -\i-t. a determination of its orbit and an application of

the s|>ectroseopic method would lead to a knowledge of tin- distance of dial

part of the Milky Way. l'\ > \icnding the same process to all parts of the

<i:il:i\y it will !> p<i--ililc in tin- course of time to ascertain the nature of that

immense aggregation of stars, ami throw light upon the construction of the

heavens. While the sjectroscopic method applies only to hinary -tar-, it in

evident that their great abtindanee and univerMal distribution in space will some

ilay give a mean*) for determining with precision and certainty the actual

structure of the sidereal universe.

We must not expect that the immense possibilities here outlined will

be practically realized at once, or even in the near future, yet giant refractors

like the 40-inch Yerkes Telesco|>e will give such (tower for separating

close double stare and for supplying a great amount of light for the spcc-

troscopic study of faint objects, that an application of these ideas may not be

found ini|N>ssible in the course of the coming century. If there lie ipectroaoopic

or photographic difficulties, the progress of spectroscopic Astronomy during

the last thirty years justifies the belief that such obstacles will not continue

to be insurmountable. The great philosophic interest attaching to the foregoing

method for investigating the structure of the visible universe by exact 8|>ectro-

scopic measurement, instead of by the doubtful processes of ganging employed

by 1 1 1 ix IIM and STKUVK, appears to be a sufficient justification for considering

what is at present only a theoretical possibility. The history of Astronomy
shows that it is not always the theories that can IH> realixed in a decade or

even in a century which in the long run exercise the most important influence

on the development of science.

///>/'///.(// S(,,fch of t/ie Dijf'rrenl Mrlhttd* for I>ftenniiiinj

Orbit* of I>Me. Stars.

!t is assumed that the law of gravitation governs the motions of double

stars, and therefore that the orbits are ellipses with the principal stars in

the foci. From the nature of conic sections the centre of the real ellipse

will be projected into the centre of the apparent ellipse. But in general the

foci of the real ellipse will not fall u|>on the foci of the apparent ellipse. If,

however, a line be drawn from the centre of the apparent ellipse to the princi-

pal star and prolonged in either direction until it intersects the curve, the

result will define the projection of the real major axis. The diameter of the
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ellipse conjugate to this line will be the projection of the minor .axis. Thus:

It is easy to fix the positions of the real major and minor axes as seen in the

apparent orbit. Since all parts of the major axis are shortened in the same

ratio, the eccentricity of the real orbit may be deduced from the apparent

orbit, by dividing the distance from the centre to the principal star by the

major semi-axis as seen in projection. The end of this axis which is nearest

the principal star will be the periastron; that farthest away, the apastron; -the

dates corresponding to the passage of the companion through these points will

give the epochs of periastron and apastron passage respectively. It is evident

that only one diameter of the real ellipse will suffer no shortening, owing to

projection, and this is the diameter parallel to the line of nodes. If from

points on the apparent ellipse perpendiculars be drawn to this diameter, and

then increased in the ratio of cosi to 1, we shall get points of the real orbit

whose projections give points on the apparent orbit.

The observations of a double star are expressed in polar coordinates, p and 0,

which give the angular separation of the components in seconds of the arc

of a great circle, and the position-angle of the companion with respect to

the meridian. The companion is thus referred to the principal star regarded

as fixed, and hence the observations give the means of finding only the relative

orbit of one star about the other. The absolute orbit of either star about the

centre of gravity of the system has a form similar to that of the relative orbit,

but the linear dimensions are reduced in the ratio of M^ or M
l
to M

1 -j- M* >

where M
l
and M% are the masses of the stars. The absolute orbits of the

stars have the same shape, but are reversed in relative position. The centre

of gravity of a pair of stars can be determined only by the criterion that the

centre of gravity of a system moves uniformly in a right line; and as most of

the systems have too little motion to define this point with any considerable

degree of precision, owing to the imperfect state of our absolute positions as

determined by the meridian circle, it is in general impossible to define the

absolute orbits or relative masses of the stars. With few exceptions, therefore,

astronomers have contented themselves heretofore with determining the relative

orbit of one body about the other.

The first method for determining the orbit of a double star was proposed

by SAVARY in 1827 ( Connaissance des Temps, 1830). This method is closely

analogous to those used for planets and comets, in so far as it rests on the

treatment of four complete observations for the definition of the seven elements.

The problem is solved by elaborate geometrical constructions, such as charac-

terize work in pure mathematics rather than the practical processes which must
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be invoked by the working computer. >\\ MM'- principal equation is based

on tin- difference between tin -. i t..i- ami triangle, the ana derived from the

time being equated with an expression in\ul\ing the product* of the semi-axes

and eeeentrie angles of tin appai-mi ellipse. The method is thus ill adapted

to the determination of an -prl.it from Mich positions as are furnished by the

measures of double star-.

KNCKK recast the method of SAVARY, from the joiiit of view of a practi-

eal eomputer, and dedueed formulae similar to those used by astronomers in

their work on planets and comets. Rejecting the equations depending on

conjugate diameters, so much employed by the French geometer, he based his

formulae on recognized astronomical processes and develojK-d tables to facili-

tate their application. As SAVARY had applied his method to Ur*n< Mujori*,

KNCKK was led to illustrate his computations on the equally well-known system

of 70 Opfiinchi (Berliner Aslronomincfieti Jahrbuch, 1(332).

SIR JOHN HKKSCIIKI, took up the problem al>out 1830, and sought to

improve the processes by a graphical method which enabled him to make

list; of all the observational material, and to eliminate the grosser errors of tin-

individual observations. He was convinced that in order to obtain orbits of a

-;ti-l'actory character, it would be necessary to correct the angles by an inter-

polating curve, one axis representing the time, the other the angle, and that

the distances must be rejected altogether, except for the determination of the

major axis. He proceeds by successive approximations to deduce normal places

for- the angles, and by gradual improvement of his graphical results render-

them consistent with an ellipse, and finally obtains a satisfactory apparent orbit.

The elements are then deduced by formulae not very different from those

employed by SAVARY. The method is illustrated by applications to y Virginia,

a Geminorum, <r Coronae Borealis, Ur*ae Majoris, and 70 Ophim-hi (Memoir*,

Royal Astronomical Society, Vol. V).
While the process of interpolation invented by HKKSCIIKL has been exten-

sively employed, and in some cases is very useful, I am satisfied that in general

it is better to plot the observations directly and to make a trial ellipse the

interpolating curve. This enables us to use both angles and distances and

secures all the advantage of judgement which HERSCIIKL considered so essen-

tial. It often happens that the length of the radius vector changes with extreme

rapidity, and as the areas are constant this will imply very great and unequal

changes in the angular motion; when the angular velocity of the radius vector

is so variable in different parts of the apparent ellipse the course of the inter-

polating curve becomes altogether uncertain. Under these conditions it is much
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better to use the observations directly. It is also recognized that modern

measures of distance should be allowed an equal or nearly equal weight in

the determination of orbits.

After SAVARY, ENCKE and HERSCHEL had given such an impetus to the

study of sidereal systems, the work was carried forward by MADLER and

VILLARCEAU, both of whom published a number of orbits with some minor

improvements in the processes of computation.

KLINKERFUES took up the subject about 1856, and in the course of work

on several orbits developed very elegant formulae and more practical methods

than any which had been used before. His analytical method is marked by rigor

and generality, but in the present state of double-star Astronomy is not so

practicable as the graphical method treated in section 10.

THIELE, some years later, devised an elegant graphical method which

has many good points, and is much admired by those who are inclined to

determine all the elements geometrically. It will be found in the Astronomische

Navhrichten, Band LII.*

Among the more recent investigations those of PROFESSOR KOWALSKY are

remarkable for their extreme elegance and great generality. This method,

depending on the general equation of a conic, is all that can be desired from

a mathematical point of view, and as simplified by GLASENAPP has been exten-

sively used by several computers. The original exposition of the method

will be found in the Proceedings of the Imperial University of Kasan for

1873; the valuable modification introduced by GLASENAPP is given in the

Monthly Notices, Vol. XLIX, p. 278.

Other recent investigations which are worthy of special notice include

those of SEELIGER (Inaugural Dissertation of SCHORR, Munich, 1889), and of

ZWIERS (AstronomiscJie Nachrichten, No. 3336).

It is singular that nearly all the methods given above have been developed

from the point of view of analysis rather than of practical Astronomy. BURN-

HAM has recently rendered double-star Astronomy a conspicuous service by

reviving the method of representing observations first employed by WILLIAM

STRUVE (Mensurae Micrometricae, last plate). This consists in plotting the

points as determined by the micrometer, and in finding from the places thus

laid down the apparent ellipse which best satisfies the observations. "VVe have

used a modification of this method throughout the present work, and have dis-

cussed it in connection with the graphical method of KLINKERFUES, which

supplies the process for deriving the elements from the apparent orbit.

It is also explained by PBOFESSOB IIALL in The Astronomical Journal, No. 324.
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We shall now give an r\|<'-iii<n of the elegant method of KOWALKKY,

which seems likely to IK- I lie tun- that will ultimately be adopted by astronomer*.

The general equation of the ellipse with the origin at any |Mint, here taken

at the principal -tar. i-

F - x + <>kjry + by* + 2yt + 2fy + r -
; (1,

which may l>e reduced to the form

Ax* + 2Hxy + Hy* + 2fix + 2Fy + I - . ('.')

This equation contain- five unknown constants, and hence five values of

x and
ij

will enable us to determine the constants of the ellipse. Kach obser-

vation given one equation by means of the relations

win -iv the avaxis i- directed to the north-|K)int. And hence five observations at

cliH.Tent e|M>eh8 will give a determination of the apparent orbit. In practice it is

found that a larger numlxr of observations is desirable, and if the observa-

tions are sufficiently good, the best results will generally !>< obtained by a

least-square adjustment of the residuals.

When the apparent ellipse is determined, the problem arises to express tin-

elements of the real orbit in terms of the constants which fix the apparent

orbit.

It is evident that projection does not alter the diameter coinciding with

the line of nodes, and this enables us to pass from the apparent to the real

orbit. The real orbit is evidently the curve determined by the intersection of

the orbit-plane with the elliptical cylinder whose right section is the apparent

orbit. In the apparent orbit tin- axis of x is directed to the north-|K>int, hut

in passing to the real orbit we shall direct (lie new a\i> of x to the accndini;

node, while tin new a\i< of y will be taken in the plane of tin- real orbit, and

the origin ivtain.-.l at the principal star. Calling the n<-\\ -\-leni of coordinates

.r.'/.:, it i- evident that we shall have

f m, l' COt Q t/ Kill fi COS I + S1
lll Q Mil

y f> Mil Q + y
1 cusQcos/ - i' c<* Q MM

'

''*>

* + ft sin i + c* w i . ;
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If we put z'= 0, we shall have the coordinates of a point in the plane of

the real orbit. Thus our expressions are simplified, and become equations for

turning the axis of x through the angle ft, and that of y through the angle i.

If we put
.r = .r' cos Q i/' sill ft cos /

, //
= .r' sin SI + .'/'

cos Q cos i
,

in (2), we shall obtain the equation of the intersection of the plane x' y' with

the elliptical cylinder, which is the equation of the real ellipse. Thus we have,

on omitting the accents,

A (x cos ft y sin ft cos i)
2

+ 2H(x cos SI y sin Q cos i) (x sin ft +y cos ft cos
f)

+ B
(3-

sin ft +y cos Q cost)
2 + 2 G (x cos ft y sin ft cos

i)

+ 2F(r sin + // cos ft cos
i)
+ 1 =

.

The equation of the real ellipse referred to its centre is

a-
2

?/"

^ + P = 1 -

.

<>

If we shift the origin to the focus, we must increase x by ae, and the

equation becomes
, y*+ -1-0. (6)

when referred to the principal star.

Now suppose X to be the angle from the node to the periastron, measured

in the plane of the real orbit; then if we turn the axis of x back to the line of

nodes, the new coordinates are

x cos A + y sin A
;

x sinA 4- ?/ cos A .

By means of these values of x and y, equation (6) becomes

(x COB X + y sin A + aef .

(
* sinA + y COsA)

2

1 ^^

the origin is taken at the focus and the axis of x is directed to the node.

Now this equation is necessarily identical with (4), which also represents

the true ellipse referred to the same axes. Hence, when multiplied by a con-

stant factor e the coefficients of the variables must equal the corresponding

ones in the equation deduced from the apparent orbit, so that (7) and (4) give
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(^in*Q +/?coa' JJ-//siu2Q)co'/.

74-,)n2A - (-^sin2Q + /f8iu28+2//co82Q)ros. (10)

> O oosQ + /'sin Q . (11)

(12)

(e-l) - +1 .

This last equation gives

t : . and -

l-f 1 a p

Also, since

we have

Now (11) and (12) give

rsinA -^(FcoQ- 8infl)OM< ;
ecosA -/' (F sin Q -I- (i cos

Multiplying (11) by (12) and reducing, we find

If we subtract (9) from (8), we get

/coe'A-sin'A co8fA-8inA\

From (10) we have

-,8in2A - (-A 8in

/'

and hence
-0.

and the difference of the squares of r cos X ami -in X gives another value

of Equating these two values of p2A, and solving for cos'i,

we find

(F'-B) 8in'Q+(^-^) co.Q-f-(^v;-//) 8in2Q 16
-(^;-//> 8iu2Q
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The forms of the numerator and denominator show that if we put
cos'2 i=-, and hence tan2

/ = _ 2> we 8 i,a ll get

tan 2
1 = -

' v _ 2 .

The first member of (9) gives

/sin 2 A cos2 A\ e 2
1

and therefore we obtain

e'
2 1

-jSin
2 A -5

=
(.4 sin 2

ft + K cos 2
ft -//sin 2 ft) cos 2

i.

By squaring (12) we find

e'
2

-j sin 2 A =
(/>'* cos

2
ft + G* sin 2

ft FG sin 2ft) cos2
* .

I1

Therefore we have

- == [(^
2

-#)cos
2ft+(G 2

-.4)sin
2

ft-(/Y;-//)sin2ft]cos
2
i. (16)

Comparing this with (15), we find -^
=- P; and hence

2_ + tej = F , + (J
, _

(A + /{) (17)

Now since

l

-5
= P = (F*-lf) sin 2

ft + (G'
2

-A) cos 2
ft + (FG- H ) sin2Q ,

f

we easily find

>2

,
= F*+G* - (A + ll) (F'

2

-I!) cos2ft + (G^A) cos2ft + 2 (FG-H) sin2ft . (18)

Hence (17) gives

= (F*-G*+A-/i) cos2Q-2(F(,'-// ) sin2ft . (19)

If we multij)ly this equation by .sin 2ft, and (14) by cos 2ft, and subtract

the last result from the first, we get

sin 2ft = -2 (AY;-//).
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If we use 008 28 ami sin 20, nml add the produets, we have

tan* i'

T-C082Q - F'-d'+A-B.
r

Therefore we finally obtain tin- following net of equations:

^-'sin2Q - -I(FG-H),
I'

t

0sinA

These formulae enable us to find 8,i',y>, X, f, ;
we may then find r at

any e|x>ch by the formula

tao(+X)
Un^ O)

' and JP by tan \ S
^

-
f
tan J

. .

\\ a find 3/ by KKPLKK'S equation

M - ^-8inA'.

And Kinee Mt 3/1= (/, /,), we see that

t
- M,

ami

l'i:"M--"i: <! \-I\\PI- li:i-
|.|-. .(

,~,-(l a -iui|.I.- iihtii'"! !-r cnscs in \\hi.ii

good drawings of the apparent orbits have been made, but it in not dc-in-d

to adjust the results by tin- imthod of Leant Squares, owing to the uncertainty
of the data furnished by observation. In the present state of double-star

A-tronomy this method i- \cr\ pr:ict'u-:il>lc. and can be advantageously em-

ployed in the determination of orbits.

In the equation (2)

21/J-y + fly
1 + '2Hr + 1V,j + 1 -

,

we put y = 0, and then find the roots of

1 - 0.
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This may be written

2G 1
a-

2 + - * + -7 = ,
or (x x^) (xx^) = x* (^i+a-j) x + x^ =

,A A

where a;, and x% are the roots of the equation, or the abscissae of the points of

the orbit on the a>axis.

Hence, by the theory of equations, we have

1

Also
2G

A =
x,xa

or G -
'A 2

In like manner, putting x = 0, we find

By* + 2Fy + 1 =
,

or K =
;

Hence when the coordinates of the intersections of the orbit with the

axes of x and y are known directly from the apparent orbit, we have the

four constants A, B, F, G.

And the other constant is given by

Ax1 + Bif + 2Gx

In finding H we must take a point (x, y) such that the product x . y has

a large value. It may be desirable to take the mean of several values of //.

When all the constants A, , F, G, II, have been derived, we find the

elements by equations (20) and (21).

10. Graphical Method of Klinkerfues.

Suppose a and ft to denote the lengths of the real major and minor semi-

axes when projected on the plane tangent to the celestial sphere, and A and

B to be their position-angles. Then we readily find

2 cos3
(^-Q)4-

" sin a

(^
-

ft) sec 1 = .

fl )

/3
3 cos a

(.B-Q) + /38in
s(- Q) sec2

/ = V1

\
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it is evident tliat tin- -inn of these equation* in the square of the

chord between the vertices of the major and minor axes; and the square
"I tin same chord is given by

Therefore we have

<x(A-Q)co(B-Q) + sin(^-Q) sin(//-Q) aec'i - 0; (2)
and hence

coe'i - tan(^-O) Un(Q-fl) . (3)

This equation determines the inclination when the nodi- is known, as the

anirle- .1 and li arc taken directly from the apparent orbit.

If we divide tin- -econd of equations (1) by the first, we get

*V tP* (B- 8) + n* (B- Q) geo i

^j?
""

co6(^-ft) + 8in'(^-a)8ec*i
;

and on substituting for sec'*' it value, we find

8in2(/?-Q)" ~'
In this equation a and /3 art given directly by the apparent orbit, and as

e is known, we have also the ratio -,-!-*. Therefore the only unknown

quantity is 20, which we may determine in the following manner. Since the

left member of (4) is the square of a real quantity, the right member must IK-

essentially positive, and we may put

?
and -nice

, 8in2(^-Q) + in2(g-a)
sin 2(^-Q) -8in2(/f-ft

we get
- sec 2{ tan (.<-/?) . (6)

The angle is known from its tangent, and hence we easily find Q.

In (U) it is to be observed that cos'i is necessarily positive and smaller

than unity, and hence we have to choose between two values of a differing

by 180. As it is thus impossible t<> di-tin^ui-h between the ascending and

de-ceiiding node, we may arbitrarily take the a-eending imde I., twt.n u and

180, and find by nu-an- l' (
:: i

cos'i - t*a(A-Q) tan(ft-/
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The angular distance from the node to the periastron is denoted by TT

= X, and is given by the equation

tan (A Q )
= cos i tan A ,

or by using (3) we obtain*

tan' A ---

If u denote the argument of the latitude, we have

n = v + \ = v + TT SI ,
and tan u = sec i tan (6 Q) ,

where 9 is the observed position-angle at the given epoch. The latitude I is

given by sin I = sin i sin u.

From the apparent radius vector p, we may find the corresponding true
*

radius vector by
r = p sec I .

The major semi-axis is then found by the polar equation

a = r(1^ S "
)

.

"

, (8)

If we take the apastron as the point in question, I will be given by

sml = sini sin A
;

and since p is taken directly from the diagram of the apparent orbit, we easily

find r. Then, since v = 180, we have

p seel

TT7- (9)

To find the time of revolution we take two observations which are widely

separated in time, and find the intervening change in the mean anomaly; or

we may find from the diagram the part of the area swept over during this

interval compared to the whole area of the apparent ellipse. If #, and 2 be

the two angles of position, and MJ and i^ the corresponding arguments of the

latitude, we shall have
tan j

= sec i tan (Ol SI) ,

taint, = sect tan (02 Q)
and then

"i
=

i
A

;
v

i.
= "2 A

;

whence the mean anomalies are easily found. Instead of computing the change

of the mean anomaly, it is generally preferable to measure up the area swept

.4 JJ and X must lie In the same or in opposite quadrants. Throughout this work % is taken in the

direction of the motion.
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over by the radius vector during the interval, and determine the i>criod by
the law of art-at*.

Su
1 1|

<-. that /, and I. IMJ the dates of two widely-separated observations;

then the double area swept over by the radius veetor will be

Putting a', b' for the major and minor semi-axes of the apparent ellipse,

it is evident that the time of revolution will lie given by

Tt
(10)

In ease the period is computed from the change in the mean anomalies,

we have
.V.-.V,

M
The j>eriastron passage is given by T /,

- -?
, or it may lie found from

the prineiple of areas, in the same manner as the period. Thus, sinee the

double areal velocity is known, we simply determine the double area included

between a given radius veetor and the |>criastron, and ascertain the intervening

time. This interval is to be added to or subtracted from the time of observa-

tion, according as the date chosen is before or after the epoch of |>criastron

pa-saga
To find the node by graphical construction we draw from the centre of the

ellipse lines whose position-angles are "2.A and 2//; then, parallels to these at

distance- related as a*/3* to 6*a*. Connect the intersection of the parallel lines

with the centre, and this will give a line whose position-angle is 28. This

construction is easily deduced from (4), and in practice will be found extremely

exact. The graphical method is highly practicable, and in the present state of

double-star Astronomy is the one which should generally be preferred. The

pOMible inaccuracies of the method arc greatly inferior to the uncertainty still

attaching to the best orbits. The principal difficulty experienced by computers

consists in the finding of a satisfactory apparent orbit.
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^2 B

1878

\
\

The apparent orbit of 20 Persei = /3524 is shown above. We find by the figure e = 0.738,

' = 0.194
;
A = 20.5

;
B = 137.3

; & = 142.2
;

i = 67.9
;

\ = 103M
;

n = -9.0
;
P = 40.0 years ;

a = 0".290
;
T = 1884.40.

To obtain the apparent orbit it is best to make use of both angles and

distances. If the precession has a sensible eifect upon the position angles, it is

desirable to refer the observations to a common epoch by applying the formula.

J6 = n sin sec 8 (t 1 ) . (12)
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*

where n= 20'.04967, and t, is the date of observation, / the e]>och adopted.

We then combine the individual measures of the best observers into suitable

annual means, and plot the resulting positions on a convenient scale. The

approximate normal places thus defined arc subject to two conditions:

(1) That the areas swept over by the radius vector shall le proportional

to the times;

(2) That the apparent ellipse which satisfies the law of areas shall eon-

form also to the observed distances.

The ellip.-e which -ati-tic* thoe conditions must !H' found by trial. Fine

planimeter measurement renders the approximation comparatively rapid, and

when a satisfactory ellipse has been obtained we derive the elements and com-

pare the computed with the observed places.
Af *

We first determine -, then compute the ratio a , . and find the -node by

graphical construction; it is then easy to find i, X, /', T, and a, as explained in

the foregoing method. If further refinement of the elements l>e desired, re-

course must IK- had to differential formulae.

It is to be remarked, however, that the assumption of constant areal velocity

is equivalent to postulating the absence of unseen bodies or other disturbing

influences, and as this is not yet fully established, the orbits which test repre-

sent the angular motion are not necessarily correct, as may be seen in the case

of 70 Ophiitchi. If it is necessary to violate the distances in a conspicuous man-

ner in order to preserve the law of the areas, the result must be looked upon

with suspicion. In the present state of double-star Astronomy most of our

orbits must be regarded as tentative, but when they shall finally l>e improved

there is no doubt that, if the motion is really undisturbed, l>tli angles and

ili-tanees will IK; well represented.

If it is ill -in d to compute p and from the elements, we may employ the

formulae

The element X is counted from the node between and 180, in the di-

rection of the motion
;
in case of retrograde motion the formula for 6 become*

tan (8-0) tan (X+r) coal .
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Graphical Method of Finding the Apparent Orbit of a Double Star.

It is frequently desirable to project the apparent orbit of a double star

from the elements; this interesting and useful result may be effected in a

Fig. 5.

very simple manner. In order to make the process more intelligible we shall

apply it to a particular case, and" for this purpose we select the orbit of

9



OF A DOUBLE STAR FROM THE ELEMENTS. *>T

The elements required lor this purpose art- the following:

Koceiitru-ity. 0.700 0.02

Mkjor semi-axis, a 0*.lM>4'.

N..II-. a - 9fi.c

Inclination, i 77*.72

Node to periMtron, X - 75.28

We lay down on stiitaiMe drawing pa|>cr two lines which intersect each

other at right anirle-, ;m<l thus mark the four quadrants of position-angle. The

intersection of these lino will !> the centre of the real orbit and also the

centre of the apparent <>ri>it. The line of nodes in then drawn through the

centre, having a petition-angle of 95 .5. In like manner we lay down the line

whose position-angle is ft -|- X= 170 .78, and this will IK- the major axis of

the real ellipse.

\\ c now adopt a convenient scale, which will give a length on the draw-

ing paper of 10 or 12 inches for the major axis.

With close stars 0".l may represent one or two inches of the scale, so

that the work can be done with the highest degree of accuracy. From the

centre the length of the major semi-axis (0".G540) is laid down on the line

just drawn, and the distance of the foci of the ellipse from the centre will l>c

ae (0".6549 x 0.70). The ellipse is then drawn in the usual manner.

We now lay off point- on the line of nodes at equal distances from the

centre of the ellipse, and through these points draw lines a a', A//, r</,
tld' etc.,

perpendicular to the line of nodes. The lengths of these lines on either side

are found in seconds of arc by the scale used, and then multiplied by the

cosine of the inclination (cos 77 .72= 0.214) ;
the resulting values are marked

on the corresponding lines at a', &', c', d', e
7

, f, etc., on both sides of the line

of nodes.

The points thus determined will lie on the arc of the true ellipse as seen

from the Earth, and when we pass the curve through them, we have the a|>-

parent orbit of the double star.

To find the ]K>sition of the star in the apparent ellipse, we multiply the

distance of the focus of the real ellipse from the line of nodes by the cosine

of the inclination, and thus find the j>omt J, which will In- tin- p<>-iti..n of the

central star in the projected orbit. A line O*'/*, drawn from the centre

through this point to intersect the arc of the apparent ellipse, gives the posi-

tion-angle of the real major axis, and the position of the real i>eriatron.

Having thus obtained the position <1 the central star in the apparent orbit,

it only remains to draw through tin- principal star lines parallel to those inter-
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secting at the centre and marking the four quadrants, which may now be erased.

In the figure the lines which mark the four quadrants are somewhat heavier

than the rest, so that they are easily recognized.

Thus a very simple process of projection enables us to trace the outline

of the apparent orbit of any star when the required elements are given;
and from the observed positions it is possible to see at a glance whether the

apparent orbit represents the observations satisfactorily. It only remains to

add that in the case of retrograde motion, the angle X (which should always
be counted in the direction of motion, while the ascending node should be

taken -between and 180) must for purposes of graphical representation be

taken as negative, and the position-angle of the major axis of the real ellipse be-

comes Q X, whereas for direct motion the angle is 8 -|- X, as in the case of

9 Argus.

11. Formulae for the Improvement of Elements.

The foregoing graphical method, when judiciously applied, will give elements

having all the accuracy which can be desired in the present state of double-

star Astronomy. But as some improvement of a very refined character will

ultimately be possible, we shall present the differential formulae which may
be employed to effect these slight variations of the elements.

The formulae for finding the position-angle 6 from the elements are

M = n(t-T) = E-e"s\nE,

tan J v = Zf tan J E ,

\l e

tan (*'+X) cost = tan (6 JJ) .

Since is a function of the six elements, Si, *', X, e, T, n, we have

When the variations of the .elements are finite, but small, we have the

approximate formula,

6.
-

6, = JO = AJSl + BJi + CJ\ + DJe + GJT + HJn
,

where A, JB, C, D, G and //, denote the partial differential coefficients.

From the equations which enable us to compute we obtain these coef-
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ficicnt- I'V |i:irlial
diHVrrmialion with iv-prei tit tin- c\cral elements. Thus

we find
I - +1;

C -
/ 2UnjA' lITi sec'i #n*\D
[ i

'

\(l-)vl
* Nl 1 eootiA /

G "

l -o 1-00MJT

Tin- formulae usually employed by astronomers for effecting thr differential

corrections of the elemeiitH thus take the fonu

+ Hi<1*
- I9

i
"

.

t 1n -.19, =
,

Jir ln - .I6V =. .

There are six quantities to be deduced from thin gyittem of iH|uatioiiH ;
a

by the method of Least Squares will jfeiH-rally ensuiv the l>est result h.

In tin- above form of the equations it is tacitly assumed that the residuals in

angle represent absolute displacements of the companion in space, regardless of

its distance from the central star, which is evidently inexact. The ini]>ortaiic.c

of a given error in angle increases in proportion to the length of the radius

vector, and as the distance of the companion is generally very unequal in

different parts of the apparent orbit, the formulae should be so modified as to

render the absolute displacements of the observed positions a minimum. This

improvement can IK- effected as follows. We shall assume that the major axis

:ui IH IM -t determined from the apparent orbit, which serves as an intcr|>o-

lating curve analogous to that recommended by SIK JOHN* HEKWIIKI., and hence

this element need not IK- regarded as variable. It is, therefore, required to

compute the slight variations for the other six elements.

Let us suppose that the value of p corresponding to the position-angle 0.

is p.; this value may IH- computed or measured graphically from the diagram.

Let the corrected angle and distance IK- C and pe respectively. Then it is eaay

to see that the displacement of a point on the apparent orbit due to the correction

of the elements will be given by

' "
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In case the length of the radius vector in the apparent orbit is practically

constant, the last term of the radical becomes insensible, and the displace-
ment in space at a given distance is proportional to the displacement in angle.
But as many of the orbits are very eccentric and highly inclined, and the

radius vector therefore changes rapidly, the best result can be obtained

only by the use of the complete residuals expressed above. In computing
these values numerically we may express (pa pc) in degrees by the

formula 2
(^rp j

".3
; and since (6 9C) is already given in degrees, we

must express the coefficient as an abstract number in units of the major semi-

axis, in order to give the displacements in angle weight proportional to the

length of the radius vector.

Since the second term of the resulting expression under the radical sign

will often be very small, it will frequently be sufficient to use the first term

only; or in other words, to assign the residuals in angle weights proportional

to the lengths of the radii vectores.

This method of improving the elements will be found very much shorter

than that involved in the process of correcting both angles and distances by

separate differential formulae, and will lead to the same results without loss of

accuracy.

12. A General Method for Facilitating the Solution of Kepler's Equation by
Mechanical Means.*

The standard works on planetary motion, such as GAUSS' Theoria Motus,

OPPOLZER'S Bahnbestimmung, and WATSON'S Theoretical Astronomy, give

methods for solving KEPLER'S Equation which are very satisfactory when the

eccentricity of the orbit is small, and also when this element is large, as in

the case of most of the periodic comets. When the eccentricity is small, an

expansion in series, usually by LAGRANGE'S Theorem, enables us to find the

eccentric anomaly with the desired facility. The series frequently employed
has the form

e" sinM+e" =sm2M+

Monthly Notices, June, 1895; also Note in Monthly Notices for December, 1895.
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'\' the approximate valiir /,'. obtained from a few terms of this series,

we appK ;i i "in i-ti'iii resulting from thr expansion by TAYMW'S Theorem:

i

E - K, + ? dM. + . . . .

Tin- equation of KKIM.KI; gives

or - 1 -cosA
t ;

and since

we find two terms of the series to be

*- * + r^F

Successive applications of this formula will n-ndily yield the true value of

the ecxH'iitric anomaly. But when the eccentricity in considerable the expansion

in Herien fails to converge with the desired rapidity. On the other hand, when

llu- orbits differ but little from paraliolaM, the solution can readily IK- found by

means of *|n-<-ial talih-s, such as those given by (t AUKS, WATSON and Oi'i'oi./KH.

It i> \-i\ remarkable that among the many solutions of KKIM. Kit's Kqiiation

discovertnl by mathematicians there is not one, so far as I am aware, which

has come into general use among astronomers that is applicable to ellipses of

all |tossihlc eccentricities.

The method to which I desire to direct attention is a modification of the

graphical method originally invented by .1. I. WATKHSTOX (^f^nlillly

'-."><>, p. lii'.l). and subsequently re<liscovere<l by Dntois (

'-rirlifi;,, no. lint). The method was afterwards discussed by KLIXKKH-

i i i
- in lii> Tln'ii-'li.tcln .IstriHioiHi'i', p. 17; but so far as I am aware* it never

came into practical use until employed in the investigations embodied in this

work.

Suppose we construct, on a convenient scale, a srini-circiimferrnee of the

curve of sines, y = sin./-. In practice it i- ilr-iralle to use millimetre pajn-r,

ami a convenient M-ale is obtained by taking one degree of the arc as li\-

millimetres, so that the scale may easily IM- read to OM. The origin of the

are i- taken at the origin of coordinates; and as the M-ale along the axis of

abscissae extends from to 180, it will have a length of '.HI centimetres.

In the figure let O.\/ repn-eiit the mean anomalx. and -II|I|><>M- from M

JTonttly .VoHcM, December. 1M5.
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we draw a right line making an angle V with the axis of abscissae, the angle
V being defined by the equation

tan = -
e

Let the abscissa of the point C, determined by the intersection of the right
line MC with the sine curve, be denoted by E. Then we evidently have

OE - ME = OM .

(Y)

M

C

K

\
x
\v

\

90
IX

Fig. 6

Thus, denoting the arc OE by E, and observing that e sin >F = cos 'F, we
find that e sin <F -. - ME, the radius in the case of sin V being such that sin

is always equal to sin E.

Hence we get
OE - ME = OM ,

or
E e sin E = M,

which is the Equation of KEPLER.

Therefore we conclude that if for an orbit of given eccentricity we con-

struct a triangle CME (in practice this may be made of cardboard) and apply
the vertex M of the triangle to the successive mean anomalies, tin- base coin-

ciding with the a>axis, the intersection of the hypothenuse with the curve of

sines will give at once abscissae which are the corresponding eccentric anom-

alies. Any actual diagram such as we have described will be subject to slight

inaccuracies of construction, owing to the transcendental nature of the sines,

and hence we cannot obtain solutions of absolute precision. But it is entirely

possible to get approximate solutions exact to OM, and this work can be done

with the greatest rapidity. It is merely necessary to slide the base of the
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triangle along the a>axis, placing tin \.rt< \ .)/ at the points corrcs|>oiiding U>

tin- (iirfiTi-nt value* >f tin- mean anomalv. and reading off the corrcs|iondilig

eccentric anomalies.

Thin triangle device i* rendered (Krasible by virtue of the fact that f is

constant in unf- ;
and we may observe that in case of elliptic orbit** the

angle F can vary only from 45 in the case of a paralxda to (K) in the case of a

circle. Thin method in therefore directly applicable to ellipses of every jiossihlc

eccentricity, and the accuracy of the solution i* always substantially the -aim-.

In the COM*. of parabolic motion, however, the method fail*. -incc when V = 45

the hvpothenuse 3/C is tangent to the sine curve at the origin. But for f<\

the by pot hcnuse JVC intersects the curve y = sin a;, and the intersection will IK-

well delined e\eept when e approaches unity and M i- very ninall. In such

cases it is best to use the Special Tables or the Theory of I
>
arulN>lic M-.ii.ui.

Solution* - \a< t to OM an- often sufficient in the present state of double-star

observation, and we readily see how great is the practical value of this method

in comparing a long series of observations with a given set of elements. One

hundred approximate solutions of KEIM.KK'S Equation, accurate to OM, may IK*

obtained by this method in less than half an hour; while if 6 KM between ".-'!">

and 0.8o probably a skilled computer could not obtain the same results by the

ordinary method in less than a day. Thus the time and lalxu- required for

this work is much diminished, and it is clear that the chances of large error

are corre8|K>ndingly reduced.

If a curve of sine* were engraved on a metallic plate it would IK* an easy

matter to devise a movable protractor which could be set at any angle; such

a piece of apparatu* \vuld serve -for every possible elliptic orbit, and would

last for an indefinite time. Considering the immense lal>or devolving UJMHI

astronomers in the computation of the motion of the heavenly bodies, it would

seem that such a labor-saving device might IK- advantageously employed in

the offices of the a-tronomical cphemerides. However, as several astronomers

have pivpaivd tables for facilitating the solution of KI.PI.I i:'* Equation in the

case of orbits which are not very eccentric, such an apparatus would IK- useful

elm-llv in work on the more eccentric asteroids, the double stars, and the |H'riodic

comet*. Iii dealing with the motions of these ln>dics the labor saved would

be very considerable, and we might ho]>c that the apparatus here suggested

would come into actual use. But in case this instrument of precision could not

be successfully manufactured, owing to its limited commercial use, it is etty

for a working astronomer to construct a curve of sines on millimetre pu|>cr.
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This can be mounted on a suitable wooden board, and a triangle of cardboard

will give the solutions of KEPLER'S Equation for any given orbit.

Thus, while the graphical method, originally proposed by WATERSTON,
afterwards independently discovered by DUBOIS, and subsequently discussed by
KLINKERFUES, was suggested many years ago, it does not appear that it has

yet come into general use; and therefore it deserves the careful attention of

astronomers. It is worthy of remark that a method of such great practical

importance should rest in comparative oblivion during half a century, at a time

when astronomers were constantly working on the motions of periodic comets

and double stars; but it is probable that neither WATERSTON nor DUBOIS recog-
nized the great generality and high value of the method in practical work.

Since writing the paper which I communicated to the Royal Astronomical Society
in June, 1895, I have had occasion to make great use of the method in revis-

ing the orbits of double stars, and have found it not only the easiest and most

rapid process yet invented, but one altogether so satisfactory that we may pre-

dict its universal adoption by astronomers. The simplicity and generality of

the method and the rapidity and accuracy with which solutions can be obtained,

invite the inference that in the nature of the case the method is probably ulti-

mate, and is not likely to be improved upon in any future age.

While this method is of special importance in dealing with the motions

of double stars, owing to the wide range of their eccentricities, it will evidently

be almost, if not quite, equally important in the case of periodic comets and the

asteroids. But in dealing with comets and planets, where we desire very exact

solutions of KEPLER'S Equation, it will be necessary to correct the approximate
values by the formula

'

1-ecosV

where M
, E^ are the approximate values of the mean and eccentric anomalies.

A second correction will ensure all the accuracy desirable in planetary and

cometary ephemerides.*

Among the other means for solving KEPI.KIS'S Equation we mention especially the tables of AHTKAND
(ENOI.EMANN, Leipzig); DOHKKCK, A.N., Bd. 130; ami a graphical method by Mi. H. 0. I'I.ITMMKII, Monthly
Notices, March, 1896.



CHAPTER II.

OX TIIK OlMIlT- OK FOKTY BlN'AKY STAHS.

IntroiliK-litry Iti-nutrk*.

TIIK present chapter is occupied with detailed researches on the motion*

!' tin- forty stars whose orbits can be best determined at this epoch. The

mad-rial presented for each star has Wen collected from all available sources

:iinl is very complete. It is highly improbable that any important records have

l>. ii overlooked, and since we have drawn the material almost wholly from

original sources, future investigators will have little need to repeat the labor

involved in collecting observations of these stars prior to 1895.

In some cases we have not used all of the available measures, either localise

tin- observations appeared to l>e defective, or because good observations were

obtained too late to be incorporated in the discussions, which were not changed

unless the elements adopted were found to be inconsistent with the new mate-

rial. In the main, our choice of observations has been guided by the assump-

tion that it is ]>ossible to find an orbit which is consistent with undisturbed

elliptical motion. The observations have justified a violation of this principle

only in the case of 70 Ophiuc/ii, which presented anomalies too large to IK-

attributed to errors of observation. If the course of time should show that other

stars also are perturbed, it will become apparent that we have not always made

the best choice of the material now available.

In the determination of these orbits a numlier of distinguished astronomers

have contributed their observations in advance of publication. They have not

only sent manuscript copies of valuable measures, but have ofleivd their work

with a gcncrositv which merits my mo>t grateful acknowledgement. Among
those to whom we return thanks are: M. <>. Hi.<>i IM> AN. National Observatory,

Paris; PROF*. G. C. COMSTOCK and A. S. I 'MM. \Va-hburn Observatory,

Madison; PROF. S. DE GLASEXAIT, Director of the Observatory, Imperial

Tniversity, St. Petersburg; PROF. G. W. Houciir, Director of the I >earl>orii

Observatory, Evanston, III.; \'\:<n. V. K\H:I:I-. Koval Observatory, Berlin;

T. LEWIS, ESQ., Koyal Observatorv. < ,i, ,-nwich; M. W. MAW, ESQ., Private
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Observatory, London; PROF. G. V. SCHIAPARELLI, Director of the Royal

Observatory, Milan; PROF. W. SCHUR, Director of tbe Royal Observatory,

Gottingen; JOHN TEBBUTT, ESQ., Private Observatory, Windsor, N. S. Wales;

DR. H. C. WILSON, Goodsell Observatory, Northfield, Minn.

I have also had the constant cooperation of PROFESSORS BURNHAM and

BARNARD, who have made valuable suggestions in addition to contributing

important observations, some of which were secured expressly for this work.

In the investigation of the individual orbits my friends MR. GEO. K. LAWTON,

MR. ERIC DOOLITTLE, and MR. F. R. MOULTON have at different times

rendered valuable assistance in the execution of a large part of the com-

putations. Without such assistance, uniformly characterized by both zeal and

enthusiasm, it would have been impossible to have completed the determination

of so many orbits in so short a time. To these gentlemen I acknowledge my

deep and lasting obligations. Besides aiding me in the preparation of Chapter I,

MR. MOULTON has assisted in arranging the manuscript for the printer, and

in reading the proofs, and thus not only expedited the work but also ensured

greater accuracy than otherwise would have been possible.

While no effort has been spared to ensure exactness in the computations

and in the drawings, it can scarcely be hoped that in dealing with so great a

mass of material all errors have been avoided. There is reason, however, to

believe that such errors as may exist in the work will have no appreciable

effect upon the final results.

A number of the orbits embodied in this Chapter have been published in

the Astronomical Journal, the Astronomische Nachrichtfn, and the Monthly

Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society; references to these sources will be

found in the appropriate places.

Abbreviations of the Names of Observers.

A.C. = Alvan Clark. llrw. = Brlinnow. Dur. = Durham Observers.

A.G.C. = Alvan G. Clark. Cal. = Callandreau. Ek. = Eneke.

Adh. = Adolph. Cin. = Cincinnati Obsrncis. Kl. - Kiln v.

Au. = Auwers. Col. = Collins. KM. Knglemann.

/3.
= Iturnham. Com. = Comstoek. i'Vr. = Ferrari.

liar. = Barnard. Cop. = Copelaml. Kl. = Flainmarion.

]ie. = Itessel. Da. = Dawes. Fli. = Flint.

l?h. = llrulins. Dav. = Davidson. Fit. = Fletcher,

llig.
= Bigourdan. Dem. = DemW-ski. Fi>. = Fiierster.

Bo. = Bond. Dk. = Doberfk. Fr. = Franz.

Ilii. = Horgen. Du. = Dune'r. Ga. = Guile.
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70 v 30G2.

Apparent orbit:

Length of major axis = 2".526

Length of minor axis = 1".984

Angle of major axis = 45.7

Angle of periastron = 138.4

Distance of star from centre = 0".446

It will be seen that these elements are very similar to those derived by
VON Fuss in 1867. The following comparison of the computed and observed

places shows that the above elements are highly satisfactory, and that the true

elements of this remarkable binary will hardly differ sensibly from the values

here obtained.

COMPARISON OF COMPUTED WITH OBSERVED PLACES.

t
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ISJ4

270

187'.
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\Vc find tin- following element- for this celebrated binary :

/' - 1U.-..7G years Q - 46M
T - I'." .' - 4.V.W

- <'.:.! l-j x - 217e
.H"

a - SMT-'N + 18:W99

Apparent nrliii :

I..-i.-ili of major axis 1.V.80

tli of minor axis = 1O*.'_'4

lo of major axis = fwV.H

Angle of ]M<riantrou = L'W-fl

Distance of star from centre = 3".80

The table of computed and observed places -li..u - that these eleinentH are

highly -aii-lactorv. Hut the rapid orbital motion near |>eriastron will make it

possible to effect a slight improveineiit in alxxit ten years.

The parallax of the system recently determined by DH. HKHMAXN S. DAVIS

of Columbia College seems to be entitled to great weight; and yet the value

is so large that with these elements the mass is only O.KK5 that of the sun.

Tin- di>tanee of the system is 4(>4540 times the distance of the earth from the

MIII, and the semi-major axis of the orbit is 18.54 astronomical units. This

mass is very small for the size of the system, and if the parallax of "
. I.'! be

continued, say, by Ileliomcter measures, our idea* of the nature of the stellar

systems will have to be considerably modified. The parallax of 0".la4 found by

OTTO STKUVE in 18a<}, from measures with the micrometer, gives a distance for the

system of 1339400 astronomical units. The semi major axis comes out .">:[.:>:> times

the distance of the earth from the sun, and the combined mass proves to IK* :!!"',

The companion i> at pn-sciit. near the line of nodes, and its relative motion

in the line of M^ht i> near its maximum value. Tin- brightness and width of

this pair is such as to justify an application of the spcrtniscopie method for

determining parallax developed in !| .", ( 'hapter I.

lu this connection we may point out the great importanee of the determi-

nation of the parallaxes of </uf>/- rather than of .-//////. -tars. The parallaxes

of single >tars are of comparatively little interest, since they give us only the

di-tance ami hence the velocity perpendicular to the line of vision, and the

radiation compared to that of the sun. On the other hand, the parallaxes of

double stars whose orbits are known give us, besides these data, the absolute

dimensions of the orbits and the combined masses of the components two

elements of the highest importance in the study of the systems of the universe,

is remarkable for the great angular distance of the com|K>ncnts,
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and for the rapid proper motion of the system. Both of these circumstances

support the belief that the star is comparatively near to us in space, and ren-

der it certain that the parallax is sensible.

In 1881 MR. LUDWIG STRUVE discussed the relative motion of the com-

ponents about the common center of gravity of the system; and from his inves-

tigation it follows that ^-
= 0-268, or the masses of the two stars, according

to OTTO STRUVE'S parallax, are respectively 2.00 and 1.06 times the combined

mass of the sun and earth. The companion is therefore more massive than the

sun and moves in an ellipse nearly twice the size of the orbit of Neptune; but

the eccentricity is so large that in periastron the companion would come con-

siderably within the orbit of the outer planet, while at apastron it would recede

to more than three times that distance.

COMPARISON OF COMPUTED WITH OBSERVED PLACES.

t
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li. UK it became clear that tin- di-tance \\.i- liimiui-liiii-. In 188<J NKWCOMH

tiiiiml the distant-. ii _".! and tin- anirlc 101; in small telcsco]>es tin 1 star

appeared -iiijrlc. When Hi I:\II.\M examined the ol>ject in 1880 he found il

exceedingly difficult even with the M-inch refractor of the Liek Observatory, and

during 1800 the companion was whollv invisible. When the star was examined

in 1S01 it \\.i- rnnd thai thf companion had changed to the opposite quadrant .

the angle being .'il- .<> and the distance so excessively small that it was esti-

mated at 0*.05. I{\I:N \i:n'- i \aiiiination of the object in 1803 gave the key

to the situation. Tin companion had swept rapidly round to 121.8, thus pass-

ing o\cr about I520" of position angle since the measure in 1880. liritxiiAM

at once undertook an invocation of the orbit, and obtained a very satisfactory

M-t of clfiin-nt-. Hi- pajH-r, in the Monthly 3folicr# for December, 1803, contains

an illustration of the apparent orbit, and a complete list of measures down to

\\ added the measures made since that date, and derived a set

if elements verv similar to that found by BritxiiAM. IIi elements are:

/' = 54.8 yean Q - 11.T,1

T - 1892.1 = "K'.y

e mm 0.875 X = L'lxr.s

a mm 0.37

\\'e tin.l the following elements of y Amlroinnlar:

I' mm 54.0ym Q mm II." . I

T = 1892.1 * - 77.85

f = 0.857 X = 200M
a = 0*.3705 n m. -G .MM57

Apparent orbit:

length of major axis - 0*.7O(>

Ix-iiRtli of miiKir axis O'.OfU

Ani;lf of major axis = 109".9

An-l<- of ]M-ria.stron

Distance of star from centre -

The table of computed and oh-er\cd (daces shows a good agreement for

an object of this difliculty. The residuals are easily within the limits of the

errors of observation. The orbit is remarkable for its great eccentricity and

high inclination. Both of these elements are well d lint <1, and the values given

above will never be materially altered. Tim- tin- error in the eccentricity can

hardU -in-pass 0.02, while a variation of on*- year in the period is to be

.rded a- improbable. In regard to the shape of the real orbit, y Amlromrilae

takes its place b.t\\i-n y r/Y///n/.< and y 1 'catnm-i. The-e three remarkable

-y-tems are al-o -imilar a- regard- the relative bright in--- of their coin]>onciitt<,
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which in each case are nearly equal. Since the companion of y Andromcdae is

now within the reach of ordinary telescopes the accompanying ephemeris will

be useful to astronomers.

COMPARISON OF COMPUTED WITH OBSERVED PLACES.

t
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i-iivli-, srrmrtl to trace out irregular -iiinotis paths across the sky, and

a further study of tln-M- anomal'ii- convinced HKSSEI, that the two stare were

perturbed by invisible boilii -. In 1SJJ In- wrote, in a letter to HUMIIOI.DT:

"I adhere to the conviction that /'/// and Si'rin* form real binary systems,

ec-M-isting of a \i-ihlc and an invisible star. There is no reason to snp|>ose

luminosity an essential Duality of co-mical botlies. The visibility of countless

star- is no trgfuumA igaiiMl tin InvinbUhj of ooontleM othera."

In ls.17 tin -ii^^-tion of BESSEL was taken up by PETERS, who made an

investigation of tin- oli-cm-d inc<|iialitu-s, and found the following clrmriits for

the orbit described by Sirius alnmt the common centre of gravity of the system :

Periastrou passage = 17U1.4.'<1

Mean yearly motion - "".ISC.1

!

. Period 50.01 years

Eccentricity 0.7994

In 1S<)1 the question was again examined by SAFKORD, who transmitted to

I'.Ki \\<>\v an investigation which assigned to the companion a position-angle

of 83.8 for the epoch 1862.1. A short time afterwards, on Jan. 31, 1802, Mit.

AL\.\\ G. CLARK was trying the new 18-inch object glass of the Dearborn

trlr-<-i|>r. and on pointing the instrument on Siriits exclaimed: "
Why, fat In-l-

it has a companion!" And sure enough the faint but massive disturbing Inxly

announced by BESSEL was seen within a few degrees of the place assigned by

the theoretical astronomers. It now became a matter of great interest to ascer-

tain from the motion of the new companion whether it was really the disturb-

ing body; a few years showed that it had sensibly the required motion, and

li-lt no doubt of the identity of the two objects. In 1864 AUWKRS undertook

a iii-w ill-termination of the elements based on all the observations, and found:

; iastron passage 1793.890

Mean annual motion 7.2847.~>

Period - 49.418 yean
Eccentricity - 0.6010

A definitive determination afterwards published gave the following results:

P = 49.999 years Q = 61.96

T - 1843.275 * - 47M4
e - 0.6148 X - 18.91

When the microim-trica! measures began to accumulate, \arious computers
made new investigations of the orbit The following table of elements is very
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complete. The last set credited to DR. AUWERS were based on all the obser-

vations up to 1892.

p
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> AKIftOX OF COMPUTKII WITH OMKKVRD 1'LACKM.
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tion at periastron will be about 80 times higher than at apastron. There

would thus arise a periodic disturbance in the mass of Si?-ius depending on the

revolution of the companion. It seems probable that high tides would increase

the radiation of Sirius, and hence if it were possible to make photometric

measures of absolute accuracy, or of such a character that the brightness could

be compared at intervals of 25 years, it might some day be possible to detect

the alteration in brightness arising from the tidal action of the companion.

The excessive faintness of this massive body is an extraordinary anomaly
which is not easily explained. From the shape of the orbit, however, we may
believe that the system has been formed by the usual process, and for some

reason the companion has rapidly become obscure. As the companion is

apparently still self-luminous, its darkness is not so conspicuous as the exces-

sive brilliancy of Sirius. The change in the color of Sirius since ancient

times is even more remarkable.

1882.21

1883.11

a = 7" 41"U ; 8 = 13 38'.

5.7, yellow ; 6.3, yellow.

Discovered by Burnham with his celebrated six-inch Clark Refractor, March 11, 1873.
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li I:\H\M re \i-ed tlii- nrlit. in Ma\. ISO.'l. and by relying on the distances

a- well a- tin- angle*. arri\ed ;it an apparent ellipse of very different character,

from which wo derived the following elements (Astronomy and A
.Inne. 1803):

P T years

T - 1892.706

- 0.68

a - OM.1J

Q - 900.75

i - 76.87

A - 73.92

ii - + 16e.399H

It did not take long to decide which set of elements was to be preferred.*

I'. M:\ \i:n examined the star with the .'Mi-inch refractor of the Lick Observa-

tory in I>ecciulicr. 1S:>. and found that since 1802.05 the radius vector of the

companion had >wept over about ISO , so that the small star was in the fourth

i|uadranl. I took occasion recently, while measuring double stars with the

iM-iueh refractor of the l.eandcr McCormick Observatory of the University of

Virginia, to mca-iirc Aryil* on three good nights. The observations confirm

those <>| ll\i.v\i:i>. and *how that KritxiiAM's apparent orbit is not far from

the truth. With the new iiiea-uiv-. it seemed worth while to re-investigate the

orbit: accordingly, from a c<ui-ideration of all the observations, I find the fol-

lowing elements of J

P = 22.00 years
T mm 1892.30

o 0.70

a - 0*.6549

8 - 96.5

t - 77.72

A - 75:2*

Apparent orbit:

Length of major axis = 0".941

Length of minor axis = 0".2C7

Alible of major axis = iW.2

Angle of jieriastron
= t.'U'.S

Distance of star from centre = OM52

It i- confidently believed that thoc eleincnt> will prove to be nearly cor-

iu -pile of the small number of oh-ervations upon which they are based.

CoMPAKIftOJC OF THE (.'tiMffTRD WITH OBSRRVII> I'l \r-fC8.

i
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It will be seen that the residuals are very small for such a close and difficult

star; and it is evident that future observations will not change the present
orbit materially, although it is desirable to secure additional exact measures

which will improve the elements as much as possible. If adequate attention is

given to this object, its orbit will soon be one of the best in the heavens. A
short ephemeris is:

t
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94 23121.

A more critical investigation of these problems will commend itself to the

attention of astronomers; the best results will depend upon the reduction of

exact observations by the refined methods of analysis. In the present state of

micrometrical measurement, a very refined treatment is seriously embarrassed

by the errors of observation; but the methods of physical Astronomy ought

eventually to enable us to improve the theory of the motion of the system,
which is here taken as undisturbed.

The following is a short ephemeris for the use of observers:

t Oc PC

1896.25 IS^O l"l3

1897.25 14.8 1.13

1898.25 11.6 1.13



8121,

1
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From an investigation of all the observations, I find the following elements:

P = 34.00 years
T = 1878.30

e = 0.330

a = 0".6692

ft = 28.2o

I = 75.0<)

A = 127.52

n = + 10.5883

Apparent orbit:

Length of major axis = 1".318

Length of minor axis = 0".349

Angle of major axis = 27.4

Angle of periastron = 189.(>

Distance of star from center = 0".142

COMPARISON OF COMPUTED WITH OBSERVED PLACES.

t
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Some of the observations are vitiated l>\ sensible systematic errors, so that

occasionally <>ui l>< -i <.l>-.r\rrs diller by so much as 12; and in succeeding

n the angles are made to retrograde where they ought to be steadily

ad \ancing. Under the-e rimim-taticcs the residuals may IK? considered small,

and the eleinei. satisfactory forM close and dillicult a star. In following

ilii- star, observer- -Ixmld take every precaution against systematic error, since

the orbit is highly inclined, and a small error in angle greatly affects the dis-

tance. Good <>!,-, r\ at ions arc essential for any further improvement of the

elements :

ElMIKMKKIM.

( Or ?' t if fl

1899.30 207 0.77

1900.30 22.7 0.79

Since the companion is now approaching its maximum distance, the star

will l>e relatively easy for a numl>cr of years.
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are sometimes difficult to reconcile, the angles and distances of the best ob-

servers, when properly combined, in conjunction with the important principle

of the preservation of areas, enable us to fix the apparent ellipse with a rela-

tively high degree of precision, and the resulting elements are found to be

incapable of any large variation. The orbit is based chiefly upon the observa-

tions of HERSCHEL, STRUVE, O. STRUVE, DAWES, DEMBOWSKI, BURNHAM, HALL,

SCIIIAPARELLI, and the measures which the writer recently secured at the

McCormick Observatory in Virginia. The elements of co Leonis are :

Apparent orbit:

P = 116.20 years



HI

1.03

270

1842

Scalo.
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The following is an ephemeris for the next five years:

EPHEMERIS.
t



9UR8AK MAJoitls = <O _ - net

(

1XW5.27

1866.42



UKSAE MAJORIS = O.i'208.

Apparent orbit:

= 0".G9

= 0".53

= 167.6

Length of major axis

Length of minor axis

Angle of major axis

Angle of periastron = 174.l

Distance of star from centre = 0".149

It will be seen that this orbit is essentially similar to that found by

GLASEN-APP. The table of computed and observed places shows so satisfactory

an agreement for this close and difficult object that we may regard these ele-

ments as substantially correct, and confidently conclude that such alterations

as future observations may render necessary will be of minor importance.

COMPARISON OF COMPUTED WITH OBSERVED PLACES.

t
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by more than five years, and 0.03 rc|M?ctively. It i* desirable to have the

theory of tlii- -\-inu care fit II \ i-nntiniied, and observers with good tele-cii|M-

will find it worthy of regular ai trillion. Tlie motion is still tolerably rapid.

but is gradually slowing up, as will be seen in the following cphcineris:

( 0. * t 6<

18-> IT 1899.40 288^8

. in ^.l 0.27 I'.MMMO 292.7

189S.I-. 284.6 0.28
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star also led SAVAHY in IS'-'T i<> derive a method for finding the orbit of n

double star on gravitational principles, and tbc first orbit ever computed appeared

in the CwiW'///c. /
'/'<////>>

I'm- ls:U). When SAVAHY'S method for finding

double-star orbits had been successfully applied to ( Uranc Majnri*, the subject

was taken up by ENCKK and HKKSCIIKI,, who published methods of superior

elegance and of greater practical utility, with the result that numerous orbits

were soon computed.

The rapid orbital motion of Ursae Majori* insured it ample attention,

and accordingly since the time of SIR JOHN HKKSCIIKL and STKUVE, measures

ha\e lieen secured annually by the best observers. The number of orbitw com-

puted for this star is very large; the following list is fairly complete:

p
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The following table of computed and observed places shows that these

elements are extreifiely satisfactory.

COMPARISON OF COMPUTED WITH OBSERVED PLACKS.

1
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0-1-234.

a = ll h 25"'.4

7, yellowisli

8 == +41 60'.

7.8, yellowish.

Discovered by Otto Struve in 1843.

OBSERVATIONS.

t
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find the following orbit of 02

P _ 77.0 years
r- 18X0 in

. 0.302

a - 0*.347

X -. 11H5M5

n - +4.G7.r>4

Apparent orbit:

Ixngth of major axis

Length of minor axis

Angle of major axift

Angle of ]TM.iM ion

- 0*.437

- 1C8.0
- 3TG .2

Distance of star from center 0*.OW

Tin- accompanying table shows that these rli-m-m- are very satisfactory;

tin- |M ii...l j> perhaps uncertain by five years, and the eccentricity by perhaps
'I. l.nu'i variatioiiH in them* clement* are. not to be anticipated. It in

probably worth noting that BruxiiAM's distance in 181H is sensibly smaller than

the coinpntril distance, although the angle a^itt-H perfec-tly. By this we are

nut in infer that he nndcr-incaHiircd the distance with the great Refractor of

th< I.i.k Observatory, but that all small distances with a great Telcsco|>e a\t-

l-ar diiuinishe<l in comparison with their magnitude in a small instrument a

phenomenon due mainly to the diminution of the spurious discs under the

>nperior separating power of great Telesco|>es. The computer must therefore

take account of the inequality of the distances due to the different |x>wer of

the Telescopes employed; but as most of the observations of 0^'2.'M wen-

made with instruments of about l.Vmch aperture, I preferred in make the scale

of the major axis such, that on the whole the computed would agree with the

olmerved distances.

CoMPAKIftOM or COM 1-1 IK!> WITH OBHKKVKII I'l.ACK*.

c
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Apparent orbit:

Length of major axis = l''.G82

Length of minor axis = 1".02

Angle of major axis = 72.8

Angle of periastron' = 231M
Distance of star from centre = 0".242

COMPARISON OF COMPUTED WITH OBSERVED PLACES.

1
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<|i -i-rvi- tln rvfiilar atU'tition of ol*H'rvern. If good mramirvH can IK-

.luring thr ni'xt twenty yrarn, tlu- I'U'inrnU* can In* (li'tritniiutl with jfivat ac-

curacy. The following i. a >lurt

1
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II. By other observers:

f

1856.20



180

7 Centauri.
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we may conclude that tin- distanee of y Centauri did not surpass I'.O. If thin

be the appri\iinnte distance at tin- epoch 1835.25 we see that the angle must

have been substantially what Hi i:-i nri. > Miniated with the reflector, and we

are thus enabled to reenneile hi* inea-iires with those of later observers. His

estimate of 340* I'm- tin- angle i- based on three nights' work and can hardly

be in error by more than two degrees. If we adopt the position thus indicated

340' l'

and make n-<- "I" the measures -eeiired since 18o<i, we shall obtain an orbit

which is near the truth, ami the resulting elements will never be greatly changed.

Mi:. < i- the only computer who has previously investigated the orbit of

ihi- binary; using 1 h.ix IIKI.'S equatorial measures, and relying mainly on the

anirle-. he found:

P - 61.88 yean Q = 177.95

T - 1840.84 i = 84M
- O.ttUi; A = 4G.81

a -. I "..Vi

Making u-e uf the mean places given in the following table, and basing

our work on Inith angles and distances, we are led to the following elements

of y Centauri:

f - 88.0 years ft = 4.6

T = 184S.O i - (K.ltf

= 0.800 A =* r.'l ::

a - 1".0232 i - -4a
.OJll

Appan-nt nrbit:

tli of major axis = U" 1"

tli <if minor axis 0"..".s

Angle of major axis =()".!

Angle of periastnui -. 177.8

Distance of star from centre = O'.T'.'I

The period here found may Iw uncertain by perliaps three years, and the

:itrii ity by 0.03, but larger variations in these important elements are not

to be expeeted. The orbit of y Crntauri is remarkable for its considerable

inclination and high eccentricity, which renders the pair very difficult in the

periastron part of the apparent ellipse. Binaries with equal components are

very frequent among double stars, and arc types of systems which possess ft

P<-i-!iliar interest when studied in respect to their evolution.
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It is clear that y Centaur i will move rather slowly for a good many years,

but it deserves the regular attention of southern observers. The following is a

short ephemeris:

t
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attention of eminent men, including SIR JOHN HERSCIIEL and the illustrious

ADAMS, we could hardly hope for material improvement over the results already

obtained, were not the investigation rendered more complete by recent obser-

vations, and by the use of the observed distances, which have generally been

rejected, but which here acquire a high importance owing to the slow angular
motion. The nature of the motion of y Virginis is such that some of the ele-

ments, especially the periastron passage and the eccentricity, are determined

with great precision; but the period has been underestimated by nearly all

recent investigators, and will still remain slightly uncertain, perhaps to the

extent of one year.

ELEMENTS DERIVED PROM PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS.

p
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The accompanying table of computed :ind observed placet* shows (bat the-e

are perhaps the inont exact elements \,-t determined for any star. For although

all the measures have not been u>< ! in forming the mean observations on whi< h

the orbit is based, yet those mea-im- which have IM-CII employed have In-en HO

combined as fairly to n-pn-nii the lient material for each year. Accordingly,

the n-idiial- are uniformly small, except just In-fore pcriastron pannage, when

tin- object \\;i- .\iivniely dillieult; ami, as no variation of the elements will

materially improve the ivpre-eiitation of the observations in this part of the

orbit without a corresponding damage elsewhere, we infer that the dillcrcnccs

are due mainU i" ^\ -tmiatic errors in STKUVK'S measures.

MPAKISON or ('OMPUTr-D WITH OnHK.RVKI) I'I.A< KM.

1
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It will be -een thnt in ilii- m-liii tin- line of nodes coincides with the minor

:i\i- of the real ellipse, which is also the minor a\i- of it- projection; and

owing to the small inclination the apparent ellipse is only slightly less eccentric

than the real cllip-c,
-o that the loci of the two ellipses very nearly coincide.

This renders the motion of the radius vector in the apparent orbit very nearly

the same as in the real orbit, and makes y Virginia an object of peculiar inter-

est from the point of view of the study of the law of attraction in the stellar

systems. From direct oh-er\ation we are enabled to say that if there is any

deviation from the Keplcrian law of areas, it must be extremely slight. There-

fort' the force i- certainly central, and the probabilities are overwhelming that

the principal star, which is so near the focus of the apparent orbit, occupies the

foe 1 1- <>r the real orbit, or that the law of attraction is Newtonian gravitation.

Other researches in double-star Astronomy increase the probability of the law

of gravitation, and leave no adequate ground for doubt as to its absolute uni-

versality. Yet a prolonged study of the motion of y Virginia will eventually

give a very precise criterion for the rigor of this law, tut well as throw light

upon the question of the existence of disturbing bodies in binary systems.

The orliit of y Virginia is very remarkable for its high eccentricity, which

surpasses that of an\ other known stellar orbit. This characteristic of y I'm///;/.*,

which Sn: .Imix I It i:-< IIKI. recognized when he declared the eccentricity to l>e

"physically sjieaking, the most import.-mi of all the elements
"

(Jtrgutt* ut CII/H

of (food I/ojte, p. 204), seems to preclude the permanent existence of a third

body in the system; for if a companion to either of the component- existed,

it- motion would be affected by an equation of enormous magnitude, analogous

to the annual equation in the moon's motion, and at the time of |>cria8tron

passage would probably soon cause the body to come into collision with one

of the -tar-, or be driven oil' in an orbit analogous to a hypcrl>ola.

Tim-, although the above orbit is exact to a very high degree, the system

will still deserve the occasional attention of a-tronomera.

Since the angular motion for many years to come will be extremely slow.

oljservations of distance will IK- more valuable than angular measures in effect-

ing a further improvement of the element-.
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42 COMAE BERENICES = t 1728.

a = 13h 5.l ; 8 = 4-18 4'.

0, orange ; 6, orange.

Discovered by William Stritve in 1827.
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OTTO STRTJVE, and the peculiar and unique character of the system has fully

justified the care with which it has been measured. The only previous inves-

tigation* of the orbit is that made by OTTO STRTJVE and DUB rAGO in 1874

(Monthly Notices 18745, p. 367) . O. STRUVE'S elements are as follows :

P = 25.71 years & == 11.0

T = 1809.92 i = 90

e = 0.480 X = 99.18

a = 0".G57

Some three years ago BURNIIAM placed at my disposal a list of measures

which was nearly complete; I have since added to it such as were omitted,

and besides made new observations during 1895. "When scrutinized under the

fine definition of the 26-inch Clark Refractor of the University of Virginia the

pair proved to be excessively close, and with a power of 1300 could only be

elongated. The object has now become single in all existing telescopes and

can not again be separated until about 1899.

The method followed in the present investigation of the orbit is not very

different from that employed by OTTO STEUVE, except that the results are based

upon the measures of all reliable observers and are rendered more complete by

the observations made since 1874. The list of measures is complete to the

occultation of 1896.

It will be seen from an examination of the observations that the motion

is to all appearances exactly in the plane of vision, and hence with the excep-

tion of the node and inclination, the elements are based wholly on the distances.

O. STKUVE'S elements are very good, and it would therefore be sufficient to

apply differential corrections to his values, but as I had independently discovered

a graphical method similar to that employed by him, it seemed of interest to

make use of it in deriving approximate values directly from the phenomena.

With the elements approximately determined, the observations furnished 52

equations of condition, which were solved for the five unknowns, the weights

assigned being proportional to the number of nights. An application of the

corrections resulting from the Least Square adjustment gave the following

values' of the elements:

P = 25.556 years Q = 11.9

T = 1885.69 i = 90

e = 0.461 X = 280.5

a = 0".6416 n = 14.0867

Monthly Notices, June, 1890.
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A|'|:iiVnt MI I lit:

Length <>f in.ij.ii axis I'.l 17

Length <>f tuin.ir axis O'.OO

\ ..;leof major axis 11.'J

Anglf f (H-riastron ll'.'J

-Uir fruin centre 0*.054

The apparent motion is shown in the accompanying diagram, to which is

:nl<l< .1 n lignre <>f t lie real <>rl>it. A graphical illustration of the motion, ol>-

taincd In taking the jr-axis to represent the time, while the ordinatcs represent

tin- di-tanre. ua- employed in finding the approximate values of the elements;

tin- mrvr here traced rcpn-ent- the motion according to the element* as

eorreeted. This orbit of 42 Comae llerenices in one of the most exact of double-

-tar orbit*. MM. I will never n-.|iiire any but very slight modifications. The

period (an hardly be in error by more than 0.1 year, while a variation of 0.01

in the eccentric -it\ i- very improbable.

I-ARISOX OF COMPUTED WITH OIMRRVRII
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Apparent orbit:

= 0".G4

= 0".20

= 47.7
= 57.8

Length of major axis

Length of minor axis

Angle of major axis

Angle of periastron

Distance of star from centre = 0".102

The period here found is undoubtedly very nearly correct, but the other

elements are subject to greater uncertainty. However, the observation of

ENOLEMANN in 1883 and DEMBOWSKI'S estimate in 1877, establish the essential

nature of the periastron end of the apparent ellipse, and assure us that no

large correction of our apparent orbit will ever be required. The eccentricity

is not likely to be altered by more than 0.05, nor can the node and inclina-

tion suffer changes which are proportionately larger. Thus it appears that the

orbit is very satisfactory for the scant material now available; and while large

corrections are not to be anticipated, it will be desirable to improve upon these

elements when more good measures are secured. The ephemeris shows that

the star will be comparatively easy for a good many years, and it will there-

fore commend itself to the regular attention of observers.

t
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A cnnTul investigation of nil the oli-rvations leads to the following ele-

ments of U" < ''ilium Vrnnlifrntn:

/ - 1M " v-an
T -
t *

a - 1M307
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a Centauri was low in the southwest when the observation was made, it is also

possible that the remark may have arisen, as MR. ROBERTS has observed, from

the position of the heavens at that instant rather than the position-angle of the

companion. In any case it follows from the orbit here deduced that the

position-angle was 24.3, and the distance 10".07.

The third observation of a Centauri was made by LACAILLE at the Cape
of Good Hope in 1752. While determining the positions of southern stars he

observed the components of a Centauri, and from the resulting J and Jo we

find the values of p and 6 given in the list of measures. The observations of

LACAILLE were first printed in the Ccelum Aastrale Stelliferum, which was pub-

lished at Paris- in 1763, and reprinted in 1847 by the British Association for

the Advancement of Science, under the auspices of a Committee composed of

HEUSCHKL, HENDERSON and BAILY. LAOAILLE'S observations appear to be as

good as could be expected from the instruments and methods employed.

In 1761 a Centauri was observed on one night by MASKELYNE while at

the island of St. Helena; by means of a rough divided-object-glass micrometer

he found a distance of 15" .0.

The observations made early in the present century by FALLOWS, BRISBANE,

DUNLOP, JOHNSON, TAYLOR and HENDERSON, rest on measures of J and Jo.

The observation of FALLOWS was made with a small and defective Altitude and

Azimuth Instrument, and is entirely erroneous. For a long time this measure

was very misleading to computers, as it indicated an eccentricity of about O.fMi.

The results of BRISBANE, DUNLOP, JOHNSON, TAYLOR and HENDERSON are

likewise unworthy of any high degree of confidence. The first observations of

conspicuous worth are the micrometrical measures made by SIR JOHN HERSOHEL

at the Cape of Good Hope. The measures of HERSCHEL taken in conjunction

with others recently made expressly for the purpose have enabled us to de-

termine the orbit of a Centauri with a degree of precision which appears extra-

ordinary when we consider the character of the observations. It will be found

on inspecting the list of measures that many of them are vitiated by sensible

errors of observation, which are partly systematic and partly accidental. We
must remember, however, in judging of the value of results that a Centauri is

a very bright star, so that the images are unusually large; and hence if the

telescope is not practically perfect, and the atmospheric conditions favorable,

we could hardly expect that the measures will be very accordant. It is also

to be remembered that the southern observers are not specialists in double-star

work, and hence we can not expect results such as could be obtained by the

skill of a BURNHAM or a STRUVE. Nevertheless, the measures of a Centauri
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taken M a whole, will enable UH to obtain one of the bent orbits yet deduced

for nny binary, ami we may gratefully acknowledge our deep obligation to

the southern ohM-rxcr-. who Jim'nl many dillicnltics have measured thin star

will) care ami assiduity.

In tlu* lint of measures given above will lie found all tlu records which

are of any value. Tin- O|M -nation* of T. M \CI.KAI:. (J. M \< I.KAK and W. MANN,

which were math alMiut the middle of the century, are taken from Die. KI.KIN'M

Inauyural l>i*9erinfi"ii, in which they were first printed; the numl>er of night*

was kindly -npplicd by Di:. KI.KIV in a private letter. Most of the other

meaxiireM are takt-u from tin- Mmioir.t and Monthly Xoticea of the Royal Antro-

nonii-al Sx-irty. In thi- <-i>mu-i-tion I take occasion to acknowledge my

obligati.in* In Ml>-.|>. rKmillT, I'lCKEHIXiJ, DorULAHH, l.'i --I I I .

.n.i. and FIM.A^ for wt-uring seta of measures expressly for thin in vewtigation;

:iU.. in thank HUM: II \\- l.i iKMoFH of the Royal Obnervatory, Berlin, for

eontirming fnuu original source** the im-annreH of L.vr.MU.K, HKIKIIANK, DUNI.OP

and J.ii\-"\.

M"-i >f the orlits determined In-fore 1875 have now only historical interest,

and among those more recently determined only three are approximately

eorn-et: namely, ihose of ROBERTO (^(^.,3175), SEE (AfJV., Dec., 1893), and

i:< K i . I..V. , :KKJ< I). The following table of the elements found by previous

computers is essentially complete:

/
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accompanying table, which also contains the comparison resulting from the

elements found below.

COMPARISON OF COMPUTED WITH OHSEHVED PLACES.

t
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recently made a very careful d i iiniii:iiin of this mass-ratio, ami iiinl- i .1. .V.

'.V,\\:\) that the masses of a* and a 1

(tin- iiii|>:iiiiuii) are ns 51 : 4!> A of the

amount. A very similar result wa- obtained ly Dlt. EhKIN in his /mini/unit

/>iWr//M, and hence we may conclude that in thin case the relative ma--. -

aiv known with almost the desired precision.

Mil. KOIIKUTS has also made a careful di-cniim of the parallax of a ''//-

tauri from the meridian observations of 1879-81 and obtained (A. A'., 3324) re-

-ults which confirm the work <>f < iii.l, and KLKIN with the helioineter. Usin^

lM>th right ascensions and declinations Mit. KOIIKKTS finds:

, . +0-.71 0-.05.

Our knowledge of this system is therefore far more accurate than that of

any other -\~i-m in the heavens, and it does not seem )HJSM|>|C that the

results here obtained will ever be sensibly altered, lint as some refinement is

-till jNissibk* this glorious object will always merit the attention of observers.

0*285.

a = 14" 41-.7 ; 4 = -H2' 48'.

7.5, yellowish ; 7.0, wbllUli.

Discovered by Otto Strure in 1S4">.

Itt

1847.96

1855.84

:- -.

186&6S

1H76.40

1881.50

issaM

1885.40

., .,

58.4

36.0

,,,

n I'.'

0.49

0.51

0.40

.:

5

I

1

1-0

1

doubtful 1

258.3 0^2 5

elong. 1

OMKKVATIOX*.
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This close double star was measured by OTTO STKUVE several times

during the few years following its discovery.* The other early measures were

by MADLER and SECCHI, while in later years the pair has been measured only

by ENGLEMAKTN, SCHIAPARELLI, BURNHAM and the writer. Thus, only a small

number of observations are available for the determination of an orbit, but it

happens that these are distributed so as to give a fairly good set of elements.

The star has always been a difficult object, and hence the measures are

necessarily less accurate than in case of easier pairs. BURNIIAM was the first

to attempt an investigation of the orbit (Sidereal Messenger, June, 1891). His

apparent ellipse and the resulting elements are not very different from those

found in this paper. MR. GORE has since attempted an orbit by a very differ-

ent process, and obtained results of a wholly different character (Monthly

Notices, April, 1893). These two sets of elements are :

GORE BURNHAM

P = 118.57 years 62.1

T = 1881.93 1885.3

e = 0.58 0.429

a = 0".46 0".387

8 = 107.0 54.3

i = 45.7 44.3

X = 161.4 180.0

Using all the measures, and basing the work on both angles and distances,

I find the following elements of 01'285 :

P = 76.67 years Si = fi2.2

T = 1882.53 i = 41.95

e = 0.470 X = 162.23

= 0".3975 n = -4.6953

Apparent orbit:

Length of major axis = 0".788

Length of minor axis = 0".522

Angle of major axis = 67. 1

Angle of periastron = 255..'5

Distance of star from center = 0".182

The following table of computed and observed places shows that the

measures are represented as well as could be expected in the case of an object

of this difficulty.

Astronomical Journal, 350.
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152 BOOTIS = ^1888.

a = 14' 1 46'".8 ;
S = +19 D

31'.

4.5, yellow ; 6.5, purple.

Discovered by Sir William Herschel, April 19, 1780.
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a = 14'' 46"'.8

4.5, yellow

S = +19 D
31'.

6.5, purple.

Discovered by Sir William Herschel, April 19, 1780.
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(



1847

1822

17*0

r . r





( IIOOTIH = .11888.

will IK- the in..-! eritieal, and measures secured near jx-rinHtron will enable UM

to render the orbit exact to a very lii^li .1

The following table gives the element- of this interesting system published

by previous computers:

p
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t



CXIRONAK noKKAI.IH = 2 I."

It is jMwsihlc thut the IKTHK! may l>< varied l>y
><> much a- one year, and

thut the eccentricity i- unccrtain to the extent of alout 0.02; larger altera-

tions in thMc t|iiantitie8 an not to be expected, ami the values of the other

dement* are correspondingly well determined.

The system of IttHtii* is chiefly remarkable for the great eccentricity of

the orbit, and for the wide angular separation of the components The great

li-nirth of the major-axis and the comparatively short |>criodie time would su|>-

|K>rt the belief that the -y-tcin is not very far from the earth, and this view

of relative proximity is rendered the more probable by the brightness of the

component*. Hut while these considerations tend to render it probable that the

parallax i- ~-IIM|>IC, such a view is not supported by the small proper motion

of the system in space, which is only 0*.1G1 per year. We might, therefore,

infer that the system is perhaps very remote from the earth, and hence of

enormous dimensions, or comparatively near us, with the proper motion mainly
in the line of sight. In any case the parallax of this system is particularly

worthy of investigation, and it might be determined either by the ordinary

process of direct measurement, or by the sjK'Ctroscopic method (A.J?., .'i'H4, or

;>, Ch. I.), which here seems likely to be entirely practicable.

The following is an ephemeris for the companion for the next ten years :

t

1896.50

1897.54)

1898.54)

1899JW
1900.50

1901. .'MI
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f)
COROTSTAE BOREALIS = .1937.

1



ijOOi:..\\i BORKAU8 = ^

Tliis iM'uutiful pair prmed t> !>< ..n< ..f tin- first objects which gave dis-

tinct evidence of orbital motion, and the binary character of the system was

fully recognized by HKRSCIIKI. in 1803. Since the time of STWVK the meas-

ure* iin
:

'-''i inimrron* ami -.it i-i'a.-t..r\ . Tin-
|>:iii-

i- al\\a\- rath, r elosr, l.iil

as tlu> com|H>nents an- nearly i-|iial in magnitude, it is generally easy to scpa-

rate. Numerous orbits have been publi-ln-<l by previous compiiterH ;
the fol-

lowing table of rlenieiit- i- fairly complete.

p
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COMPARISON OP COMPUTED WITH OBSEKVED PLACES.

t



ISO

1MB

Seal*.

7 Coronae Borealis =
1 937.





ft.*
IMM>TIS 2-1988. L63
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t
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When the observations of 1782 were compared with those of 1802, the

physical character of the system was fairly indicated.* Since the time of

STKUVE it has been carefully followed by the best observers, and accordingly

the material now available for an orbit is highly satisfactory. The companion
is only slightly smaller than the principal star, and is therefore never very

difficult to measure. In all parts of the orbit the pair is sufficiently wide to

be seen with a six-inch telescope, but as the minimum distance of 0".49 in

angle 230 was passed in 1858, it is not surprising that the observers on either

side of this epoch, with few exceptions, have made their observed distances too

small. Thus, although the measures of different observers are not infrequently

affected by systematic errors of sensible magnitude, yet by combining the best

measures into mean positions for each year, we obtain a set of places which

give an orbit that seems likely to be very near the truth.

Some of the elements hitherto published are as follows :

p
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not In- materially changed by future iii\e-iii:ati<iii. Tims, tin- period will hardly

Ix varied liy
MI much a- tt-n \t-ar-. while the re-ullinjr alterations in the ,<< n-

trieity, inclination and other elements will he relatively iiicon-id,

TABUC . \\i. iin-ntMi. l'i \> KH.

I
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Apparent orbit:

Length of major axis = 1".546

Length of minor axis = 0".(J56

Angle of major axis = 186.9

Angle of periastron = 15.3

Distance of star from centre = 0".427

COMPARISON OF COMPUTKD WITH OBSERVED PLACES.

t



WIT,

1808

OS 298. b. .>:.-.
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a nninber of yean, and observers with small n !.-<,.pc* will find it an

important ol.j.-rt for im-aMiri-mi-nt.

l!i- following i* a short r|>lu-nn-i i- :

1896.50 s.9 In:

18" i >:

1898.50 J.O 1 1<>

'

**. 1'

1899.50 I- M.;

l'J00.50 181 7 I i:,

t
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t Bo po n Observers
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p == 0".72. Measures in 1H28, IS'51 ami is:w, showed that both angles and

di-tanccs were steadily dei-rca-ing, and in is:{.~> the star appeared -in^le under

the best seeing. Tin- < -ompanion was not again recognized with certainty until

1SJ-J. ;ilth..uu'h SUM VK. O. SUM VK and M.MM.KI: searched for it repeatedly

during the intervening period, and occasionally suspected an elongation. Hut (lie

discordance in the angles of the supposed elongations justify the l>elief that

the phenomena observed were probably nothing more than points of diHVaetion

fringes, or some other kind of spurious images. MAULER'S observation of 332.3

and OM8 at the e|>och 1841.50 may be genuine, although at this time the star

must havr heeii exec ivdy clu-e. The binary character of the pair was early

recognized by STKUVK, who |>ointcd out the particular interest attaching to the

-ystcin on account of its high inclination, y Corona* Boreal!* has since been

mca-nrcd by many of the best observers, and yet the stars are so unequal and

BO close that the errors of observation assume formidable proportions, and

render a satisfactory determination of the elements very difficult. The great

inclination of the orbit throws nearly all the position-angles into small regions

of alxnit 10 on either side, and while the retrograde motion ought to make

all angles steadily decrease, we are sometimes confounded by an appearance of

direet motion (aa from 1859 to 1863) which proves the existence of sensible

systematic errors, probably due to the placing of the micrometer wires parallel

to the edges of unequal images.

It is equally confusing to find that instead of a steady increase and de-

crease in the distance, nearly all of the distances are in the immediate neigh-

borhood of 0*.4
;
such measures are of course misleading, as the companion

cannot he -landing still at a constant angle and distance. While, therefore, it

is clear that the elements can not lay claim to such accuracy as could be de-

-ired, it will yet appear that they are good and even excellent for oh-ervations

which are so badly vitiated by accidental and systematic errors.

It is obvious that in case of a system whose orbit plane lies nearly in t In-

line of vision, the angles will IK- practically useless unless measured with the

greatest accuracy ; yet, in this instance, even when the pair is fairly wide, we

frequently find the angles of individual observers differing by so much as 10",

and when the stars are close the uncertainty in angle will amount to at least

twice this quantity. On account of such conspicuous errors in angle we have

based the present orhit largely upon the distances.

DOBKRCK and CELORIA are the only astronomers who have previously

attempted an orbit for this pair.
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fSCORPII = 21998.

a = 15h 5S'".0

5, yellow

8 = 11 5'.

5.2, yellow.

Discovered by Sir William Herschel, September 9, 1781.

OBSERVATIONS.

t
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This bright star has been observed with considerable regularity since the

time of STRUVE, and much material is now available for the investigation of

its orbit. But while the measures are numerous, the considerable southern

declination of the object renders them rather difficult, especially for European

observers, and hence there is reason to suppose that the results are not free from

systematic errors. In the investigation of the orbit we have adopted the usual

method, depending on both angles and distances, and, as in case of Cancri,

have neglected the influence of the third star. This procedure has been

adopted by DR. SCHORR in his Dissertation on the motion of this system, and

is fully justified by the rough and somewhat unsatisfactory state of the meas-

ures, which will not yet permit any very fine determination of the elements.

Several computers have previously worked on the motion of this system; the

following list of orbits is believed to be fairly complete:

p
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critical parts of thrir urliit- l.-|i.n-

precision.

COMPAKUOV Or < i> WITH OlMKRVKD

I, in. in < an lw de-fined with tin- l.-irl

t



180 cr CORONAE BOREALIS = ^2032.

The following ephemeris will be useful to observers:

1896.50

1897.50

1898.50

216.3

219.3

222.4

PC

o"88

0.84

0.79

1899.50

1900.50

ft

225?G

229.6

Pr

0*74

0.70

The motion will be rather slow for a good many years, but as the object

becomes closer, about 1910, it will deserve the most careful attention.

CORONAE BOREALIS = 22032.

a = 10h llm

6, yellow

8 = +34
7, bluish.

Discovered by Sir William Herschel, August 7, 1780.

OBSERVATIONS.

t
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1
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Apparent orbit:

Length of major axis

Length of minor axis

Angle of major axis

Angle of periastron

Distance of star from centre

7".OS

4".71

42.4

66.9

1".735

There is of course some uncertainty attaching to a period of such great

length, but careful consideration of all possible variations of the apparent ellipse

convinces me that the value given above is not likely to be varied by more

than 25 years, and a change of twice this amount is apparently impossible.

The eccentricity is very well determined, and a change of 0.04 in the above

value is not to be expected.

The distance of the components of <r Coronae Borealis is now so great

that the companion will move very slowly for the next two centuries. There-

fore, so far as the orbit is concerned observations of . the pair will be of small

value, as very little improvement can be effected for a great many years; but

it may still be worth while to secure careful measures of the system, with a

view of establishing the regularity of the elliptical motion, and the absence of

sensible disturbing influences. There are no irregularities in the measures here-

tofore secured which arc not attributable to errors of observation. The table

of computed and observed places shows an agreement which is extremely satis-

factory.

COMPARISON OF COMPUTED WITH OBSERVED PLACES.

t
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18(5 HERCULIS = .T2084.

a = 16h 37 ro.6

3, yellow

8 = +31 47'.

0, bluish.

Discovered bij Sir William Herschel, July 18, 1782.

OBSERVATIONS.

t
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IIKIirTI.I* = JT2084. IS'..

decreased, hut that it was in the same i|ii:ulraiit
as l>efore; this ap|>cars, how-

ever. t<> In- :i mi-take, as tin- companion at Umt Unit' must have liecn in the

op|osite i|na. Irani. It is remarkable tliat HKKSCHKL could not separate the

companion in 1802, OM the angle was then 174.5, and the distance I'.'JI.

Beginning with STIH \ K'S observation in 1H21> the record is practically con-

tinuous, and we have mcn-im- for each year, except when the companion wan

go close M to be lost in tin- ray* of the larger star.

Tin- pcriastron is so near the centnil star, on account of the considerable

eccentricity and tin- |M>sition of the node, that the companion has never IH-CII

MVH in this part of the orbit. According to the clement* found Mow, the

minimum distance is about 0".4o. Therefore, in spite of the comparative faint-

iii '>s of tin- companion, whose magnitude is (if), while that of the central star

d :;.n. this olj-i-t ought to be constantly within the reach of our great refrac-

i..i-. In previous revolutions, however, the star has been lost, and it will

t Inn-fore be a matter of great interest to follow it during the next periantron

passage in 1899. Good ohsvrvations in this part of the orbit are needed, and

the rare phenomenon which will be presented by Ifcmili* alnmt the end of

thi- century will be worthy of the attention of observers with large telescope*.

Notwithstanding the three revolutions which have been completed since

HKKSOIKI.'S discovery in 1782, our knowledge of the orbit of this pair ha*

remained somewhat unsatisfactory; the element* heretofore obtained are by no

means accordant. Tlii- diwgCBq "f remttl m;i\ be ail ril-m. .1 partis )<> enOH

of observation incident to the inequality of the comiM)ncnt*, and partly to a

mistake in the old position-angle of HKKHCHEL, which ought to have

aln.ut 80*. Indccil, IlKits< IIKI.'S <iliscrvation dH-H not seem to lay claim

to much accuracy, for on Augn>i '!". ITS'J. he says: "Saw it better than I

erer did." implying that on the previous occa>ion> the companion was not

well til-lined. The following table gives the clement* published by previous

investigators :

p
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After an examination of all the observations we formed mean positions for

each year, and from these mean places deduced the following elements :

P = 35.00 years
T = 1864.80

e = 0.497

a = 1".4321

ft = 37.5

i = 51.77

A. = 101.7

n = -10.2843

Apparent orbit:

Length of major axis = 2".492

Length of minor axis = 1".752

Angle of major axis = 43.l

Angle of periastron = 289.

Distance of star from center = 0".455

The following table of computed and observed places shows that the ele-

ments give a good representation of the observations, and render it probable
that the present orbit is very near the truth. There are some errors in the

position-angles which appear to be systematic, and we have not been able to

improve the representation; for whatever would improve the agreement in one

place would injure it in another, or in the same place during the next revo-

lution.

It will be seen that this orbit is slightly more eccentric than most of those

heretofore deduced, but it is not probable that the eccentricity will prove to be

too large. If any change should be required in this element, it is likely to

increase rather than diminish the value given above. The eccentricity of the

orbit of Ilercidis is near the mean value of this element among double stars.

COMPARISON OF COMPUTKD WITH OBSERVED PLACES.

(
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/3 416 = LAC. 7215.

will prove to be of little value. The phenomena of the approaching appulso
of Herculis will therefore be difficult to observe, and results of importance
can only be obtained by skillful treatment. It is hardly necessary to add that

this phenomenon will not again be witnessed for more than a third of a

century.

It seems worthy of remark that STRUVE, who devoted so much attention

to the colors of double stars, noted the color of the companion as reddish,

while it is now distinctly bluish, and although a change of color does not seem

probable, this has been suspected as well as variability.

In order that astronomers may be able to compare the present theory with

observations during the rapid motion of the companion in passing pcriastron,

we give an ephemeris for the next ten years:

t

1896.50

1897.50

1898.50

1899.50

1900.50

28.5

15.5

351.9

289.7

258.4

PC
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1178

270

1416 = Lac. 72 10.

b. Bl*.
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such considerable separation, ami this riiviiin-tanee lends decided probability to

the view that the parallax i- M-n.-iblr. l'i"\ isioiial elements for thin -\-t.m

have been eomputrd \>\ < !. \--:\ \rr. <.<>I:K and BUHNUAM. Their result* are

a- follows :

P
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visible in the United States, it is worthy of particular attention from American
observers.

The following ephemeris gives the place of the companion for five years :

< ft- PC t Be PC

1896.50 31CK6 1*43 1899.50 287/7 L69
1897.50 302.1 1.54 1900.50 281.5 1.72

1898.50 294.6 1.62
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When this interesting double star in the constellation Ophiuchus was

discovered by WILLIAM STRUVE, the companion was measured on two nights,*

and again observed in 1831; but in 1836 it had disappeared, so that under

the best seeing the star appeared absolutely round. STRUVE therefore sur-

mised (Mensurae Micrometricae, p. 294) that this is a case of occupation similar

to those of yCoronae Borealis and uLeonis,
" summa attentione digna." The

companion came out on the opposite side in 1840, and was subsequently

followed systematically by the best observers, so that at the present time a

large amount of good material is available for the investigation of its orbit.

The components are so nearly equal in brightness that the angles frequently

require a correction of 180, and for a time it remained uncertain whether the

period would be 46 or 23 years. Prof. DUJSTER was the first astronomer who

attempted to investigate the orbit of this pair; using measures up to 1876, the

illustrious Director of the Observatory of Upsala arrived at the following results:

P = 45.43 years Q = 152.65

T = 1872.91 i = 80.53

e = 0.1349 X = 7.26
a = 1".009

From an investigation of all the observations, including the measures

recently secured at the Leander McCormick Observatory in Virginia, we find

the following elements of 2'2173:

P = 46.0 years Q, = 153.7

T = 1869.50 i = 80.7f>

e = 0.20 A. = 322.2

a = 1".1428 n = -7.8261

Apparent orbit:

Length of major axis = 2".22

Length of minor axis = 0".35

Angle of major axis = 154.5

Angle of periastron = 160 3
.8

Distance of star from centre = 0". IS

The accompanying table of computed and observed places shows that

these elements are very satisfactory.

Antronomlsche Nachrlchten, &
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1 HEKCULIS BC = A.C. 7.

angles. Therefore, while the present orbit is based on both coordinates, unusual

weight has been given to the observed distances.

The residuals in angle are very small, except in the case of ENGLEMANN'S

measure of 1885, when the components were so close as to render all observa-

tions with a small telescope very uncertain. It should be remarked that the

position for 1882 is based on a measure which was rejected by SCHIAPAKELLI

on account of its discordance; but as the other six measures by that dis-

tinguished astronomer give

= 109.9 = 0".30
,

which cannot well be reconciled with the theory of the star's motion, it appears

probable that the single outstanding observation is nearer the truth, and it is

therefore adopted in the above table.

The most remarkable characteristic of 2' 2173 is the relatively small eccen-

tricity of its orbit. Although this element is not so well defined as might be

desired, yet the value given above seems to be fairly indicated by the best

observations, and is not likely to need any large correction. Good measures

of distance about the time of maximum elongation, in 1898 and 1899, would fix

the eccentricity more accurately, and accordingly for the next five years this

system will deserve the particular attention of astronomers.

IIERCULIS BC = A.C. 7.

a = 17h 42m.6 ;

9.4, bluish white

= +27 47'.

10, bluish.

Discovered by Alvan Clark in July, 1856.

OBSERVATIONS.

t

1857.47
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HERCULIS BC = A.C. 7.

In July, 1856, ALVAN CLARK discovered that the bluish companion of

pHerculis = 2' 2220 is a close double star; he estimated the magnitudes of

the component to be 10 and 11. The object was first measured by DAWES
who predicted the binary character of the system; by repeating his observa-

tions in 1859 and 1864, he was able to announce a decided orbital motion. The

object has since received considerable attention from the best observers, and

the material now available for an orbit is sufficient to define the elements in a

very satisfactory manner. Owing to the faintness and difficulty of the pair,

the measures must be carefully combined in order to get a satisfactory set of

mean places; the distances of some observers are notably too small, and hence

they are omitted in forming the yearly means. Most of the early observations

of DAWES seem to be affected by sensible errors, and hence we give his work

in full.

t
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We find the following elements of ft
1
Iferculitt

P 45.0 years
T - 1879.80

Apparent orliit :

a - T.390

ft - 61.4
i - 64". 2.S

X - 180.0
* - + 8".0

th of major axis 2".78

ili of minor axis * 1*.148

Angle of major axis - 61. 4

,!< of |H-ria.stron 241.4
Distance of star from centre 0".3O4

The |M ri.'il here ^ivi-n can hardly be in error by more than one year,

while the uncertainty of the eccentricity probably does not surpass 0.02.

The elements are therefore well defined, and may indeed be regarded as

extraordinarily good for an object of such difficulty.

COMPARISON or COMPUTED WITH OMEKVKH PLACES.

(



T OPHIUCHI = ^2262.

We remark the star is now wider than most observers have indicated by
their recent measures. The distance for 1895 is based upon two nights' work,
one of the observations being taken by SCHIAPARELLI, the other by the writer

at Madison and accidentally omitted in Astronomical Journal, No. 359. This

observation is:

1895.732 43.2 1".34 In See

The images are noted as "good but faint." There is no doubt that the

distance is now at least 1".3, and it will increase for some years. Observers

should follow this system carefully. The following is an ephemeris:

1896.60

1897.60

1898.60

6*

47^0

49.9

52.6

PC

1A3
1.51

1.58

1899.60

1900.60

55. 1

57.5

PC

1.63

1.67

OPHIUCHI = 2 2262.

a = 17h 57"'.6

5, yellowish

8 = 8 11'.

6, yellowish.

Discovered by Sir William Herschel, April 28, 1783.

OBSERVATIONS.

t
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- . mm . in = 2262.

We find the following elements of T

P
T

: , .

- 1815.0

- 0.592

- T.2495

8
i

X

76T4

18.05

+ 1'.5652

Apparent orbit:

Length of major ui* 2*.46

Length of minor axis - 1'.09

Angle of major axis 80*.0

Angle of periastron * 868.8

Distance of star from centre 0*.712

The accompanying table shows that this orbit gives a very satisfactory

representation of both angles and distances.

or COMPUTED WITH OBSKRVKO I'LACKS.

t
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70 OPIIIUCIII = .1 --:- 1MT

Tonl'llll < III S2272.

a - 18 0.4 ; = + S3'.

4.5. yellow ; 0, purplUb.

*y Sir William Hertfkel, Auyiut 7, 1779.
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Rfurarche* on thf <><!>,'/ ./ 7" Oj,liin>-/,i, mid on a Periodic Prrlnrlxition in tin-

i/
'
..... /

"'
Sys/rm Anting fnm n<- Aatio </ ">, f -..,, /;..-/.,/

While engaged recently in tin- nh-crvation if double stars at the Lcander

McCorniick Observatory of the University of Virginia, I took occasion to

measure 70 O/// /!//// on three good nights (A. J. 349). On comparing the

results with Scum's ephemeris, four months later, I noticed with surprise that

the observed angle was over four degrees in advance of the theoretical place.

AH the Virginia measures had been made under favorable conditions and with

extreme care, it became evident that even the orbit to which PHOKKSSOK SciiUR

had devoted so much attention would need revision. Accordingly, alter all

tin- nli-, i-Nations had been collected from original sources and tabulated in

chronological order, I proceeded to investigate the orbit in the usual manner,

ami olitained a set of elements very similar to those which BUKXHAM has

Driven in Anfrtmomy and A*lrupby#tc# for June, 1893. On comparing the com-

puted with the observed places there appeared to be a sensible irregularity in

the angular motion; and as the observed places were admittedly exact to a

very high degree, it was impossible to attribute such large and continued

deviations to errors of observation. It was also observed that the sign of

6. 0, showed a peculiar periodicity; the residuals l>eing for many years

steadily of one sign, and then as uniformly of the other. After making some

unsuccessful efforts to correct the apparent orbit, from which the elements had

been derived by the method of KLINKKRFUES, I decided to project the orbit

found by SCHUR, so as to compare his apparent ellipse directly with the places

riven by the mean observations for each year. Though I was aware that

S( 111 i:'- orl>it had been based wholly on angles of position, I was not a little

surprised to find that the distances had IK-CM vitiated in the remarkable periodic

manner indicated by the pointed ellipse in the accompanying diagram. Ami
since I had uniformly adhered to the use of both angles and distances in

deriving the orbits of double stars, it was not allowable to violate the dis-

tances as PROFESSOR SCHUR had done, nor could we pass over such remarkable

periodic errors in the residuals of the angles. We were thus confronted with

a case in which it was apparently impossible to satisfy both angles and dis-

tances. A closer examination of the diagram suggested the idea of a periodic

perturliation, alternately in angle and then in <1 and the drawing, in

conjunction with the computations, enabled me to see that the case is one worthy
of special attention. After some delay (A. J. 358) the additional observations

Agronomical Journal, M.
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placed at my disposal by PROFESSORS HOUGH and COMSTOCK, in conjunction

with the independent measures made at Madison by MR. MOULTOX and myself

(A.J. 359) confirmed the correctness of the Virginia measures, and left no

doubt of the rapid deviation of the companion from SCHUR'S orbit. Before

considering the physical cause of this unexpected phenomenon, I desire to

remark that, in the preparation of this paper, my friend MR. ERIC DOOLITTLE,
C. E., has rendered valuable assistance. He has carried out the calcula-

tions entrusted to him not only with care and accuracy, but also with zeal and

enthusiasm, and has, therefore, contributed in no small degree to the early

completion of this investigation.

Since SIR WILLIAM HERSOHEL'S discovery of this beautiful system the

companion has described considerably more than one revolution. More orbits

have been computed for this binary than for any other in the northern sky,

but, in spite of the immense labor which astronomers have bestowed upon this

star, the motion has proved to be so refractory and so anomalous that the

companion has departed from every orbit heretofore obtained. It follows from

the phenomena disclosed in this paper that the system contains a dark body,

and that no satisfactory orbit can be obtained until this disturbing cause is

taken into account. The following list of the orbits found by previous inves-

tigators will be of interest to astronomers; in most cases the data have been

taken from original sources, but in a few instances we have relied upon the

table of elements given by GORE in his useful "
Catalogue of Binary Stars

for which Orbits have been Computed."

p
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An ins|>eetion of thi- table di-rlo-e- tin- I'm -I that the cnrly investigations,

so Tar as they are reliable, !! t.. period- -eii-iblv !-.. than JH) year.-, while

the determinations math- b.i\\..n l-l~> and 1880, or, when the companion was

describing the apa-tnm <>f tin- mil ellipse, favored a jieriod of at least 94

\, i!-,. I'lill- Tl>sKi:.VM> Mini l'i:l l II \i:l, so lal.-ls as I^Tt'i ;ilh! 1-7". liinl

periods of 94.93 ami '.M.ll re>pcetivel\. In 1SUS St m i: obtained a

j>eriod ol '.' I.: 57 \i-ar-. and >iinilar jwriods before and since have been deduced

by other trn-tworthy computer-.

There i- tlin- nnmi-talvable e\ idencc of a retardation in the motion of the

companion near apa-Inm; inn- recently this inequality has l>ecome an acceler-

ation. It wa- ob-er\ed b\ <;<>i:i in 1888 that the old orbits did not represent

:it mea-mv> >aii-l'a< toi ily, and, accordingly, he derived a new set of

element* iili a period of 87.84 years, which was substantially confirmed by

Mili-eipient work ol M\N\ and HUKXIIAM. Finally PHOKESSOU SCHUR made an

e\li:ui>iive in\t->li^ation of all the observations up to 1893, and adjusted his

by the inetho<l of least squares to about 400 mean observations of

n^le. He says that in this work he could not advantageously employ
the measures of distance, owing to the differences of the individual observers.

The angles, however, were admitted to be admirably adapted to a fine deter-

mination of the elements, and, accordingly, PKOFKSSOK Scum's able discussion

of 400 observations inspired the belief that his orbit would give good places

of the companion for a great many years, if not for an almost indefinite

period. But this just expectation has not been realized, owing to the action

of an unseen body which disturbs the elliptical motion of the companion. To
e-talili*h the exi-teiiee and general character of the perturbations thus disclosed

we -nhmit the following considerations:

(1) A reference to lY'.iivsOR SCIIUR'S able and exhaustive paper in the

.\ttrnin,initH-li, .\iic/irirliti a. No. 3JO, 21, will enable the reader to judge of the

improbability of an orbit based on such a multitude of good measures proving
to be defeeti\e within two years of its completion, unless disturbing causes

were at work to produce the sudden aeeel -ration in angular motion. It i-

ineoneeivalile that this rapid deviation could take place without a true physical

cause. The error in the angle now amounts to about five degrees.

(2) In regard to the older ob-ervations we may remark, a- l'i:i i --<>i:

SCIIUR and others before him have done, that SIR WILLIAM Hi ix in i.'s angles

are open to some uncertainty, owing to a possible error in the reading or in

the records; so that his observations do not give an exact or trustworthy
criterion for the period. HERSCHEL says, however, explicitly, that on " Oct. 7,
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1779, the stars were exactly in the parallel, the following star being the

largest;" and, as it does not seem that any sensible error could affect the

angle which he has thus recorded, we see from the measures in 1872-3 that

the resulting period would be approximately 92 years. This is an additional

indication that the period of this star is not constant. A careful examination

of the other early measures shows that the first really good position is that of

STKUVE in 1825. These measures are so uniform and consistent, and appear

in every way so worthy of entire confidence, that I quote the record from the

Mensurae Micrometricae in full:

t a, p. t e, p.

1825.42 150.1 3.89

1825.43 147.0 4.05 4,G
1825.44 149.1 3.94

1825.48 148.8 4.05

1825.50 146.4 4.21

1825.60 148.1 3.90

1825.60 149.5 3.85

1825.61 149.3 4.05

1825.62 146.8 3.92

1825.63 147.3 3.85

1825.63 148.4 3.99

1825.64 147.0 4.01

1825.66 148.5 4.01 4,6
1825.71 148.8 4.02

Mean 1S25.56 148.2 3^98 14/t Struve

An examination of these separate measures clearly indicates that the error

in the mean result does not surpass 0.5 in angle, and 0".l in distance. By
SCHUK'S orbit the angle is corrected two degrees, and when the radius vector

is thus thrown forward to 14G.2 the computed and observed distances are

nearly identical. As STRUVE took special pains to secure good measures on a

large number of nights, and obtained the foregoing beautiful and consistent

results, we may regard his mean position as one of the highest precision. The

probable error of such measures would evidently be very small.

(3) "We see from the diagram illustrating the apparent ellipse that

SCHUR'S orbit falls within the positions given by the measures prior to 1845;

so that nearly all the observations of STRUVE, BESSEL, DAWES, MADLER, etc.,

require a sensible negative correction in distance. In figure B the differences

pu pc of the individual measures used by SCHUR are plotted to scale, and a

glance at the figure will show the improbability of such classic observers as

STRUVE, BESSEL and DAWES making the constant errors here indicated. It

would be still more remarkable if the observers between 1845 and 1870 have

as uniformly erred in the opposite direction. How has it happened that from

1825 to 1845 the distances were steadily over-measured by the best observers,

while during the next period the distances were constantly under-measured?

Individual observers have what may be called a personal equation (though this

is far from constant and is diificult to determine with any certainty) but it
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could not |I:I||K-M that all tin- In-st observers would err alike, although in

oppo-it,- directions, during tin- two pcrio.U. I'KOKKHHOH SCIIUK'S corrections are

r\ idcntly inadmissible.

(4) The peculiar periodic manner in which SCHUR'S apparent ellipse

crosses and re-crosses the general path which best represents the mean {x>si-

tions, first Buggc-ted t. m\ mind the- hypothesis of a disturbing body. Figure

C is lascd u|M)ii these UK an portions, and a comparison with the curve in /'

shows that tlu- uu-an iK>Bition are typical of all the observations for any given

year. Since I was desirous of avoiding any possible prejudice of the material

used. I have retained. \\ithout alteration, the mean positions whieh had been

formed in August before suspecting the existence of a disturbing influence.

NVe suggest that the companion of 70 Ojiliiuchi is attended by a

dark satellite, and that the visible companion, therefore, moves in a sinuous

curve about the common centre of gravity of the new system, with a period

-oinewhat less than 40 years, and in a retrograde direction. As SCIIUK'S orbit

i~ 1. .i-,<! ,.n ;i l-a-t--'|ii:iM- a. Ijn-t IIK nl "f all lli<- ol>-.-r\ at i-ii- r \t. ndi IILT <<\<\'

two entire revolutions of the invisible body, it may reasonably be inferred that

his apparent ellipse will represent very nearly the true motion of the centre of

gravity, while the apparent ellipse whieh best represents the observed distances

will give a general outline of the path of the visible star in its sinuous motion.

Let us recur to the diagram of the apparent ellipse and imagine that the

visible companion and the centre of gravity are in the tangent to the ellipse

at the epoch of intersection in 1818. Then, the motion of the visible star

In-ing retrograde, we perceive that it will gain steadily on the centre of

gravity, and, in 1836, the two will be in line with the original position, after

half a sidereal revolution; from IS.".*! to lsi.1 the satellite will make another

quarter revolution, and again the bright companion will be- in the tangent to

the apparent ellipse and in advance of the common centre of gravity. As the

visible star will now steadily fall behind in its retrograde motion about the

centre of gravity, it is clear that from 1845 to 1872, which is three-fourths of

a revolution, the motion of the bright body ///// n/i/Mnr to be abnonnally slow.

This is the apparent retardation previously mentioned a- giving rise to the

long period* found by computers who used observations extending over the

apasiron portion of the real orbit. Assuming that the motion is undisturbed,

and hence that the areas are constant, PKOKESSOH SCHUR was compelled to run

his ellipse further out in this part of the orbit in order to represent the

observed angles. From the diagram we see that the retrograde motion of the

visible star continues after 1872, and, as this apparently accelerates the visible
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motion of the companion relative to the central star, SCRUB'S ellipse is drawn

inside of most of the observations of this period. The falling of the measured

distances beyond SCRUB'S orbit shows plainly the periodic motion of the visible

star in accordance with the above theory. From this sketch of the effects of

the disturbing body it is evident that, at the time SCHUB completed his orbit,

the visible star and the unseen body were nearly in line with the central star.

And since the visible companion in 1825, according to STBUVE, had an angle

of 148.2, whereas SCHUK makes it 146.2, or, substantially the same as the

centre of gravity at that epoch, it follows that our hypothesis, making SCRUB'S

orbit represent the motion of the centre of gravity, is indeed very nearly cor-

rect. Any slight correction that may be required for the periastron of SCRUB'S

ellipse in order to make it represent the true path of the centre of gravity,

had better be deferred until additional observations disclose more clearly the

nature and extent of the perturbations.

(G) We may fix the approximate elements of the visible companion about

the centre of gravity as follows: From 1818 to 1890, or 72 years, is the time

required for two revolutions, as explained in the preceding paragraph, and

hence we see that the period is approximately thirty-six years. The motion is

retrograde, and from the diagram of the apparent orbit, we may conclude that

the distance of the visible star from the common centre of gravity is about

0".3. It is natural to suppose that the plane of the orbit is not greatly inclined

to that found by SCRUB, but existing data will not fix all the elements with

the desired precision. Perhaps until the path of the centre of gravity is known

with great accuracy, the simple hypothesis of a circular orbit, with node and

inclination identical with the similar elements of the visible pair, will be suffi-

cient to explain phenomena, and it follows that both angles and distances are

comparatively ivell represented by this hypothesis,

It is found, however, on more detailed examination that the representation

can be somewhat improved by the adoption of the following elements:

pi = 36 years
T> = 1822.0

e' = 0.475

a' = 0".30
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position-. fur each year; the n -idiial- arc given in the columns headed 0,

and p />,.
It is at once evident that tin- angles arc beautifully represented

down to 1 ->!.'!. after \\liich tin- error in angle rapidly accumulates until it now

amount*, to uearlv fir> tlt-yrrrs! Tin- errors in distance arc illustrated in

diagram (\ which shows the same general features as diagram #, where the

]>oints represent tin- individual mea.urc* employed by Sciirit.

The element- of tin- orbit whieh best represents the observed distances are

as follows:

4'.548

X - 11WMT.

n - -4 a
.U728

Apparent orbit:

- 9*.00

= 4M7
= 122.9
= 295.8

Distance of star from centre - 2M98

CoMfAKlHOV or CiiMITTKH WITH OmKKVKD 1'LACRfl AI coKIMX.i TO TIIK Two Km or Kl.KMKXTH.

of major axis

uf minor axis

Angle "f major axis

Angle of

I
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lions prior t< IS'.KJ. Tin- residuals wh'u-h follow from the use- of tin-si- elements

art- given in the column- marked 0, 0, and p, p,. In the eaMe of the second

elements the periodic error- in angle an \cry noticeable, but, as the simple

lillV rences 0, 0, would not IK- strictly comparable at different di-tanci-. we

have reduced all tin M- angular displacement* to sex'onds of the are of a great

circle by the formula

57*.3

where r" denotes the apparent length of the radius vector in seconds of are,

ami (# H
t ) the iv-iduals of po-ition-anglu expressed in degrees. The dis-

placement 'Iff is tabiilaietl ami also illustrated graphically in dingrain .1 It

will !>< seen that the maximum or minimum displacement in angle is practically

identical in time with the zero of the curves of distance in It and C; and that

I lie zero of the curve of angles corresponds to the maximum or minimum of

the curve of distances. This displacement of phase would be a necessary

t oii-ei|uenec of the orbital motion of the visible companion about the common

centre of gravity, and may be said to establish completely the reality of that

phenomenon. The present theory does not require the several phases of the

curves to be of equal length, since the tangent to the ellipse itself revolves

unequally in different parts of the orbit, and the zero of the curve of

distance, for example, depends on the coincidence of this tangent with the line

connecting the bright with the dark l>ody.

(8) The problem here presented of finding the elements of the orbit of

the visible companion from irregularities in the elliptical motion is very much

more dillicult than those arising from the irregular proper motions of jicrturhcd

-tar-, such a- NI/-///X and I'rocymt. In the case of the phenomena first investi-

gated li\ Hi. --i.i.. the centre of gravity of the >\-tem moves uniformly on tin-

arc of a great circle: but in this case the centre of gravity moves on the arc

of a very small ellipse and with a velocity which follows a very complex law.

Indeed the velocity at any point of the orbit i> inversely as the perpendicular

from the central star to the tangent to the ellipse at the point in question;

ami. as the central etar may in general occupy any jMiint whatever of the

apparent ellipse, we see that the velocity varies in an extremely complicated

manner. In view of these facts it seems best, especially from the |K>int of

view of practical double-star work, to determine first of all the path of the

centre of gravity and the elements of its orbit. Suppose we designate the

rectangular coordinates of this centre, relative to the principal star, by ar', y';

and the coordinates of the visible companion referred to the same origin by
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x, y; then if a and denote the differences of these coordinates, the observa-

tions will furnish a series of equations of the form:

(ti
= a-/ a-j
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describe anotlu-r ellip-e, which in -i/e considerably surpasses tliat of the planet

Mtirs.

(10) With regard to tin- po-iti>n <>f the dark body we remark that an

exaet prcdietion is dillicnlt. hut tin- general indications are that at the ejxK-h

1800.50 it lies approximately in the direction of 2(JO*. As the companion in

now near perin.-tron, the present i> a favorahle o|)|M>rtunity for searching for

the dark body, since in tlii- position the orbit will be expanded owing to the

perturbations of the central star. In case it should be imagined that the

unseen body attends tin- central star, it would be natural to locate it in the

direction of 1(50.

(11) Many years ago a disturbing l>ody in the system of 70 O/////W///

was suspected liv MM-I i i:. .1 \<i.u and Mi: JOHX 1 1 1 i:-i in i.. and on two

occasion-, man recently, BIKMIAM im- searched r.i- it \\itii. >m meoem AII.T

examining lx>th stars with the Dearborn 18-inch refractor in 1878 he adds:

I

1

, .tli -tars round;" while a still more critical search with the Lick W>-inch

refractor led him to remark: "I could not sec any third com]>onent and both

-tar- appeared to be round, with all powers." In spite of this negative evi-

dence, oloervers with great telescopes will find this system worthy of special

examination. Whatever be the result of optical search for the unseen Ixxly, it

will now become a matter of great interest to measure the visible companion
with the most scrupulous care until the nature and extent of its perturbations

are fully established.

= A.r. i:.

= 18k S-.2 ; 8 a +30 83'.

8.0, yellow ; 11.7, purple.

DUeovtnd by Alvan Clark, July 10, 1859.

Omr.KVATioNN.

i

18.V.I
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99 HKRCULIS = \.< I

Tin- adopted element- f !'.> //. /<////> an a- fi>llows:

/' - 54.5 year*
Tmm
e - 0.7M

- r.014

Q mm indctcrininiiU'

-
Angle <if jN-riantrun 169.5

N - + '

The apparent i- the same a- tin- rral orhit.

2

I'.'.'TS

169*.5

Length of major axis

,'th of minor axis

Angle of major axis and periastron

TABLE or COMPVTKD AMI OBMKKVKD PLACE*.

<
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CSAGITTARII.
a = 18h 56m.3

3.9, yellow

8 = 30 1 .

4.4, yellow.

Discovered by Winlock in July, 18G7.







{ SAC; ITT M:II. L-J.1

While in Virginia recently, I took o.-.-a-ion to measure this star, and,

although the object was seen with ditlicnltx. owini; to its low altitude, I could

dine-over a distinct elongation in the direction 1!>I .7: tin- di-tanee could not be

fixed with much confidence. Imt m\ - itingn of the micrometer gave if.IV>. The

estimates of distance wnv -nliMantiallv the same, but 1 am now convinced, from

my distinct recollection of the appearance of the object, that I with the measure

ami the i-timatc were too large. The star could not IK- -.) united, although it

was sharply elongated with a power of 1300; the di-tancc was probably less

than (T.i

From an examination of all the measures of this pair, we have derived the

following elements:

/ - 18.85 jean
T - 1878.80

- 0.279

a - 0.686

8 - 69".3

- 67.32

A - 328M
n - -19.098

Apparent orbit :

Length of major axis I'.SOO

Length of minor axis ~ 0".423

Angle of major axis 74".8

Angle of periastron = 82*.8

Distance of star from centre 0*.168

COMPABIIIOX or COMPUTED WITH Oiutr.RVK.n PLACES.

1



226 y CORONAE AUSTRALIS = H2 5084.

satisfactory. It is not likely that they will be materially changed by future

observations, but for some time this rapid binary will deserve careful attention.

The eccentricity of the orbit appears to be fairly well defined, and is rather

smaller than usual; good observations during the next five years will enable us

to fix this element with the desired precision. The star is now very difficult,

and will remain so for several years, but it is constantly within reach of our

large refractors.

y CORONAE AUSTRALIS = IL 5084.

a = 18" 59">.6
;

& = 37 12'.

5.5, yellowish ; 5.5, yellowish.

Discovered by Sir John Herschel, June 20, 1834.
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An investigation of all the observations has led to the

ments of y Coronae Australis:

P = 152.7 years = 72.3

T = 1876.80 i = 34.0

e = 0.420 X = 180.2

a = 2".453 n = -2. 3575

Apparent orbit:

Length of major axis = 4".906

Length of minor axis = 3".661

Angle of major axis = 72.2

Angle of periastron = 252.l

Distance of star from centre = 1".033

COMPARISON OP COMPUTED JVITH OBSEKVED PLACES.

following ele-

t







ft HKi.riiiM = 0151.

It will be seen that my orbit is
<|iiitr

-imilar t<> that found by (ionic.

Though tlu- period in not defined \\itli tin- ;ivatc-.t ;ir<-m-.i<-\ . it <l<" not seem

probable that the value given al><>\r can IK- uncertain by more than five years.

Tin- eccentricity will certainly be in the immediate neighborhood of the value

lien- a -i^iu-il. and an error exceeding 0.(rJ i- \< i\ improbable. The orbit of

yt'orunat Australia is therefore comparatively well iletenninetl. and yet no great

:n-i-nr:ir\ in the orbits of double stare is nltiinately desirable, southern observers

\sill find tlii- -\-ti-m worthy of constant attentii>n.

/SDKLI'IIIM =/8l."l.

a = *0 8S-.9

4, jrow
S = -I-I4 15'.

fl. yellowUh.

Ditforertd by Bumkam leitk his c*lebratrd tir-inrh Clark Hrfrartur !n Auyvtt, 1873.

OMKKVATIOX*.
1
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1
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The aeeonipanxin;: table of computed and observed places shows that

these elements are \in MH 1\ sati*factory. The only large residual in that of

. which i- |imli:illy tint- to an error of observation incident to the excessive

r the < itnipom nt-.

COMPANION or CoMrtmco WITH OMKBVKD

1



4 AQUAKII = -12729.



4 AQfAKH = 2 . 2TW

This double star is always an exceedingly close and difficult object. SlH

WILLIAM IlKi:s4 IIKI. measured tin- po>ition-an.irlc in 17s:i. and on repeating Ui
observation in 180U. concluded that in nineteen \cars tin- motion had amounted

to 37*.4 (Phil. Trim*, isi'l.
,,.

.171 ,. |,, | XL'.', the star was measured by STKUVK

on two nights; hi- tti..n- -rave = 25".0, p = 0".81, = W.O, p = 0".80.

These results do not accord well with those of 1S<>;_'. l>ut we may infer with

DAWKS (Mmi. /.' I v. \..l. \xxv. p. 427 ) tliat IhixnKi.'s MOODd observation is

erroneous. For it is clear that the an^le could not have Keen the same in 1802

as in 1S'J.", and the -ulc.i-i|Uciit motion of the star shows that STKUVK'S first

position i-. (..ciitially correct. All the early and some of the more recent meas-

ures of i ; are extreme! v discordant, and great difficulty is experienced

in determining what nu -a-nres on<^ht to be relied iip-.n. Carefid sifting of the

observations and judicious combinations of individual results will alone insure

suitable mean places for the derivation of a satisfactory set of elements We
liu\c relied principally u|on the work of Silt WILLIAM HEKSCIIKI., STHUVE, SIK

.I"ii\ Hi i>< ii '\\VKS. MAOLKK, SKCCIII, DKMKOWSKI, HALL, I'.i I:\II\M.

Si ii \I-VI:KI.I.I and CoMSTOCK.

The following elements of 4 Aquarii have been published by previous

comput.

p
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and hence we think the chances favor the present orbit, which differs from the

previous one chiefly in the higher inclination. It is noticeable that the repre-

sentation of the more recent observations is sensibly improved.

COMPARISON OF COMPUTED WITH OBSERVED PLACES.

1
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I BQUULKI = 0.1 535.

; S +9 ST.

4.5, yellow ; 8.0, yellow.

IHtrotend Ay Otto Sfrwr?, .4.;f I'.i. 1 WJ
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inclined upon the visual ray, and STRUVE'S measures seemed to indicate a period
of 6.5 or 13 years. Since 1877 the star has been carefully followed by BURN-

HAM, and by means of his fine series of observations we are enabled to derive

a very satisfactory orbit.

The two orbits heretofore published for this star are as follows:

p







IT PBC1A8I = 0989. 287

i AKUOV or Court in, ui 111 OMKMVKO 1'i.Acn.

1
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*

1893.51



1





K I'EOASI = 0989. B89

COMTARIKOX OF COMPVTKD WITH OWKBVKK I'l I-

1
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after periastron passage in 1896.03, and measures made on either side of the

periastron will be very valuable. At the minimum distance (0".034) the star

will be single in the largest telescope in the world, but it would be important

to ascertain just when this disappearance takes place, and how long it lasts.

According to the above orbit, the companion ought to be visible in a 30-inch

refractor until August, 1895, and hence we suggest that observers should

watch for it during the Summer of 1895 and the Autumn of 1896. Good

observations at these epochs will be of the greatest value in improving the

elements of the orbit.

85 PEGASI = /s
733.

o = 23h 56m .9

6, yellowish

8 = +26 34'.

10, bluish.

Discovered by Burnham in 1878.







85 PEOAHI = 0733. '_' I 1

tin po-ition-aiiijU
-

!1 a- tin- distance* obtained b\ the -aim- or h\ different

olf.er\ers -lion Id oeca-ionally exhibit -eii-ihle di-erepaneie-. Yet when the

measures are properh combined into -tillable yearly nu-aiis we olitain a MTU--.

<>)' places which will give an <>rl>it tliat is subf-tantialh correct.

The lir-t orbit of thi- pair \\a> computed hy I'ltoKEgaOR SriiAKHKKl.K ill

1889; hi- clrllH-lll- :r

/' - -'-'.:! yearn Q - 306*. 1

T - 1884.00 - 68e
.6

- ' A - 70.3

a - 0>.96 N - +16'.144

Thi- orhit represent^ tin- mca.-urcs prior to 1891 with the desired accuracy,

hut the error in an-rle rapidly accumulated and in 1892 surpassed 20. Accord-

in^l\. l'i:i i --"i; (ii A-KN AIM- attempted an improvement of the orhit (A.X.
."II""). and olitaiued a set of elements which rendered the residuals in angle

i-d'mgly Miiall:

r - 17.487 yam Q - 307

r 188421 <-66.74
- 0.1, I A - 69-.7S

a - O'.KO n - -H.'(i.586

i-rt In-less the ephemeris computed by PKOFKSSOH GLASKXAPP has sig-

nally failed of its pur]M>se, as the error now amounts to about 80. As the

iiiNc-tigation was based wholly on angles of position we may infer that these

coordinate- were affected by sensible systematic errors, which might the more

,\ re-nit from the inequality of the stars.

Tin- eareful inca-nre- which I recently secured at the Washburii Observa-

tory ( .I../. :'"'.! i li.i\e enabled me to make a new determination of the orbit

based on all the material of a tru-t worthy character. We find the following

elements of 8.~> /'"/"".'

P - 24.0 yean Q - 116*.3

7 - 1883.80 i - 55*.6

e m. 0.388 A ^ MB I

a - 0-.8904 n - +15.0

Apparent orbit:

length of major axu 1

th of minor axis - I'.INI

> of major axis 118.0

Angle of |ieriatron ~ 1 !

Distance of star from centre OM'.<7
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The accompanying table gives a comparison of the computed with the

observed places.

COMPARISON OF COMPUTED WITH OBSERVED PLACES.

t



rilAI'TKK III.

RESULTS OF RESEARCHES \ mi OHHITS OF FORTY BINARY STAKS, WITH

' iKNKKAL CONHIDEJtV ROOT Kl -I'l ' I IN THE STKLLAK SVKTKMS.

1. /-/A 1/1, ,!/*
ttf

II,, Orbit* of Forty Binary Star*.

IN i ii i pi-reeding chapter we have presented detailed researches on the

orbits of forty stars. To enable the reader to grasp readily the existing state

of our knowledge, we have also included diagrams of the apparent ellipses,

and of tin- mean observations from which the elements were derived. In many
i-i- we haVf -''in that lln- !>-. i \ atioii- an- r. laliv . h |-.ii-jli. and llial uliil. the

errors an- small absolutely, they are yet very large in comparison with the

minute quantities measured. Under these circumstances it seemed useless to

attempt a Least-Square adjustment of the residuals, and hence we have through-

out employed graphical methods, and arrived at the adopted elements by suc-

cessive approximations of an empirical character. Accordingly, the orbits are

not definitive, but for reasons indicated in the several cases the changes which

future observations may necessitate will be confined within narrow limits.

In tin- following Table we give a summary of the elements, with the prob-

able uncertainty still attaching to the period and the eccentricity. From the

variations of these element* it is easy to see about the extent of the alterations

which may be required in the adopted values of the other element*. The final

changes which future ol>-er\atioii- ma\ produce in any given orbit can not yet

be determined with < . rtainty, and hence our variations may occasionally turn

out somewhat too small : but as care ha- l..-,-n exercised to avoid over-

estimation of the accuracy of results, the values here indicated ought not to

prove very deceptive.

In glancing over the apparent orbits of the preceding chapter the reader

should remember that the adopted elements depend not only on the agreement
of the observed distances with the apparent ellipses, but also on the accuracy

with which the law of areas is satisfied. These two criteria seem to justify

the comparatively small variations indicated in the Table of elements ; but as



I'll ELEMENTS OF THE ORBITS

the orbits here presented depend essentially on the observations employed, and

as our choice is to some extent a matter of judgement, it is not certain that

we have always arrived at the best results.

RESULTS OF RESEARCHES ox THE

Star
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while tin- rlcincntt* here adopted will give ephemendc- -nllieieiitly e\:i<-l fr

tin- ii-r iif olMwrvcn*.

\ -roroUH prosecution of tin- nica-nrcmcnt of doiiMc -tars will lunii-li the
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57.5
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74.0
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71.0
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X7.:t

-

material for one hundred m-lnt* at the end of another half century, ami accord-

ingly sueh effort id urgently demanded l>\ the highest interest* of >cieii
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2. Relative Velocity of the Companion in the Line of Sight

for the Epoch 1896.50.

When the elements of the orbit are known, the theory developed in 5,

Chapter I, first published in the Astronomische Nachrichten, No. 3314, enables

us to predict the relative motion of the companion of a binary in the line of

sight for any given time. The columns marked - and
*

in the foregoing

Table contain the desired results for the epoch 1896.50. The numbers in the

column -
express the orbital velocities in units of the radius of the hodograph.

As the scale of this radius is unknown, except in a very few cases, we are

not able to express this velocity in kilometres or in other absolute units
;
but

when the parallaxes are determined this may be readily accomplished. The

column as it stands, however, shows the rate of orbital motion, compared to

what is approximately the average velocity, and we are thus enabled to select

those stars which have a rapid orbital motion. If the motion of any given

pair be rapid, and also mainly in the line of sight, as in the case of

70 Ophiuchi, the system so circumstanced will be favorable for spectroscopic

measurement. The column - shows what part of the orbital motion is in the
p

line of sight, and this enables us to select for measurement with the Spectro-

graph those pairs which have a large orbital velocity with the major portion

of it towards or from the earth.

The stars at present the most favorably situated for measurement of the

relative motion in the line of vision are :
-q Cassiopeae, a Canis Majoris, 9Argus,

% Bodtis, y Coronae Borealis, 2173, 70 Ophiuchi, ft Delphini, and a Centauri.

Adopting parallaxes of 0".75, 0".162, and 0".154 for a Centauri, 70 Ophiuchi,

and
77 Cassiopeae respectively, we find the line-of-sight components for the

several systems to be 6.66, 13.95, 8.89, where the unit is the kilometre. These

quantities are well within the limit of spectroscopic measurement, and therefore

an experimental determination offers an attractive problem to observers occupied

with this branch of Astronomy.

It will be seen that several of the above stars are wide, while others are

very close. If the two spectra can be photographed on the same plate, the

lines being only slightly displaced by the relative motion of the stars, as in

the case of spectroscopic binaries, the close pairs ought to be as easily measured

as the wide ones, whose spectra could perhaps be photographed separately.

In any case the prosecution of these researches with the powerful spectro-

scopic appliances of the great telescopes of our time is an urgent desideratum
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f A -iron.,my. Ami until tin- relative motions of visible s\-icui- an- ihu-

dctermincd then- \\ill remain -<>ine doubt a- to tin- reality of (he so-called

.pectiiiM-opie l>inaric>; not that an\ <m,- doubt- tin- theoretical validity of the

l>oi-pi n;-IIro<;i\- principle. hut rather that other explanations nf the phe-

ii"iiifiia interpreted as -peetro-eopic liinaric- an- con-idcred possible. Moreover,

the great intcre-t attaching \o hive-libation- which will give tin- absolute

dimcn-ioii-. parallaxi-- and iiiasst-H of binary h\-!<m-. a- u. II a- the |>i>--il>ilil y
of toting tin- validity of tin- lau !' -i a\ itatimi. mi^ht to iudiu-r a-tion.niHT8

to |.ro*ccut- thr-r >tulir* \\itli a x.ral romim-ii-tnatc with their rc-al im-

<)\\inir to the small wixv of tin- earth's orhit. it seems that our principal

hop (
-

I'.ir kixiwlfdirc of the dinu-iinon* of the universe must he hased upon thi

method. The change in wave-length due to motion in the line of sight wa

originall\ pointed out li\ I )OIMM.KK, but IIii.i.ivs wa the lirst to apply the

n-0-.cope to the heavenly Ixxlies, and to reduce IX'UM'LKu's principle to

actual practice, and to assign it a place in modern Astronomy. The applica-

tion of the principle to the determination of the dimensions of binary system*
\\a- tir-t propo-cd by Fox TALBOT. But as his theory was restricted to

the case of circular motion, it eould not he applied to the eccentric orbits

dc-crihed by the stars, and accordingly it has since been somewhat varied and

extended by others. The theory which we have developed is entirely general

for ellipses of every possible eccentricity, and from the point of view of rigor

and generality leaves nothing to be desired.

%.'?. fnrestigation >> /'..///, /,'//<///o// o /'//// Orbit-I'lan'* nf' Jiinary SytttHU
I,, //// /'/./. ,,f th. .////// II ;/,/.

Owing to the well known arrangement of the stars and sharply-dclim-d

nebulae with rei)ect to the Milkv \\
;iy, it has U-en suggested that MHIK- rela-

tion might exist between the planes of the -tellar orbits and this fundamental

plane of the universe. An examination of this <|iicstioii is worthy of the atten-

tion of astronomers, and accord inirU we shall compute the inclinations of the

foregoing orbits by the formulae developed in the Hn-limr A*trnomichea /<////-

buck for 1832. The method of transformation which KNCKK has empl.

enables us to refer the plane of a double-star orbit to any absolute plane in

space.

Let us pass a plane through the central star parallel to the equator. The

pole of this plane will meet the celestial sphere at the same point as the pole
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of the heavens. Consider the triangle connecting the pole of the equator with

the poles of the real and of the apparent orbit. The pole of the apparent
orbit is determined by the right ascension and declination of the star (a, 8).

Let the coordinates of the pole of the real orbit referred to the same axes be

A and D, and let SI' be the angle which the great circle passing through the

poles of the real and apparent orbits makes with the meridian. The arc join-

ing the poles of the orbits is the inclination, i, and this is one of the elements

given in the foregoing Table. From the resulting spherical triangle we have

sinZ) = cos/ sin 8 + sin / cos 8 cos SI' = w cos (
J/

8),

cosZ> sin (a A) = sin t sin Q',

cos D cos ( A) = cos* cos 8 sin i sin 8 cos Q' = / sin (J/ 8),

where sin i cos Q,
' = m cos M,

and cos i = m sin M.

1
Then tanM =

tan i cos SI
'

sin(Jf-8)
tan( A) = - ,.

cosM tan SI
'

cos ( A)tanz> ==

tairp/-sr

When the right ascension and declination of the pole of the real orbit

have been determined, we may pass a plane through the central star parallel

to the Milky Way. In the spherical triangle which joins the pole of this

plane with the pole of the real orbit and the pole of the heavens, the incli-

nation of the real orbit to the plane of the Milky AV
r

ay is given by the arc

connecting their poles. Thus we have

cos F = sinZ> sin8' + cosi> cosS' cos(^4 '),

where a' and 8' denote the coordinates of the north pole of the Milky Way.
In our computations the coordinates of the north pole of the Milky W;iy

are taken on the authority of SIR JOHN HERSCHEL, who found

' = 12h 47"' ; 8' = +27 .

There are two solutions for r, owing to the two values of A and 1) inci-

dent to the indetermination of the ascending node; and the resulting inclinations

to the Galaxy are tabulated as T and r'. Now, we do not know which of these

two possible inclinations to the Milky Way is correct, but since it is impossible

to select from either column any one prevailing angle, much less an evanescent

inclination, we conclude that the orbits are not directly related to the Milky

Way, or to any other fundamental plane of the heavens. Thus it is clear

that the orbit-planes lie at all possible angles to the Milky Way, with no
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marked relation to tin- -mral -cheme which di-tin-rui-hcs tin- arrangement of

tin- -tar- and well-dclincd nelmlae. 'I'll. consideration that tin- si/.c of a -tcllar

orbit i -mall compared i.. tin- dim. n-i .11- of tin- Milkv \Va\. and that the

number of such -\-tcm- is \er\ v '''' might ha\, enabled us to anticipate this

n-ii!t as probable / ///..//. -in.-c tin- condensation of nehuloti.* matter to M

inaiiv centre- \\mild almo-t !' n. < it \ ha\e prodm-fd nUaliun- in all |MHiihK>

|>lam>*. ami i-vi-n if <-ontin-d ori^inallv t<> 'in- plant- tin- paralK-li-ni \\<>\i\A hnvi-

Iwen di-turlu-d liv tin- a.-iii.n of fi.n-i^n l>.dir> during the ages n-<iuiiv<l for thi-

d< -v.-l'-piin-nt of tin- \i-ilili- uiiiv.

!J I. Iliijh KIT, ,,lrit -if it-it a Fuiulnmnital Lota of Xuttirr.

It thu- ap|>tai- that the inclinatiotiH of the orbit-planes bear no definite

n-lution to any <;ivni plane of the heavens, ami an examination of the |>eriodK

of revolution shows that this element likewise has no charaeteristic pro|x?rty.

The jK-riods are found to range from 11 to 370 years.

It is evident that sueh elements as '/'. '/. Q, /. X, can have no relation to

phs-iial raiises, and an inujwetion of the Table shows no trace of sueh a eon-

II.M -lion. NVhen, however, we came to deal with the eccentricity the ease is

different. The results given in the preceding Table establish a most remarkable

law, which is of fundamental iiii|M>rtance in our theory of the origin and devel-

opment of the stellar systems, and is li.-i.li- of practical value to working

a-tronomiTs.

On glancing over tin rccrntricities it is found that while nearly all values

\i-t. l'.-\\. if any. an- very Miiall like tlm-*- of the planets and satellites, nor

are any very large like those of the long-period comets. Tin- >malk--t eccen-

tricity is that of f >"//'//, = 0.i:il. the largest that of y I '////// /s, = (>.>: '7.

the mean value for the forty orbits, t = 0.482.

Let us take tin- ./--axis a- tin- a\i- of reeeiitririty. and the y-axis as tin-

axis of number of orbits, and divide the interval from e = 0.0 to e = 1.0 into

a convenient number of parts. Then, if \\\- r. < t ordinatcs denoting the num-

ber of orbits falling in the given intervals, and connect the point- thus deter-

mined, we shall be able to illustrate the distribution of orbits as regards the

region of eccentricity.

\\ . find no orbits between 0.0 and 0.1: two ln-tween <>.! and 0.2; four

Ketween 0.2 and 0.3; eight between 0.3 and 0.4; nine between O.I and 0.5;

nine between 0.5 and 0.6; two between 0.6 and 0.7; four between <.T and 0.8;
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two between 0.8 and 0.9; none between 0.9 and 1.0. The distribution is illus-

trated by the broken line in the accompanying figure. Since the number of

orbits is finite, the figure is an irregular line; if the number were indefinitely

increased, the figure ought to become approximately a smooth curve.

It is evident, therefore, that the true curve of distribution of orbits resembles

a probability curve with maximum near 0.482; the slope in either direction is

gradual, but the curve vanishes before it reaches zero and unity. "We have

drawn a pointed curve to illustrate what is conceived to be the probability

curve for the distribution of orbits, but it is based on forty orbits only, and

therefore is necessarily provisional. We may observe, however, that forty is a

number sufficiently large to realize the essential conditions underlying the

theory of probability, and accordingly we are justified in the inference that the

nature of the curve here indicated will never be greatly change3. There is

an irregularity in the broken line between 0.6 and 0.7, which may be attributed

to the effect of chance
;

if the number of orbits were greatly increased this

gap would be filled up. In general, there will be irregularities in the distri-

bution so long as the number of orbits is finite, but they ought to become less

marked as the number is increased.

Thus, it is clear that in whatever intervals the axis of eccentricity be

divided, and however the number of orbits be increased, there will remain in

the curve of distribution a conspicuous maximum near 0.482, with a gradual

slope in both directions. The following table shows the eccentricities of the

orbits of the planets and satellites (Inaugural Dissertation, Berlin, 1893, p. 58) :

Planet
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Tin- orl.it- of several -atellite- appear t be circular. or r:illn-r ill.- eeceii-

iricitv irt found I" IM- in-. -n-ib|e in con-c<piencc of tin- errors of nl.-, r\ :ili<ni.

U -hall not under. -Miniate these unknown eccentricities if w . a--i-_rn to them

tin- mean value of tin- known eccentricities of tin- satellite orbits (MKlJ.'i).

Making tin- maximum as-uinption we find thai the average eccentricity for the

Holar system tin- eight great plain-Is and tlu-ir twciitv-onc satellites cannot

In these con-iih-ration- we have mnitti-d I In- comet- and tin- HMtfniitlH, IH--

can-c the foniiiT ha\c Ix-m drawn to our svMfin from outer H|>ace, while the

l.itl. i ha\i- originated l.\ an anonialoii- jiroc, . and depart so radically from

the other Ixxlies of the -\-tein that thev eannot be eonsideriHl ax a ty|>o of

plain t.n-v i volution, luit rather as an ahnonnal development. It i- al-o to U>

remarked that tin- i-eenitrieitir- of the orbits of the planets and satellites are

still invoheil in -omc small dejrree of uncertainty, and mon-over they will vary

fnun eentiirs ioerntnr\ o \vin< to the cumulative effectM of the secular variations

and of the lonir-period ine<|iialitic8. Notwithstanding these changtw it is clear

that the values of the eecentricitieH given above represent the true nature of

the solar -\-tem.

It foilon-*. /////-.//. Hint the averaye eccentricity among the ilouMr slant in

more than tn-,1,-, tiun* I/mi t'onml in the jdanttary ttyntun. nml thin extra-

ordinary result is muni/mlfi/ the expression of a J'unilanu ntal Imr <,f nutnrr.

The eccentricities of the orbits of the stars discussed in this work an* still

subject to -li^ht changes, but there is reason to believe that the average value

i' 1 !->_' i \\ill never lx? altered except by a very small quantity. The apparent

orbits Lri\'n in the preceding chapter enable the reader to make a direct in-

spection of the linear i-eei-ntricit \ . ami he mav thus judge of the magnitinli- -if

thi- element, as well as of tin- changes it i- likely to undergo. In order to

minimize the uncertainty in our final data, we have pnrpo-ely restricted our

researches to the- forty orbits which wen- capable of the mo-t exact determi-

nation. Since the orbits of the fortv stars will undergo no -en-iblc impn.v.
-

nient, at least for a good many years, it seemed of intere-t to (.resent also fig-

ures of the real orbits.

In the accompanying illustrations the orlut- are arranged in the order of

eccentricity, and the reader is thus enabled to examine the different degrees of

elongation. Accordingly, it ap|>ears that while the orbits are much mot

trie than those of the planets and satellite-, thev an- vet much less eooentrie

than those of the long-period comets.

In the preceding diagram we have drawn one broken line to illn-trate th
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distribution of the orbits of comets, and another for the distribution of the

orbits of the planets and satellites. The number of cometary orbits is so large

that in this case the scale of ordinates had to be very much reduced. An in-

spection of these curves shows that the planetary orbits are heaped up about a

very small eccentricity, while the cometary orbits cluster around the parabo-

lic eccentricity. This characteristic of the orbits of comets indicates, as

LAPLACE first pointed out, that these bodies have been drawn to our system

from the regions of the fixed stars
;
and therefore their eccentricities surpass,

equal or approximate unity. Some of the comets have passed near the larger

planets, and thus suffered perturbations which have reduced their eccentricities;

and hence the curve slopes down gradually on the side towards the origin.

The right branch of the curve is but little known, since the great perihelion

distance of hyperbolic comets enables them to pass through our system unnoticed,

unless they happen to be very bright.

Thus it is evident that the tendency of double-star orbits is to group about

a mean eccentricity which is almost equally removed from the two extremes

presented in the solar system. Orbits which are so much elongated have no

close analogy with those of the planets and satellites
;
on the other hand their

lack of very great eccentricities excludes them from the category of comets,

and does not permit us to assign to these systems a fortuitous origin. We shall

see hereafter that the orbits were originally nearly circular; in the course of im-

measurable ages they have been gradually expanded and elongated by the work-

ing of tidal friction in the bodies of the stars. The visible elongation of the

orbits thus enables us to trace the changes of the stellar systems through mil-

lions of years, and to throw light upon the problems connected with their

evolution.

In discussing the motion of yVirginis, SIR JOHN HERSCHEL long ago remarked

that "the eccentricity is, physically speaking, by far the most important of all

the elements," and now we see that this element, which depends wholly on

mierometrical measures, and is independent of the parallaxes and relative masses

of the stars, gives the sole clue to the evolution of the stellar systems,

and will some day enable us to lay a secure foundation for scientific Cos-

mogony.
We may observe that besides throwing light upon the past condition of

the universe the general law of the eccentricity here established will also be

useful to practical astronomers. The eccentricity of any given orbit may depart

considerably from the mean here indicated as the most probable value, yet the

tendency towards this region will on the whole prove useful to computers.
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The observer who is aware of tin- high eceeiitrieitie- and different inclinations

i-f tin- orbits will know thai in many cases tin- length of tin- apparent radin

vector i- Mihject to -iv;tt \ ;iriat i. .11-, ami a- a -ho, telling of the radius-vector

eorresjxuids to accelerated angular motion of tin- companion, he will never find

it safe to assume that tin- motion i> uniform. Tin- forty stars treated in thin

work piv-eiit several instances where the angular motion at certain epochs ha-

l>een extreiiiclv rapid, and it is much to be regretted that more observations

were not secured at -m h critical point* of the orbit*. These general results

may proM- of \alne to the observer of the future, and stimulute an increased

int. rot in tin- -\ -tematie mea.-uremeiit of revolving liinarieH.

5. I{,lnlir, Masses of the. CoHijtonent* in Stellar Syntein#.

A problem of fundamental importance in the study of the stars is the

determination of the relative masses of the components of a system. Such

determinations have been made heretofore in very few cases, and even when

undertaken lia\c been seriously embarrassed by the errors of observation. It

has been customary to base the investigations ii|>on absolute |M>sitions deter-

mined with the Meridian Circle. The errors of our absolute ]>ositions deduced

in this way are so large in comparison with the delicate quantities depending
on the irregularity of the proper motions of the individual component- of a

system whose centre of gravity move* uniformly on the arc of a great circle.

that the results obtained are afleeted by large probable errors.

The -\-tems in which Mich re-cardie- have been attempted arc:

(1) a Cants Majoris, when- Ai VSI.KS finds the miMfiB to be in the ratio

of 1:2.119.

(2) a On/aunf, in which STONE found the masses approximately equal;

Hi KIN* made them as l:l.l'_'l; and K<>UKI:TS finally concludes from a more

elaborate investigation that they are in the ratio of 1:1.041.

(3) ij Cassiopeae, investigated in 1881 by LUDWHJ STKUVK, who found

the masses to be in the ratio of 1:3.731.

So far as we are aware these three wide systems are the only ones whose

relative masses have been investigated, and we may remark that the condition

of each star is favorable to a determination from the circumstance that the

pairs are wide and tolerably rapid in their orbital motion, and therefore the
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irregularity of the proper motions of the components is conspicuous in com-

parison with the errors of observation.

There are other systems such as 70 Ophiuchi, Bootis, and y Virginis, which

are favorable for similar investigations, but none have yet been attempted. It

would be all the more interesting to investigate the relative masses of

70 Ophiuchi from the circumstance that the system contains a dark body which

sensibly perturbs the visible components.

In the case of y Virginis we might infer that the masses are nearly equal,

as in the system of a Centauri.

But even if the bright and widely-separated pairs were all investigated, it

would still be difficult to reach any of the small, close stars whose distances

are less than two seconds of arc. The investigation of the relative masses of

the components of such systems by means of absolute positions determined

with the Meridian Circle seems forever impossible, since the stars under such

power would seldom be separated, and when separated the errors of observa-

tion would be larger than the quantities involved in the determination of the

relative masses. The old method is therefore very limited in its application,

and a new method must be invented if we are ever to have precise knowledge
of the relative masses of the components of binary systems.

We suggest the following method as much more general and also much

more exact than the one depending on absolute positions. The distance and

position-angle of each component with respect to a neighboring star should be

determined at different epochs, the measures being taken with the Heliometer

if the distance is large, with the Micrometer if the neighboring star is close or

very faint. A series of such relative positions would disclose the location of

the centre of gravity by its uniform motion and the resulting conservation

of areas with respect to the neighboring star. And since the measures are

differential only, it ought to be possible to attain the desired degree of accu-

racy; the only difficulty likely to arise in practice would be one depending

on the personal equations and the constant errors affecting the work of

individual observers. Experience alone could determine how serious this

difficulty would be, but it seems probable from the results obtained in the

measurement of double stars that it would become considerable only in the case

of pairs which have no near companion.

Indeed, this method for finding the relative masses of stars is exactly the

same as that employed in parallax measurement, except that the observations

must extend over the period of a revolution (or a large part of such a period)

instead of over the period of one year.
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Tin- proposed method therefore is aa follows: Let tin- dill'i n nc-es in right

ascen-ion and declination with resjM-ct to t-itlu-r of the < ointments at the

(MH-h-. t,i'f be

/ - ^ inf. cf, ; ., -

.*< - ff.'tinf/MeV 8 -'V - *'

/ _ *'." MOV ^ -

Let the ditli-n-nees in right ascension and declinatimi of the com|M>nentH if

the system in lik. inaiuu-r be

l,t p \t\0

./' - f
'

tinf see 8' ; ./*' -
p'

l.t' p" sin** aecf ; Jf p'

Then tin- rtHM-dinates of the centre of gravity of the system referred to the

ng star will be given by the expressions,

if

M+M

where the formula? are arranged for the case of the smaller star, which in

generally to be preferred, as the magnitude of the absolute orbital motion

about the centre of gravity is in the inverse ratio of the masses of the

components. M
In these expressions the only unknown quantity is the ratio

jjf+rjf
The

most natural condition for the determination of this unknown is furnished by

the principle of the con-i-r\ation of tin- motion of the centre of gravity of a

system of bodi< I, \\ lu-n the arc d--<-ril><-cl by tin- centre of gravity in small,

tin- motion in right ascension and ilcdination is uniform like that in the arc of

a great circle. Thus we have

t'-t

(JT-Jt)

When n sets of indi-pendent oliM-rvations have been seen red, the number

of equations for the determination of the most probable value of the ratio

is 2 (n-2).
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If the precession is sensible, the observations of
, ', 6", and 0, 6'

, 6",

etc., must be referred to a common epoch. An independent formula for the

determination of the ratio M _^^ may be deduced from the criterion that the

motion of the centre of gravity is confined to the arc of a great circle.

While the method may not prove to be entirely general, owing to the

occasional absence of suitable comparison stars, there is reason to think that

the Heliometer and Micrometer together ought to prove very effective. Such

measurements, if extended to groups of perspective involving two or more

objects, will furnish the means also of detecting the existence of any possible

irregularities in the proper motions of single stars. In the early days of star

cataloguing it was difficult to believe that the proper motions were uniform

and rectilinear, but as this has been found to be the general rule, it is now

difficult for some to credit the existence of irregularities in the proper motions,

or the presence of dark bodies perturbing the motions of the stars. The errors

of observation are relatively so large that sound method of procedure requires

caution in attributing anomalies to foreign causes, lest by undue credulity we

be led to introduce all manner of vain fictions; yet it is certainly unphilosophi-

cal to doubt the existence of numerous dark companions which disturb the

motions of the fixed stars. It will ultimately be a matter of great interest to

determine the extent and the character of such perturbations. These consid-

erations suggest fields of inquiry of the widest scope, and assure us that while

exact Astronomy shall be cultivated, the Heliometer and the Micrometer are

not likely to lose their present importance, through the introduction of any sort

of mechanical methods.

It will be some years before the above method can be applied, and hence

it is interesting to reach some general result as to the relative masses of binary

stars. The determinations above spoken of, except in the case of Sirius, show

that the masses are roughly in proportion to the brightness of the stars. This

rule would doubtless lead to erroneous conclusions in a good many individual

cases, yet in taking double stars as a class, it will give results which are not

far from the truth; and hence the light-ratios of the forty stars given in the

Table show that on the average the components of binaries are comparable,

and frequently almost equal, in mass. This we may infer to be a general law

for all binaries, and the corresponding relative masses accord perfectly with

those of the double nebulae drawn by SIR JOHN HKKSCIIEL, and with the mass-

ratios resulting from the rupture of the figures of equilibrium of rotating mass

of fluid investigated by POINCARE and DARWIN.
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;''>. /'.!>> />tional Character <>/ t/n

Tin- fundamental result indicated in the foregoing section is in striking

contrast with the phenomena prcsi-ntcd in the solar -\-tiiii. Tin- masses of

the planets are very small compared to that of the SUM. and tin- musses of tin-

satellites are very small compared to those of the plain-is an mini which they
revolve. The mass-ratio in the case of the Earth and Moon amount- to

I'B, and is by far the largest in the solar system. The mass of Jtijtitcr, ii 4V.n,

i- much larger than that of any otln-r planet, and yet such a body is wholly
iiisi-rniiirant < ompared to the Sun. If such inconsiderable companions attend

the fixed stars, they would neither be visible, nor could they IH? discovered by

any pi-rtnrbations which they might produce. It is therefore impossible to

determine whether the stellar systems include such bodies as the planets, and

we are thus unaware of the existence of any other systems like our own. On
tlu- i >t her hand the heavens present to our consideration an indefinite numl>cr

of double xy.iteins, each of which is divided into comparable masses. These

double systems stand in direct contrast to the planetary system, where the

r. i ural body has 746 times the mass of all the other bodies combined. In

binary stars tin- mass distribution is evidently double, while in the solar system
it is essentially single. By a process extending throughout the universe it

seems that the nebulae frequently divide into approximately equal or compar-
able masses, and develop into double stars, while in the case of our own nebula

-nli-tantially all tin- matter has gone into the Sun.

Therefore while observation gives us no ground for denying tin- < -\i-tt nee

of other systems like our own, it docs not i-nalile us on the other hand to

affirm or even to render it probable that such systems do exist. And in

this state of insufficient evidence we are confronted by the undoubted < \i-icn< e

of a great number of systems of an entirely different type. Whatever theories

"f < 'osmogony are proposed, it is evident that in order to have any claim to

acceptance, they must be based upon what is really known, not upon what

may or may not exist. Those who have
|>i

i to deduce ( O-mogonic

processes from our own isolated and abnormal -\-tem. have therefore pursued

an illogical course, and it is not remarkable that they have failed to throw

much light upon the laws of Cosmogony.
The solar s\~t. m is rendered abnormal by the great number and small

masses of its attendant bodies and by the circularity of their orbits about the

large central bodies which govern their motion. The -\-tim is throughout so
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regular, and adjusted to such admirable conditions
'

of stability, that among
known systems it stands absolutely unique. Whether observation will ever

disclose any other system of such complexity, regularity and harmony, is an

interesting question for the future of Astronomy. It is certain that the number

of double stars will be augmented in proportion to the diligence of observers

and the improvement of our telescopes; and we may reasonably expect a

sensible increase in the number of triple and quadruple stars and of stars

attended by dark bodies.

Such systems as Sirius, Procyon, Cancri and 70 Ophiuchi are not likely

to be isolated cases; but caution is required where the observations are not

decisive, lest the number be unduly increased by imaginary bodies resulting

from errors of observation. It seems probable that a number of double stars

are likely to disclose perturbations which can be investigated, and we have

already some indications . that the motions of Herculis, g Ursae Majoris,

p.
1 Herculis and

77 Coronae Borealis are not perfectly regular. But in the

present state of the measures it seemed best to attribute the apparent irregu-

larities to errors of observation. Hercnlis especially merits the most careful

attention of observers; after its periastron passage a refined investigation will

show whether the motion is really perturbed.

The question naturally arises whether the stars of these double systems are

attended by small dark bodies of a planetary character. We have seen that

most of the binaries have highly eccentric orbits, and hence if planetary bodies

revolved around either component, they would experience great perturbations,

besides the most violent changes of light and heat. It seems probable that

planets could not be formed without developing very eccentric orbits, and if

once in existence, it is questionable whether such bodies co'uld endure under

the violent perturbations to which they would be subjected at periastron

passage. Even if a planet were very close to its central star, its motion would

be affected by an inequality of enormous magnitude analogous to the annual

equation in the moon's motion; and if not destroyed by collision with one of

the stars or by disintegration under the tidal forces within ROCHE'S limit, in

all probability it would sooner or later be driven from the system on a curve

analogous to a parabola or an hyperbola. Thus, while the motion of a planet

around one of the components could hardly be so stable as the corresponding

phenomena of the solar system, it might yet continue for long ages if the orbit

of the binary be not too eccentric; the final state of the system would depend

upon the densities, relative masses and distances of the components, the mutual

inclinations, and above all, the eccentricities, of their orbits.
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